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Abstract

Jinming Min

Utilizing External Resources for Enriching

Information Retrieval

Information retrieval (IR) seeks to support users in finding infor-
mation relevant to their information needs. One obstacle for many
IR algorithms to achieve better results in many IR tasks is that
there is insufficient information available to enable relevant con-
tent to be identified. For example, users typically enter very short
queries, in text-based image retrieval where textual annotations
often describe the content of the images inadequately, or there is
insufficient user log data for personalization of the search process.
This thesis explores the problem of inadequate data in IR tasks.
We propose methods for Enriching Information Retrieval (ENIR)
which address various challenges relating to insufficient data in
IR. Applying standard methods to address these problems can face
unexpected challenges. For example, standard query expansion
methods assume that the target collection contains sufficient data
to be able to identify relevant terms to add to the original query
to improve retrieval effectiveness. In the case of short documents,
this assumption is not valid. One strategy to address this problem
is document side expansion which has been largely overlooked in
the past research. Similarly, topic modeling in personalized search
often lacks the knowledge required to form adequate models lead-
ing to mismatch problems when trying to apply these models to



improve search. This thesis focuses on methods of ENIR for tasks
affected by problems of insufficient data. To achieve ENIR, our
overall solution is to include external resources for ENIR. This re-
search focuses on developing methods for two typical ENIR tasks:
text-based image retrieval and personalized web data search.

In this research, the main relevant areas within existing IR research
are relevance feedback and personalized modeling. ENIR is shown
to be effective to augment existing knowledge in these classical ar-
eas. The areas of relevance feedback and personalized modeling
are strongly correlated since user modeling and document mod-
eling in personalized retrieval enrich the data from both sides of
the query and document, which is similar to query and document
expansion in relevance feedback. Enriching IR is the key challenge
in these areas for IR. By addressing these two research areas, this
thesis provides a prototype for an external resource based search
solution. The experimental results show external resources can
play a key role in enriching IR.



Chapter 1

Introduction

Information retrieval (IR) is one of the major research topics in computer sci-

ence. IR seeks to find material (conventionally documents) of an unstructured

nature (conventionally text) that satisfies a user information need from within

large collections (conventionally stored on computers). In a typical IR frame-

work, the user inputs a query to the system, the IR system returns a ranked

list related to this user query with items ranked in decreasing order of likeli-

hood of relevance to the information need. Early IR systems were commonly

used by professional librarians or academic researchers. With the emergence

and rapid growth of the Internet, the most visible IR application - web search

engine - appeared. Web search has transformed IR to be a core technology

for online users to locate information to support them in their daily activi-

ties. In state-of-the-art IR, three important changes have occurred: users of

IR systems have changed from qualified librarians or scholarly researchers to

the average online user; the data size of IR systems has moved from small

document sets to collections of huge size; the rapid growth of the Internet has

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

increased the range of types of data to be searched by IR applications, such

as metadata search, mutimedia search, personalized search, social search and

etc.

The Internet is one of the main areas of application for IR technologies.

The Internet is not only a place for authoritative sources to publish informa-

tion, it is also a place for everyone to share their own information with others.

The information published by average users is usually not as complete and

comprehensive as the information from authoritative sources. These new data

types bring challenges for IR technologies. Although the data size is typically

huge, one obvious characteristic of Web data is that there is no rich context

to make it self-supported. Human beings are able to understand incomplete

information which is not explicitly written by its author if they have the rel-

evant background knowledge, but this is hard for computers. Without suffi-

cient context and background information for incomplete Web data, classical

IR algorithms developed based on full length articles will typically achieve

weaker performance on these new data types. Thus new IR approaches are

needed to help computers find relevant information for web data which is

not informative enough. Motivated by these challenges for IR, we propose

the topic of this thesis research of enriching IR applications using external

resources.

The main interest of this thesis is to enrich IR using information from ex-

ternal resources. One obstacle for many IR algorithms to achieve better results

is that the data is too sparse to enable the relevant content to be identified.

For example, users typically enter very short queries in text-based image re-

trieval, in which textual annotations often describe the content of the images

2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Example of sparse data.

inadequately. In Figure 1.1, the annotation only gives a simple description,

which is a very typical situation for online images. But more information is

needed for effective and reliable text-based image retrieval. With a richer an-

notation of the image, we can know for example where the image was taken

and who the person in the image is, etc. This inadequate labelling of online

images potentially results in poor performance of standard IR algorithms to

find useful information for users. Addressing sparse data problems by using

external information is the main focus of this thesis.

1.1 Motivation and Applications

Typical IR algorithms assume there is sufficient information available in the

user queries and the target documents to enable effective retrieval. This is due

to many IR algorithms being developed for tasks such as retrieval of news

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

articles for benchmark tasks such as the TREC Ad-Hoc evaluation tasks 1. In

this kind of search task, the queries and target documents usually contain

enough and precise information to describe the user intent and the document

content. But in many real-world IR tasks, this assumption may not be true.

The rapid growth of the Internet brings new types of data for IR. In many of

these new IR applications, the data can be too sparse to describe itself. Several

typical IR tasks where a sparse data problem occurs are:

Image Search Image annotations usually contain very few terms to describe

the content of the images. Text-based image retrieval relies on these

sparse annotations to find relevant images. This is still the mainstream

solution to the image search task.

Video Search Similar to image search, text-based video search relies heavily

on sparse text annotations of videos.

Micro-blog Search Micro-blog documents are usually composed of very short

sentences which do not provide enough detail for effective search.

Social Network Search In typical social networks, there are usually no com-

plete texts which describe the events being referred to since users only

use very simple text to describe their activities.

Chat Messages Search Dialogue in online conversations usually resemble spo-

ken sentences, and are usually short and incomplete. The background

information is known for the person in the conversation, but is not avail-

able to the computer.

1http://trec.nist.gov/

4
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SMS Search Short messages sent on a mobile devices usually contain very

short messages from mobile users without context.

Alternative strategy for improving IR effectiveness where the search task

is adequately described is personalization. The purpose of personalization is

to provide different retrieval results for different users by exploring knowl-

edge of the interests of the specific user making the search. In personalized

retrieval tasks, a key step is to build a user model based on the user’s his-

torical data. However, the data available is usually too sparse to create a

rich and comprehensive model of the user’s interests. This is a typical sparse

data problem in IR. Thus, in personalized retrieval, one challenge is how to

provide personalized search results with sparse user historical data.

In the meantime, the growth of the Internet provides opportunities to re-

solve sparse data problems in IR since it provides large amounts of data which

could be utilized in the retrieval process. In the last ten years, Internet data

has rapidly grown into many billions of web pages. Table 1.1 shows the esti-

mated number of web pages from Google’s web index.

Table 1.1: Size of Google Index.
Year Estimated Number of Web Pages
2005 11.50 billion
2009 25.21 billion
2012 55.00 billion

The huge size of Internet data provides an opportunity to resolve the

sparse data problem in IR research. Internet data may contain suitable content

to address the incomplete information in the target documents in IR tasks; In-

ternet data may contain content relevant to the user information need suitable

5
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for enriching the user query; and online reference sites contain references to

many topics of general human knowledge, extracting information from this

data may be used to enrich the queries or documents on the same topics in

many IR tasks where the sparse data problem is present.

For example, the well-known Wikipedia archive contains a large number

of articles relating to general human knowledge. Wikipedia can potentially

be used as a general resource for resolving the sparse data problem in search

tasks. Several other online reference sites are shown in Table 1.2 1. These

reference sites can also potentially be very useful resources for enriching data

used in IR tasks. PageRank, Alexa Rank and the number of monthly visitors

shown in Table 1.2 suggest that these sites are popular sites for online users

seeking to acquire general information to satisfy their search interests.

Table 1.2: Wikipedia in Reference Sites

PageRank Alexa Rank Monthly Visitors

Wikipedia 9 8 41,422,790

Answers.com 7 309 10,607,121

HowStuffWorks 8 1,416 3,240,959

Encyclopaedia Britanica 8 4,370 1,329,460

Infoplease 7 4,692 1,463,272

1.2 Hypothesis

Based on the motivation of the previous section, we know that one of the

critical challenges for IR in many retrieval tasks is the sparse data problem
1The data are collected in January, 2008
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and that Internet data provides a potential opportunity to relieve it. Our re-

search aims to utilize external resources to resolve the sparse data problem

in IR tasks. Usually, IR tasks contain three kinds of data: user queries, tar-

get documents, and user historical data. We conduct research into utilizing

external resources in all these parts. We select two tasks as the focus for our

research: text-based image retrieval and personalized web data search. These

two tasks are selected due to the challenges of the sparse data problem in the

three components of these tasks: the query, the target documents and the user

data. Text-based image retrieval is a typical task where the target corpus and

the user queries do not contain adequate information, and personalized web

search is a typical task where there is the lack of user historical information.

We propose methods to utilize external resources to enrich IR in these two

tasks. To utilize external resources for user queries and target documents, our

methods use the classical method of relevance feedback. For personalized

search, we expand the user data from external resources before building the

user search interests model. Thus the main hypotheses of the thesis can be

summarized as follows:

• External resources can be incorporated into the relevance feedback pro-

cess to provide better feedback information for retrieval tasks with the

sparse data problem. The enrichment could be helpful from both the

query and document sides of the retrieval process.

• External resources can enrich user historical data, thus enabling user

models based on user historical data to model more user search inter-

ests. This will help the retrieval system to provide effective personalized
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search results to an individual user.

Based on these hypotheses, we specify our research described in this thesis

into the research questions in Section 1.3.

1.3 Overview of the Thesis

Currently there is no comprehensive study into the utilization of external

resource in IR applications. Although there exists empirical research on uti-

lizing external resource in some areas such as query expansion, it fails to pro-

vide systemic conclusions for the topic of external resources use in IR. This

thesis addresses a number of critical problems regarding utilizing external

resources to enrich IR research. It aims to establish the potential of external

resources for IR techniques, such as relevance feedback and personalized web

data search. The thesis focuses on two typical IR tasks where insufficient data

occurs: text-based image retrieval and personalized web data search. The

research content of the thesis is summarized in Table 1.3:

Table 1.3: Structure of the thesis.
Research tasks Algorithms
Image search chap 3: query expansion chap 4: document expansion
Personalization chap 5: term model chap 6: topic model

We separate the research into four parts with an overview in the following

subsections. In the beginning of each subsection, several research questions

are listed which the thesis aims to answer.
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1.3.1 Query Expansion

Query expansion is a classical solution to the query/document mismatch

problem in IR method [Xu & Croft, 1996]. The basic assumption of a typi-

cal query expansion method is that the target corpus contains sufficient data

to enrich the original query to form a longer query. Results in previous re-

search conclude that longer queries achieve better retrieval effectiveness in

various IR tasks [Buckley et al., 1994b; Rocchio, 1971]. But in many new IR

tasks such as short document retrieval, this assumption may be not true due

to the lack of information in the target corpus.

In this part of our research, we aim to discover whether utilizing external

resources performs well for IR tasks with sparse data problem. We conduct

our research by answering the following research questions:

• How does query expansion perform for retrieval tasks with sparse in-

formation? The purpose of this research question is intended to find the

limitation of the classical query expansion on IR tasks with the sparse

data problem.

• Is query expansion from the target collection or query expansion from

an external collection? The purpose of this research question is intended

to discover whether the utilization of external resources plays a positive

role for IR tasks with the sparse data problem.

• Are classical query expansion methods the best for query expansion

using external resources? The purpose of this research question is in-

tended to discover whether alternative methods can be utilized with
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external resources for IR tasks with the sparse data problem to produce

results better than those achieved using classical methods.

In this part of the thesis, we explore the utilization of external resources

on a classical query expansion algorithms. For a text-based image search task,

we propose to compare external query expansion with classical query expan-

sion. Furthermore, we propose a definition-based query expansion method

to utilize Wikipedia as the external resource. This method not only utilizes

the overall external corpus as the resource to enrich the original query, it also

utilizes the knowledge of definition documents which directly explain the key

concept of the user query.

1.3.2 Document Expansion

Document expansion has been a less investigated topic in IR research. There

are some negative reports about the utilization of document expansion in

TREC search tasks [Billerbeck & Zobel, December 2005]. These show that

document expansion for news articles research does not yield significant im-

provement for retrieval effectiveness. While in our research, the problem in

IR we want to resolve is the sparse data problem. In this setting, document

expansion may show different behavior to that found for the TREC search

tasks. Some research questions we are addressing in this topic are listed as:

• Is document expansion effective on retrieval tasks with sparse informa-

tion? The purpose of this research question is to test whether document

expansion from external resources can help to improve retrieval effec-

tiveness for IR tasks with the sparse data problem.
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• Is using the whole document as a query to find relevant documents the

optimal approach for document expansion research? For this research

question, we aim to find the most effective way to form queries for doc-

ument expansion in our research.

In this part of the thesis, we investigate document expansion for the text-

based image retrieval task. Rather than using document expansion from the

target corpus, we introduce external document expansion from Wikipedia. A

typical document expansion algorithm uses the whole document as the query

to find relevant documents in external corpus [Singhal & Pereira, 1999a]. We

introduce a method we refer to as document reduction to select the most impor-

tant terms in a document to form a document “query”. This query is sent to

the external resource to identify the best feedback documents for the original

document. A new expanded document is formed by combining the origi-

nal document terms with the feedback terms obtained from the top ranked

external documents.

1.3.3 Term Model on Personalization

Personalization is an important topic in IR since next generation search sys-

tem targets seeks to improve their effectiveness by providing different search

results to individual users. In personalized IR, the most important compo-

nent is to model the user’s search interests and the target documents into the

same knowledge base. Since using external resources for personalized search

task is a new topic, we need to answer the following research questions to

test whether the external resources can be helpful for improving the retrieval
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effectiveness for personalized search task:

• Can widely available external resources be used for effective personal-

ized IR? For this research question, we propose to find a method to uti-

lize external resources for building user models in personalized search

task.

• Is there a simple and effective solution to a general personalized web

data search task? For this research question, we aim to propose a simple

method to utilize external resources for ranking documents in personal-

ized search tasks.

In this chapter, we propose an external resource based knowledge system

to model the user search data and web documents on the term level. User

search interests and web documents can be presented as vectors of terms.

Thus how much the target web documents are interesting to the user can

be described by the similarity of the user interests vector and the document

vector in the same knowledge base.

1.3.4 Topic Modeling in Personalization

Topic modeling is a major breakthrough in recent research in Natural Lan-

guage Processing (NLP), and has been applied widely in IR tasks [Wei &

Croft, 2006]. Modeling a document into topics is a fundamental problem in

NLP research. In personalization, one key step is to model the user’s search

interests from their historical documents. Topics can be used to model the

user’s search interests. Building a topic model from the user’s historical docu-

ments is a natural way for modeling user search interests. Thus, the technique
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of the topic model is naturally potentially useful in personalization tasks. The

challenge in a personalization task is the lack of user data to model the user’s

search interests. In this research, we propose to utilize external resources for

building topic models from user data in a personalized search task. Some

research questions we are addressing in this research are:

• Can a topic modeling framework be used to model the user and doc-

uments for personalized search task? The purpose of this research is

to seek to find a way to utilize topic modeling for user modeling in

personalized search task.

• Can external resources be utilized in user modeling and document mod-

eling? The purpose of this research is to seek to utilize external resources

for user modeling in personalized search task.

• Can external resources based user models be used to effectively rank

documents in a personalized search task in a learning-to-rank frame-

work? The purpose of this research question is to investigate the uti-

lization of external resources for ranking documents in a personalized

search task.

We propose a method to update the user model from an external resource

- a web collection. The similarity between the updated user model and doc-

ument model can be used as metrics to evaluate the topic relevance between

the user and the document. All the user models and the document model

in our search are produced using a standard topic model algorithm - Latent

Dirichlet Allocation.
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In chapter 2, we present background information related to our thesis,

and survey the related work. After chapter 2, we then proceed in subsequent

chapters with each of the four main parts of our investigation: query expan-

sion, document expansion, term modeling on personalization, topic modeling

on personalization.
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Chapter 2

Background and Review

As introduced in Chapter 1, this thesis is focused on utilizing external re-

sources to resolve the sparse data problem in IR. In this chapter, we give a

more formal introduction to this problem and review past research on this

topic. To introduce the sparse data problem in IR, we review different aspects

of IR data including user queries, target documents, and user historical data.

To review past research on resolving the sparse data problem, we analyse the

advances of the past research and use this to motivate our research.

In past research in IR, there has been no significant work which explicitly

aims to resolve the sparse data problem by using external resources. Re-

lated work to our research can be found in works on relevance feedback [Roc-

chio, 1971; Ide, 1968; Robertson, 1991], personalized search [Liu et al., 2002;

Pretschner & Gauch, 1999] and utilizing external resources in IR [Diaz & Met-

zler, 2006]. We review this existing work, build connections between it and

then, based on this work to motivate our research on the utilization of external

resources on the sparse data problem in IR.
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This chapter is structured as follows: Section 2.1 introduces previous re-

search on addressing the sparse data problem in IR, especially focusing on

work on relevance feedback and personalized search. Section 2.2 introduces

existing methods used for utilizing the external resources in IR. Section 2.3

summarizes previous research of resolving sparse data problem and illus-

trates the opportunity of our proposed methods for this problem and Section

2.4 provides a summary of this chapter.

2.1 Review of Sparse Data Problem in IR Research

Classical IR uses the statistics of natural language to build retrieval models.

The classical probabilistic retrieval model Okapi BM25 [Robertson & Spärck

Jones, 1994] relies on a variant of Term Frequency (TF) and Inverse Document

Frequency (IDF) as the key components. However, a problem in many IR

tasks is that a lack of sufficient text data means that IR model may not be

trained effectively which can harm the retrieval results. An example is that

the values of TF for many terms could all be 1 in a short documents retrieval

task. For the short user query (the usual case for most IR tasks), TF for

most query terms could be 1. Thus TF cannot make an effective contribution

to weighting the importance of terms in a user query or document in these

situations. Also in many IR tasks, the data can be sparse where the content is

not described fully, which can lead to a mismatch problem between the query

and the document. Although the document and query may be relevant to

each other in this case, the retrieval models could still fail to match them due

to the relevant queries and documents using different vocabulary to describe
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themselves. The query/document mismatch problem can be viewed as a

form of sparse data problem. Without sufficient data, the mismatch problem

could happen. In this situation, a user query may not contain the term in the

relevant target document, and the relevant target document may not contain

the term found in the user query.

The sparse data problem happens in many places of IR tasks such as user

queries, target documents and user historical search data. The reasons for

such sparse data problem can be:

• User queries are usually short and sparse. This is a feature of many IR

tasks, particularly for non-professional searchers.

• Target documents are short in some IR tasks. This happens for many

emerging IR tasks such as the text-based image retrieval tasks, social

network retrieval tasks such as the search tasks on the Twitter.com, or

Facebook.com where the user posts are usually very short.

• Historical user search data is not sufficiently complete to describe the

full extent of the user’s search interests. This happens in many per-

sonalized search tasks where there is not sufficient user historical data

available.

The sparse data problem in user queries and target documents can in-

crease the likelihood and impact of query/document mismatch. The sparse

data problem in user historical data can lead to the user/document topic mis-

match, since the user historical data fails to record the user’s search interests,

resulting in the the calculation of the personal relevance between the user and

target documents may not be reliable.
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To resolve these mismatch problems arising from the sparse data prob-

lem, a classical strategy to adopt is relevance feedback. In the next section,

we review the past efforts in using relevance feedback to resolve the sparse

data problem in IR. Also, we review research on personalized search where

the sparse data problem has been less noted. We review methods to utilize

external resources in IR research which motivate our work described in this

thesis where we seek to utilize external resources to resolve the sparse data

problem in IR.

2.1.1 Relevance Feedback as a Solution to the Sparse Data

Problem

In modern IR systems, the user is typically asked to input a simple text query

to describe his information need. The query is sent to the IR system to conduct

an initial retrieval, in response to which a ranked list of potentially relevant

documents is returned to the user. Several problems can be observed to occur

with this basic approach to using an IR system:

• The user may not be knowledgeable about the subject of their informa-

tion need to form a useful query to describe his information need.

• The formed query may be too short to describe the user’s information

need sufficiently to reliably identify potentially relevant documents.

• Relevant documents in the target collection may use a different vocab-

ulary to describe the content of the user’s information need than that

used by the user in the query.
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These problems can be summarized as the sparse data problem in the user

queries and target documents of IR tasks. Relevance Feedback (RF) in IR was

introduced as a mechanism which seeks to relieve these problems [Rocchio,

1971; Ide, 1968]. The basic idea of RF is that the user is asked to provide

relevance judgments for the top-ranked documents after the initial retrieval

run. This feedback information is combined with the initial query to revise the

query and/or the parameter of the IR system prior to carrying out a second

retrieval run. With the expectation of helping to identify relevant documents

more effectively, The RF process can be conducted iteratively until the user’s

information need is satisfied or there is no further improvement in retrieval

effectiveness.

When the user activity provides relevance judgments in this way, this pro-

cess is referred to as explicit relevance feedback [White et al., 2002]. Since

users are often reluctant to provide relevance information in this way, the

top-ranked documents can be assumed all to be relevant to the user query.

This fully automatic process is called blind (pseudo) relevance feedback. Since

blind RF will often assume that non-relevant documents are relevant as well

as relevant ones, its effectiveness is on average lower than that of explicit RF.

Early work on relevance feedback can be found in [Rocchio, 1971; Ide,

1968]. The Rocchio algorithm for relevance feedback was first implemented in

the SMART system around 1970 [Salton, 1971]. The SMART system is based

on the Vector Space Model (VSM) which is one of the earliest information

retrieval models [Salton et al., 1975]. In the VSM models, the user query and

the target documents are modeled as vectors, and the similarity between the

user query and target document is calculated as the cosine similarity between
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the vectors of the query and the document.

In the Rocchio algorithm, after the initial retrieval run a refined query is

formed from three parts: the initial user query vector Q0, the judged relevant

documents vector Dr, the judged non-relevant document vector Dnr. Three

parameters α, β, γ are used to combine these three vectors. The new query

can be described shown in Equation 2.1:

−→
Q = α ∗ −→Q0 + β ∗ 1

|Dr|
∗ ∑
−→
Dj∈Dr

−→
Dj − γ ∗ 1

|Dnr|
∗ ∑
−→
Dk∈Dnr

−→
Dk (2.1)

In Equation 2.1, Dr is the number of judged relevant documents and Dj is

a judged relevant document, and Dnr is the number of judged non-relevant

documents and Dk is a judged non-relevant document. The Rocchio model

can be explained as the newly expanded query is strengthening the informa-

tion from the initial query and the judged relevant documents, while reducing

the contribution of information from the judged non-relevant documents. The

Rocchio algorithm is based on the VSM and all terms in judged relevant doc-

uments are considered as additions for the query. This is early work in the

utilization of terms in the judged documents to improve the representation

of the user query. Thus the modified query contains the new terms from

the judged relevant documents and it has bigger chance to match the rele-

vant documents which do not contain the original terms in the original query.

The feedback source is usually the target document collection in these experi-

ments. This process can be viewed as the process of utilizing the information

from the target documents to resolve the sparse data problem in the query

side in IR process.
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More recently the probabilistic models have become the mainstream rank-

ing IR models, and relevance feedback has also been interpreted within the

framework of probabilistic models. As the Rocchio algorithm suggests, it is a

natural choice to update the user query with terms found in the relevant doc-

uments from an initial retrieval run. In the framework of probabilistic models,

these questions have formed the core consideration in the RF process:

1. How many terms in judged relevant documents (feedback terms) should

be added to the user query?

2. How to weight these feedback terms to make a better query?

For the first question, a natural way to expand the user query is to add all

the terms of relevant documents into the user query, but this is not a good

strategy due to the curse of dimensionality [Rijsbergen, 1979]. Thus selecting

some good terms for query expansion is a more reasonable way.

For the second question, a natural approach to weighting feedback terms

from judged relevant documents is to rank all these terms using an existing

term weighting method in the retrieval process. But analysis reveals that the

term weighting methods of retrieval and relevance feedback should be differ-

ent since their aims are different [Robertson, 1991]. As described in [Robert-

son, 1991], this is due to these two processes addressing different purposes:

one is about term selection and a measure for this, and the other is about

weighting the term in the revised query for ranking documents after feed-

back. Different questions should be resolved by different methods. Based on

the argument, a term weighting score at of term t for relevance feedback has
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been proposed in [Robertson, 1991] as:

at = wt(pt − qt) (2.2)

In Equation 2.2, pt is the probability that a given relevant document is as-

signed the term t, qt is the equivalent non-relevant probability. wt is the term

weight of t in the retrieval process. qt is usually much smaller than pt, and can

be ignored. pt can be estimated by r/R. r is the number of known relevant

documents term t occurs in, R is the number of known relevant document for

a request. R is equal for all the feedback terms, thus the Offer Weight (OW)

of the feedback terms can be described as:

OW = r ∗ wt (2.3)

Based on the proposed offer weight score, a comprehensive experimental

investigation of using this method for relevance feedback was conducted in

[Jones et al., 2000]. In [Jones et al., 2000], the results of series of experiments

can be broadly summarized with the following conclusion: when query ex-

pansion from retrieved relevant documents is significantly better than no ex-

pansion is performed; massive expansion terms does not provide better re-

sults than modest managed expansion runs; blind relevance feedback can get

comparable results compared to the explicit relevant feedback method; blind

relevance feedback gets better results compared to the no expansion runs.

This research provides us with a very solid methodology to utilize relevance

feedback in resolving the sparse data problem in IR. This method has been

shown to be effective, but remains unclear when using external resources as
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the feedback source.

Much other research on relevance feedback has focused on answering the

question of when RF can improve retrieval effectiveness. It has been demon-

strated that it was important to expand the query in addition to re-weighting

the terms, with most improvement coming for query expansion [Harman,

1992]. This work also suggests that queries can be expanded using only 20 se-

lected terms, rather than all terms from the retrieved relevant documents, and

if these terms are selected using a suitable method, significant performance

improvements over no relevance feedback condition can be expected.

An experimental investigation to test a modified Rocchio relevance feed-

back approach on a TREC test collection [Buckley et al., 1994a] showed that

the recall-precision effectiveness varied linearly with the log of a number of

terms added to the query from the relevant documents. Recall-precision also

appeared to vary linearly with the log of the number of known relevant doc-

uments. The overall improvement in retrieval effectiveness (using MAP as

the evaluation metric) arising from the application of relevance feedback are

impressive, ranging from 19% to 38% depending on the number of known

relevant documents using in the relevance feedback process.

Motivated by the hypothesis that query expansion terms should only be

sought from the most relevant areas of a document, an investigation explored

the use of document summaries in query expansion [Lam-Adesina & Jones,

2001]. In their experiments, using the Okapi BM25 model with the TREC-8 ad

hoc retrieval task, query expansion using document summaries was shown

to be considerably more effective than using full-document expansion. Later

work showed that blind RF can be substituted for explicit evidence from hu-
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man judgment in RF [White et al., 2002]. The experimental results showed the

automatic RF performed as well as the explicit system with human judgment

in the process of RF.

Subsequent research in RF has asked interesting questions based on the

previous research, with new work being motivated by the rapid growth in the

application of machine leaning technologies in IR. These questions include:

• How can the parameter settings in RF be set automatically?

• How can the best feedback documents at the top of the ranked retrieval

documents be chosen automatically?

In a typical process of query expansion, there are several free parameters

that need to be set. One of the most important parameters is the coefficient

between the original query terms and feedback query expansion terms. A

query-regularized mixture model for PRF which automatically adjusts coeffi-

cient for feedback terms was introduced in [Tao & Zhai, 2006]. In this model,

the feedback documents are assumed to be generated from a mixture model.

Each feedback document was generated from a linear combination of a feed-

back document topic model and a background document topic model. In the

process of linear combination, the parameters were different for each feed-

back document. The EM algorithm was used to estimate these parameters for

the mixture model. Experimental results showed that this approach outper-

formed the standard language model for IR with feedback.

Three heuristics are used to adjust the coefficients for feedback informa-

tion in [Lv & Zhai, 2009]: the more discriminative the query is, the more drift
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tolerant it is likely to be, and thus, it is safe to utilize more feedback infor-

mation; the less discriminative feedback documents could be trusted more; if

the divergence between a query and its feedback documents is large, this can

mean that the query does not represent relevant documents well, thus it may

need a larger feedback coefficient. By adaptive RF, the experimental results

on several TREC retrieval tasks can be improved by 1.12% to 4.12% by the

criterion of MAP compared to the RF method with fixed coefficients [Lv &

Zhai, 2009].

A problem in blind RF is that the assumed top feedback terms may not

actually be relevant, while the default option in blind RF has generally been

to assume that all top ranked feedback terms are relevant. Research on how

to choose good feedback terms has been carried out [Cao et al., 2008; Lv &

Zhai, 2010]. Automatic method for selecting good feedback terms was intro-

duced in [Cao et al., 2008]. In this research, supervised learning was utilized

to classify good feedback terms from the bad ones. Results showed signifi-

cant improvement on three TREC collections. A method named the positional

relevance model was introduced in [Lv & Zhai, 2010]. It demonstrated that not

all feedback terms were relevant to the user query since the feedback docu-

ments may contain more than one topic and some topics were not relevant

to the user topic. Their model was based on the assumption that the words

closer to query words were more likely to be related to the query topic. The

experimental results on two large data-sets show effective and robust results

compared to the classical RF method.

The query-document mismatch problem which RF seeks to resolve is ex-

plained as an uncertainty problem in [Collins-Thompson & Callan, 2007].
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Here the uncertainty means that the user’s information need may be vague

or incompletely specified by these queries. Even if the query is perfectly

specified, the language in the collection documents is inherently complex and

ambiguous and matching such language effectively is a formidable problem

by itself. This work focused on the hypothesis that estimating the uncertainty

in feedback was useful and led to better individual feedback models and more

robust combined models. They proposed a method for estimating uncertainty

associated with an individual feedback model in terms of a posterior distri-

bution over language models. This work estimates a posterior distribution for

the feedback model by resampling a given query’s top-retrieved documents,

using the posterior mean or mode as the enhanced feedback model. The idea

behind this work is that the original feedback documents may not be good

enough to represent the best feedback information since some feedback doc-

uments are not similar to the overall feedback information. Thus an estimated

distribution from the original feedback documents can help to produce better

feedback documents which are more relevant to the overall feedback infor-

mation. These new feedback documents are then utilized for RF and more

robust results have been gained in various TREC collections especially for the

results of P@10 [Collins-Thompson & Callan, 2007].

In summary, RF provides a solid methodology to ameliorate the sparse

data problem in many IR tasks. One limitation of past RF research is that

these methods focus on utilizing the information from the target corpus to

enrich the query information for resolving the sparse data problem. Less

attention has been paid to resolving the problem from the document side or

obtaining feedback information from external sources. Emerging new tasks
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require new ways to utilize RF. In our research, we propose to utilize external

resources in the process of RF from both query side and document side.

2.1.2 Sparse Data Problem in Personalized Search

Our research focuses on resolving the sparse data problem in IR. One way in

which we propose to address this problem is by expanding existing work on

RF to use external resources for query expansion and document expansion.

The other aspect of IR data that we propose to explore is the use of user histor-

ical data, which is frequently used in personalized search. In this section, we

review previous research on personalized search and motivate our research

on this topic.

Personalization is an important trend in the modern IR systems. In this

section, we introduce the topic of personalized search, the history of research

investigating the personalization search and the state-of-the-art research in

this area. With this background information, we then introduce the sparse

data problem within personalized search.

For IR systems, personalization aims to provide search results adapted

for a specific user such that the results are likely to be of interest to this

user. The reason for the personalized search is that even when users enter the

same search query, their search intent can be different. The reasons for this

phenomenon can arise from various situations:

• The background of search users can be different, and their intent can

be different when using the same search query. For example, a query

such as “football”, could mean looking for information about soccer or
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information about American football.

• A query term can have many different meanings and different users can

use the same query term, but intend a different meaning of the query

term. For example, the query term “bank”, could mean a river bank, a

financial bank, or to bank an aeroplane.

• Search users have different levels of understanding of the search topics.

Even when their search intent is the same, users can still have different

interest or interpretation of relevance in the returned results.

For the query “machine translation”, the top ten results returned by Google.com

on a trial search run were: the Wikipedia page describing Machine Translation

(MT)1, the MT journal from Springer publisher2, the free Translation service

from WorldLingo3, a statistical MT research website4, and the MT engine from

Foreignword5, MT archive6, MT system from SYSTRAN7, MT page from Mi-

crosoft research8, MT research from Google research9 and MT system from

Google.com10. While these are all related to the topic of machine translation,

different users will often be interested in different results. A user who wants

to find a free MT service is likely to be most interested in the machine trans-

lation systems available from WorldLingo, SYSTRAN, or Google; for an early

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/machine_translation
2http://link.springer.com/journal/10590
3http://www.worldlingo.com/
4http://www.statmt.org/
5http://www.foreignword.com/
6http://www.mt-archive.info/
7http://www.systransoft.com/
8http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/mt/
9http://research.google.com/pubs/MachineTranslation.html

10https://translate.google.com/
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stage researcher who wants to gain a general introduction to machine transla-

tion, the Wikipedia page should be interesting; while for a senior researcher,

maybe the links to Microsoft research, Google research, links from Springer or

the archive of MT are better choices. The demands for different information

when using the same query from different search users makes personalization

a compelling challenge for IR research.

For online search services, personalization functions are already applied

in our daily Internet usage. An example of personalized search can be found

in Twitter.com. For the query “information retrieval”, the twitter posts from

the search function can be seen in Figure 2.1. The results are ranked by the

time of twitter posts which contain the query terms. The newer posts are

ranked higher than the older posts while these posts contain all of the query

terms.

If we change the search function into the configuration of “from people

you follow”, the new search results are shown in Figure 2.2. The returned

twitter posts are filtered only to include tweets from people which the search

user is following. This is a very simple form of personalized search since

the new results are only from people that has the search user has expressed

interest in.

This search function could be more suitable for search users of twitter.com

since people that the searcher is following could be providing the most useful

information to the searcher. twitter.com also allows the search user to choose

to personalize the search results or not. Another example of personalized

search can be found on Twitter.com via its search from “near you” which

recalls posts from twitter users near the searcher’s location.
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Figure 2.1: Search results form Twitter.com using the query “information re-
trieval".
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Figure 2.2: Personalized search results from Twitter.com using the query “in-
formation retrieval".
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In the Twitter examples, the search system utilizes the user’s social rela-

tionship and geographic information to personalize their search results. Many

similar personalization services can be found in other online services such as

Google and Facebook.

Classical IR research has focused on the similarity between the user’s

search query and potentially relevant items in the available document col-

lection. There is no place within these classical IR models for the incorpora-

tion of personal preferences. The desire to incorporate elements of personal

preference into the IR process introduces new challenges within IR research.

To personalize search results for a particular user, some quantification of

the personal relevance between the user and the target documents is needed.

To be able to calculate this, personal information relating to the current user

is needed. A typical personalized search system contains a user modeling

component which learns from the user’s historical search activities and uses

this information to personalize the search results for this particular user. The

data produced by the user modeling component is called the user model. Each

search user can be associated with a personal user model in a personalized

search system. Some material in the user model may be captured in a regis-

tration form or a questionnaire which describes personal details of the user

and their interest. More complex user models can be produced by incorpo-

rating details of the user’s background information such as education level,

the location of the user, their phone number, their familiarity with the topic

of interest, etc.

User modeling in personalized search aims to record the user’s search

interests from their explicit and implicit data. The explicit data could con-
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tain the user’s registered profile for any web services; the implicit data could

contain data associated with their interactions with their information system.

The most obvious implicit data for an online search system is the user’s click-

through documents and the historical queries for a search system.

In the following analysis, we summarize the user modeling methods in-

troduced in previous research of personalized search, and explain how these

user models are utilized to contribute to ranking methods in IR.

An early exploration of personalized search can be seen in [Pretschner

& Gauch, 1999]. This work is one of the earliest studies of the construction

of user profiles in a search system. The study examines ways to model a

user’s search interests and shows how these models can be deployed for more

effective IR and information filtering. In this work, user profiles are created by

periodically processing the user’s web cache to extract the URLs of Web pages

that they visited. A spider collects the identified Web pages, and the pages are

then classified into the appropriate concept(s) in a reference ontology using a

vector-space classifier.

In this work, the reference ontology includes 4, 400 nodes. Each node

is associated with a set of documents to represent the content of the node,

and these documents can be merged into a super-document. Thus the user

historical data can be compared with the super-documents of these nodes. For

a user’s surfed page, a vector of this page can be compared with the vectors

of the super-documents of the nodes using a standard vector space IR model

[Salton, 1988]. The nodes with the top similarity scores are assumed to be

related to the browsed page.

To create the user profile automatically, the surfed pages are collected pe-
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riodically. For the top five categories (each node is a category), the weight

of the category (weight) is combined from the time a user spent on the page

(time) and the length of the page (length). The weight between the surfed

page and the node can be adjusted using the Equation 2.4. In Equation 2.4,

γ(d, ci) is the similarity score between the super-document of the node ci and

the surfed document d computed using the vector space model.

∆l(d, ci) = log
time

log(length)
· γ(d, ci) (2.4)

The equation adjusts the weight between the surfed page and the cate-

gories. The more time the user has spent on the page, the higher the assigned

weight; the longer the page, the lower the assigned weight. This can be justi-

fied since if the user spends more time on a page, they are likely to be more

interested in this page, but this weight should be modulated by the length of

the page since a longer page needs more time to read. Thus the top categories

identified from the historical surfed web pages are stored as the user’s profile

for later use.

One research question that this work sought to answer is whether auto-

matically generated user profiles created using this proposed method really

indicate the user’s search interests. To answer this question, one step was to

validate the convergence of the user interests from the surfed pages. If the

categories created using the user’s surfed pages do not converge into sev-

eral important ones, it means that the method does not produce converged

user search interests. The experimental results show that for the user’s surfed

pages, the categories related to a user will converge into a fixed number. This
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indicates the user’s search interests can be identified after accumulating a

certain amount of surfed pages. A further investigation asked whether these

automatically produced categories really represent the search user’s search

interests. This was explored using a questionnaire. The user’s answers to

which showed nearly half of them agreed that the categories were accurate.

User profiles constructed in this way are used in re-ranking of the search

results. The re-ranking process uses the personal relevance between the iden-

tified categories of most interest to the user and the target web pages to re-

rank the results from an initial search run. The best personalized results show

an 8% improvement in MAP compared to the initial search results without

personalized re-ranking in a web search task.

The basic methodology adopted in this work has been widely adopted in

later personalized search research. Some key ideas for personalized search

arising from this work can be summarized as:

• The search system does not ask the user to input search interests explic-

itly for building the user profiles.

• Surfed web pages from the user play a key role in modeling the user’s

search interests.

• Automatically constructed user profiles are used to re-rank the general

search results for the individual user.

Following this early research work, various methods of personalized search

have been proposed. Some of these work focuses on utilizing knowledge

systems to build user profiles automatically, frequently used knowledge re-
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sources are ODP1 [Liu et al., 2002] and data collected from Folksonomy sys-

tems [Xu et al., 2008b]; some work concentrates on building personalized

PageRank for target corpus [Haveliwala, 2002]; other research focuses on

grouping users in personalized search [Teevan et al., 2009]. We introduce

these methods in this section, and analyse the advantages and drawbacks of

these methods.

ODP web categories were used to build user profiles for users in [Liu

et al., 2002]. ODP categorizes all websites into a comprehensive human-edited

directory. An example directory of open source software in ODP is shown

in Figure 2.3. For the top level category “Computers:Open Source:Software”,

it includes 15 sub-categories. Under each sub-category, it can include several

sub-categories. The sub-categories can still include their own sub-categories.

Thus the ODP system consists of many levels of categories. In the bottom

level of the hierarchical system, there are the links to the websites.

To build a user profile, one user’s search record can be saved as shown in

the Figure 2.4. Each user query is categorized into one or more categories in

the ODP system. Usually the categories used to map the user data are the top

one and two level categories, since ODP contains many categories levels. The

surfed web pages using the query are also associated with the corresponding

categories in the user profile. An example is shown in Figure 2.4, the query

“apple” belongs to the category “Food & Cooking” and the surfed pages are

“page1” and “page2”.

A general user profile for all users was utilized to smooth the category

results. This general user profile uses all the user’s data to produce an overall

1http://www.dmoz.org/
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Figure 2.3: An Example of an ODP Category.

Figure 2.4: Model and Example of a Search Record.
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profile. It can also be used to get a general relevance between the target web

pages and the general user profile.

In this work, for each user query, the similarity between the user query

and the general profile along with the similarity between the user query and

user profile was computed. The general profile was extracted from the ODP

web categories with each category associated with terms. This is similar to

the work of [Pretschner & Gauch, 1999]. The similarity between the user

query and the user profile can be also generated in this way. Also, several

text categorization algorithms have been tested to classify the user query into

categories. The experimental results showed that combining a general profile

and a user profile can produce better personalized search results than using

only a user profile. The results can be explained as shown that the general

user profiles are used as a supplement for the individual user’s profile for

user modeling. It also reveals that the user profile may be not sufficient to

record the user’s search interests.

An attractive feature of this ODP method is that ODP is an existing web

category system which can be utilized in the user modeling process for per-

sonalized search. One problem with the ODP system is that ODP has been

developed by different online users, with the result that the categories are not

well organized and some categories can be very broad while others are very

narrow. Also the topics of different categories can overlap with each other,

which is not good for identifying distinct user search interests.

The alternative to using the ODP web directory is to utilize a folksonomy

for user modeling. A folksonomy is a system of classifications derived by col-

laboratively creating and managing tags to annotate and categorize content.
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It is also known as collaborative tagging, social classification, social index-

ing, or social tagging. The use of folksonomy in personalized web search is

explored in [Xu et al., 2008b]. Several useful features can be brought into per-

sonalization by using a folksonomy: social annotations can provide category

names, social annotations can be used as keywords, and it can introduce a

collaborative link structure. In this work, the final query/document relevance

r(u, q, p) (u: user, q: query, p: web page) was a linear combination of the

term relevance between query and documents, and the topic relevance be-

tween document and user as shown in Equation 2.5. rterm(q, p) is the term

relevance between the query and the web page, rtopic(u, p) is the topic rele-

vance between the user and page, and γ is a coefficient to adjust the weight

of the linear combination.

r(u, q, p) = γ · rterm(q, p) + (1− γ) · rtopic(u, p) (2.5)

The topic relevance rtopic(u, p) is computed using the vector space model

as shown in Equation 2.6. ~pti and ~uti is the topic vector of the web page and

the user. The dimension of the vectors is the number of tags in the folksonomy

system and then each dimension in the vector represents a tag. For ~pti, the

weight in each dimension is the number of times that the web page contains

this tag. For ~uti, the weight in each dimension is the number of times that the

user profile contains this tag. Experimental results show improvement in the

search quality on a web search task [Xu et al., 2008b].

simtopic(pi, uj) =
~pti · ~uti

|~pti| × | ~uti|
(2.6)
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Similar work can be seen in [Braun et al., 2008]. In this work, a system

is built to record the user’s click-through data on Web 2.0 websites such as

Youtube, Flick, and del.icio.us to collect tags related to the user. Tags were used

to rank the future search results from the same user. This research showed

that a folksonomy is a good resource to build user profiles in personalized

search when available. One problem in using a folksonomy to model the

user’s search interests is that the folksonomy only exists on some web data

and it is not easy to collect relevant folksonomy data for a general personal-

ized search task.

PageRank is an important algorithm in a web search engine. It provides a

score for each web page based on how many outside links point to this page,

which means how important for this web page on the overall Internet [Page

et al., 1999]. The original PageRank algorithm provides unified scores for web-

sites, but different websites might mean different weights for different users.

Thus it is interesting to develop a personalized version of PageRank scores

for a personalized web search task. Going beyond the original PageRank,

a topic sensitive PageRank is introduced in [Haveliwala, 2002]. A personal-

ized web search method based on the personalized topic sensitive PageRank

method was proposed in [Qiu & Cho, 2006]. Each user is associated with a

topic distribution. Web search result ranking is based on the estimated user

profile and the topic sensitive PageRank score. Their results show significant

improvement compared to topic sensitive PageRank scores on data for 10 sub-

jects collected from Google search history in a computer science department.

Past research has focused on small collections of data for personalized

search research. With the fast progress of web search engines, the personal-
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ized search research for large scale data has become the focus of state-of-the-

art research. In large scale web search tasks, user logs become a key resource

to build user models. User logs are the focus of much research on person-

alized web search [Sugiyama et al., 2004; Speretta & Gauch, 2005; Wen et al.,

2009; Zhu et al., 2010].

In [Speretta & Gauch, 2005], the study was conducted through three phases:

• Collecting information from users. All searches, for which at least one

of the results was clicked were logged for each user.

• Creation of user profiles. Two different sources of information were

identified for this purpose: all queries submitted for which at least one

of the results was visited, and all visited snippets of web pages. Two

profiles were created: one created from queries and one using the snip-

pets.

• Evaluation: the created profiles were used to calculate a new rank of re-

sults browsed by users for a query. The new rank was used to compared

with the Google’s original ranked output.

The evaluation was based on a personalized web search task and the

data was collected from six users with 45 queries. The average rank of the

user’s click documents by this method was improved by 37% compared with

Google’s original rank. This work can be viewed as an early exploration of

personalized search methods for web search.

Methods are applied to perform personalized query expansion from the

individual user’s logs in [Cui et al., 2003]. The assumption is that the histor-

ical data from users contains relevant information with regard to the current
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user query, thus this feedback can create a better user query to find better

results on the target corpus. A client-side web search agent to perform im-

plicit feedback and query expansion was described by [Shen et al., 2005]. In

this work, query expansion was based on previous queries and immediate

result re-ranking based on click-through information. The main focus of this

research was how to exploit the immediate and short-term search context to

improve search. They presented a decision-theoretic framework for optimiz-

ing interactive information retrieval based on eager user model updating. A

method for improving web queries by expanding them with terms collected

from each user’s personal information repository was proposed in [Chirita

et al., 2007], this implicitly personalized the search output. Their results show

that some of these approaches perform very well, especially on ambiguous

queries, producing a very strong increase in the quality of the output rank-

ings of relevant documents.

While the basic methodology of personalized search has been proven to be

effective, more problems have been addressed in the following research. One

important problem is that the lack of user data may harm the user modeling

and lead to the failure of personalized search. Later research tried to enrich

the user data using data from other users. A typical method used the group-

ing of similar users [Teevan et al., 2009], thus a group user model was used to

model an individual user’s search interests. Another way to enrich the user

data is to get information from the user’s friends in Internet social networks

[Carmel et al., 2009]. This problem is directly related with our thesis topic of

the sparse data problem in IR.

The sparse data problem in user data is a less researched problem in per-
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sonalized search tasks. Work on grouping user data for personalized search

may be the earliest exploration to examine this problem [Teevan et al., 2009].

Previous research on personalized search focused on methods for creating

user profiles and how to use them to adjust document ranking. Less attention

has been paid to the problem of whether sufficient user data is available to

adopt this strategy. In a real search environment, collecting enough user data

to build user profiles can be a challenge, since the user’s historical data may

not be sufficient to cover the user’s search interests.

Grouping similar users’ data is one method to enrich an individual user’s

data. This method is called grouplization in this work. Experimental results

show that people show explicit similarity share similar search interests and

intent, and it can be beneficial to group their historical data to get better per-

sonalized results. In this work, people from the same age range, same sex

or same occupation are called an explicit group. Some common queries from

the explicit group are more effective when using the grouplizaton method.

These groups indicate the potential of sharing the same search interests be-

tween individuals. But the information for grouping users such as age, sex

or occupation is usually hard to collect for general online search users. Thus

a more common and easy to implement method to enrich the user historical

data in personalized search is needed.

Social search has gained considerable attention in recent years. It can be

viewed as a solution to the sparse data problem of user data in personalized

search. A personalized social search method based on the user’s social re-

lations is described in [Carmel et al., 2009]. In this work, search results are

re-ranked according to their relations with individuals in the user’s social
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network. Three types of strategies were studied: a familiarity-based network

of people related to the user through explicit familiarity connection, where fa-

miliarity means two individuals know each other; a similarity-based network

of people similar to the user as reflected by their social activity, where similar-

ity means two individuals having common activities; and an overall network

that provides both relationship types. All these social based methods outper-

form a topic-based strategy which builds user profiles based on terms in their

experiments.

Previous research into personalized search has demonstrated the effec-

tiveness of personalization for IR and utilizes several knowledge systems to

construct the user profiles [Pretschner & Gauch, 1999; Xu et al., 2008b; Teevan

et al., 2009]. The lack of user data problem has also been investigated. The

current solution is not general enough to be used in the general personal-

ized search task. In our research, we propose to utilize external resources to

update the user historical data which can be utilized in any common person-

alized search tasks. In the next subsection, we introduce and review previous

methodologies to utilize external resources in IR tasks.

2.2 Utilizing External Resources in IR

A typical IR evaluation task contains a target corpus for retrieval, a set of user

queries and the human relevance judgments for these user queries. We refer

to a corpus other than the target corpus included in the retrieval process as an

external corpus. In this section, we survey important work in the utilization of

external resources in IR. The purpose of this section is to introduce methods
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in previous research on the utilization of external resources in IR.

The work described in [Diaz & Metzler, 2006] introduces external corpus

into the relevance model [Lavrenko & Croft, 2001]. Relevance models provide

a framework for estimating a probability distribution, θ̂Q, over possible query

terms, w, given a short query, Q. This work takes a Bayesian approach, as

shown in Equation 2.10.

The query and the target documents are used to estimate a probability

distribution θ̂Q as Equation 2.7.

P(w|θ̂Q) ≈ P(w|Q) ≈ P(w, Q)

P(Q)
(2.7)

Since P(Q) is the same for all w, this can be reduced to the form shown in

Equation 2.8.

P(w|θ̂Q) ∝ P(w, Q) (2.8)

All the target documents with document model θD can then be produced

as shown in Equation 2.9.

P(w, Q) =
∫

θD

P(w|θD)P(Q|θD)P(θD) (2.9)

Equation 2.8 and 2.9 can be combined to produce Equation 2.10.

P(w|θ̂Q) ∝
∫

θD

P(w|θD)P(Q|θD)P(θD) (2.10)

where θD is a document language model and P(Q|θD) is the query likelihood.

The relevance model combines two models by linear interpolation as shown
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in Equation 2.11.

P(w|θQ) = λP(w|θ̃Q) + (1− λ)P(w|θ̂Q) (2.11)

where θ̃Q is the maximum likelihood query estimate.

To build a query model that combines evidence from one or more col-

lections, a mixture of relevance models is formed. This results in modifying

Equation 2.11 to produce Equation 2.12.

P(w|θQ) = ∑
c∈C

P(c)P(w|θQ, c) (2.12)

where C is the set of collections and P(w|θQ) is the relevance model computed

using collection c. Thus, two collections including the target corpus and an

external corpus can be used to estimate the query model. When compared

to traditional PRF techniques, external expansion is more stable across topics

and up to 10% more effective in terms of MAP. This work utilizes the external

resources as the source to estimate the language models of the query. This

process is a very similar process to query expansion methods in RF research.

[He et al., 2012] proposes a framework that combines both implicitly and

explicitly represented sub-topics, and allows a flexible combination of mul-

tiple external resources in a transparent and unified manner. Specifically, a

random walk based approach is used to estimate the similarities of the ex-

plicit subtopics mined from a number of heterogeneous resources: click logs,

anchor text, and web n-grams. These similarities are then used to regular-

ize the latent topics extracted from the top-ranked documents, the internal

subtopics. Empirical results show that regularizing the latent topics extracted
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from the right resource leads to improved diversification results, indicating

that the proposed regularization with external resources forms better topic

models. Click logs and anchor text are shown to be more effective resources

than web n-grams under current experimental settings. Combining resources

does not always lead to better results, but is found to achieve robust perfor-

mance in all cases. This robustness is important for two reasons: it cannot

be predicted which resources will be most effective for a given query, and it

is not yet known how to reliably determine the optimal model parameters

for building implicit topic models. By this method, the external resources are

utilized to build topic models in the initial retrieved results.

Utilizing external resources for query expansion continues to be an attrac-

tive topic in IR research. [Bendersky et al., 2012] presents a unified frame-

work that automatically optimizes the combination of information sources

used for effective query formulation. The proposed framework produces fully

weighted and expanded queries that are both more effective and more com-

pact than those produced by the current state-of-the-art query expansion and

weighting methods. Empirical evaluation is reported for both newswire and

web corpora. In all cases, the combination of multiple information sources for

query formulation of multiple information sources for query formulation is

found to be more effective than using any single source. The proposed query

formulations are especially advantageous for large scale web corpora, where

they also reduce the number of terms required for effective query expansion

and improve the diversity of the retrieved results.

[Bouchoucha et al., 2013] utilized the ConceptNet1 as an external resource

1http://conceptnet.io/
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to conduct query expansion. Expansion terms were selected from ConceptNet

so as to cover as diverse aspects as possible. Diversifying query expansion has

a very similar goal to result diversification. The expansion terms need to be

diverse, or non-redundant. An approach similar to MMR (Maximal Marginal

Relevance) can naturally be used. MMR is a method of SRD (Search Result

Diversification) which tries to select documents that are dissimilar from the

ones already selected. The use of MMR for diversity is shown in Equation

2.13.

MMR(Di) = λ · rel(Di, Q)− (1− λ) ·max
Dj∈S

sim(Di, Dj) (2.13)

where Di is a candidate document from a collection, and S is the set of doc-

uments already selected. The parameter λ controls the trade-off between rel-

evance and novelty. rel and sim determine respectively the relevance score of

the candidate document to the query and its similarity to a selected document.

In each step, MMR selects the document with the highest MMR score. Exper-

iments were conducted on the ClueWeb09 dataset, using the test queries from

the TREC 2009, 2010 and 2011 web tracks. The MAP values for these query

sets improve from 0.160 to 0.206 compared to a baseline for SRD [Vargas et al.,

2013].

To summarize previous research into utilizing external resources in IR, it

has focused on using external resources to improve the retrieval effectiveness

by query expansion. The difference between these studies has been in the

retrieval model used such as the language model retrieval method [Diaz &

Metzler, 2006], or topic modeling [He et al., 2012]. Also search result diver-
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sification is a motivating factor to include external resources to bring more

relevant topics to the query side using information from the external re-

sources. The key reason that external resources work for result diversification

is that the external resources tend to expand the queries from different as-

pects of its meaning than expanding only on the target document collection.

This work demonstrates the effectiveness of utilizing external resources in IR

tasks. For our research topic - the sparse data problem in IR, utilizing external

resources may play an important role, since resolving the sparse data prob-

lem by adding more data from external resources is an attractive possibility.

These existing successful applications motivate our research to utilize exter-

nal resources to address the sparse data problem in IR tasks, since external

resources have been shown to be effective in bringing useful information into

the IR process.

2.3 Stepping-off to Our Research

From the findings of the previous work described in this chapter, several

ongoing problems can be identified:

1. Previous research ignores retrieval tasks where there is a sparse data

problem.

2. Most work assumes that the target corpus contains sufficient informa-

tion for RF which is not true for some retrieval tasks.

3. Most work is focused on the query side and little research investigates

how to solve sparse data problem from the document side.
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4. In personalized search research, the sparse data problem in user histor-

ical data has been less noted.

Based on these points, this motivates us to conduct a research study into

the utilization of external resources in IR to resolve the sparse data problem,

including QE, Document Expansion (DE) and enriching the user data in per-

sonalized search task. RF from external resources for the sparse data problem

is a less studied problem. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we report a more

detailed study of QE and DE using external resources.

Although much work has been done on personalized search, there are still

unsolved research problems in this area. Analysis of existing research reveals

that personalized search has a sparse data problem due to the ambiguous and

short queries and incomplete user historical data. Based on this analysis, we

note several problems with personalized search:

• User logs may be insufficient to enrich the user query. Thus, the ques-

tion arises, can we utilize external resources to enrich the user logs to

overcome this problem?

• The second question is, can we utilize external resources in personalized

search effectively?

Based on these research problems, we propose to examine the utilization

of external resources to enrich user historical data in personalized search. This

research is described in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
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2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced the problem of sparse data in IR. We surveyed

existing research in RF and personalized search, and their efforts in resolving

the sparse data problem. We also introduced previous research into utilizing

external resources in IR. Based on state-of-the-art of these topics, we introduce

research studies seeking to utilize external resources to resolve the sparse data

problem in IR. In the following chapters, we begin to introduce our research

work on these topics.
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Chapter 3

Exploring External Resources in

Query Expansion

Following the introduction to our research in Chapter 1, and the survey of

related existing work in Chapter 2, we begin our investigation into the uti-

lization of external resources in IR. We first investigate the potential for the

use of external resources in Query Expansion (QE) which we refer to as Exter-

nal Query Expansion (EQE). In EQE, an external resource is used to augment

the user’s query as the source of feedback information. Our experiments on

EQE are conducted on a text-based image retrieval task. We select this task

due to the sparse data problem which arises because of the short document

length in this task, where the textual description of these documents only

consists of a small number of meta-data entities. In this research, we compare

EQE to the standard Query Expansion (QE) from the target collection and

also introduce a novel Definition-document based Relevance Feedback (DRF)

method which seeks to fully utilize the external resources.
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In this part of our research, we aim to find whether utilizing external re-

sources in query expansion performs well for the IR tasks with sparse data

problem. We conduct our research by answering the following research ques-

tions:

• How does the classical query expansion perform for retrieval tasks with

sparse information?

• Which is better to compare query expansion from the target collection

with query expansion from external collection?

• Is the classical query expansion algorithm the best for query expansion

using external resources?

The structure of the chapter is as follows. Section 3.1 introduces the back-

ground and related work on utilizing external resources in QE. Section 3.2

describes our method to apply the RF method by utilizing an external re-

source. Section 3.3 proposes our new DRF method which seeks to improve

the utilization of external resources in RF for IR. Section 3.5 and 3.6 discusses

the work described in this chpater and summarizes our findings for this chap-

ter.

3.1 Background and Related Work

As introduced in Chapter 2, previous research on RF has focused on the uti-

lization of information from the target corpus. A key assumption of this

approach is that the target corpus contains enough information to enrich the
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user query to resolve the sparse data problem in the query side. For some

emerging retrieval tasks, this assumption may not be true since for many IR

tasks the target documents are short, with the result that they do not fully

describe the topic of themselves. To resolve this problem, a potential solu-

tion is to get the information from an alternative external resources for the RF

process. We refer to this approach tof RF as EQE.

A straightforward approach to EQE is to conduct an initial retrieval run

on the external corpus, and then to select expansion terms from feedback

documents selected from this initial run. The new query expanded is then

applied to the target corpus to perform the second retrieval step. In this

section, we review existing work on QE using external resources.

Early work on QE using external resources can be found in the TREC

newswire retrieval tasks [Walker et al., 1998; Robertson et al., 1999; Robertson

& Walker, 2000; Robertson et al., 2000]. TREC newswire documents are usu-

ally long and comprehensive meaning that there is no sparse data problem to

harm retrieval effectiveness. However, research at TREC showed that external

QE can work well in tasks using TREC newswire collection. QE from a larger

collection than target collection has been shown to be effective in TREC tasks

[Robertson et al., 2000]. Blind expansion using the TREC 1-5 showed a gain

of 8% in MAP compared to a baseline without QE for the TREC 6 task. In

this experiment, the TREC 6 data-set was the target collection and the TREC

1-5 datasets were used as a large external collection for RF. The TREC 6 data

consists of newswire documents where the document length is usually long

(average length of documents ranges from several hundred terms to several

thousands terms) and the description of the content is thus quite detailed.
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The relevance feedback from external collections proves to be effective in this

task. EQE improves the MAP by 8% over a method without EQE for the

TREC8 ad hoc task [Kwok, 2000]. The results of further experiments showed

that EQE produces better results for shorter queries than for long queries

[Kwok, 2000]. EQE was investigated in later work which modelled the QE

process as a random walk process [Collins-Thompson & Callan, 2005]. In this

work, the combination of an external collection and the target collection as

evidence for QE achieved higher performance than using the target collection

only on several TREC newswire tasks.

Since the TREC newswire collections do not suffer from the sparse data

problem, EQE may not always work better than QE from the target corpus

for all queries. Later research proposed a method to select use of the exter-

nal collection or the target collection itself as the source of QE information

for different queries [He & Ounis, 2007]. In this work, retrieval performance

is estimated by a query performance predictor for each query. The external

resource or target collection is chosen for QE based on the estimated perfor-

mance. This adaptive QE method achieved the best result compared with QE

from only one collection for two standard TREC web search tasks. Further

research classified TREC topics into three categories based on an external cor-

pus: i) entity queries; ii) ambiguous queries and iii) broader queries [Xu et al.,

2009]. Experimental results showed that use of an external resource helped to

improve retrieval effectiveness for all three query types.

Current research lacks deep analysis of the reason why EQE works on

some retrieval tasks and not on others. This gives us the opportunity for a

detailed examination for tasks with a sparse data problem, and investigation
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of the potential for QE using external resources.

3.2 Query Expansion from External Resources

In this section, we investigate QE from external resources on a text-based

image retrieval task. The Dbpedia collection 1 is used as our external re-

source since it contains a broad coverage of topics and less noise information

than full Wikipedia articles 2. Our initial QE method employs the standard

Okapi feedback method [Robertson, 1991; Robertson et al., 1994] as described

in Chapter 2.

Our experiments were conducted on the collection from the ImageCLEF

WikipediaMM 2008 task [Theodora Tsikrika, 2008]. We selected this task to

conduct the research on utilizing external resources for IR on the query side,

since it is a typical task where the queries are short and the target documents

are short as well. Some example queries can be seen in table 3.1. The example

queries show that the queries are all very short. The length of the 75 queries

in this collection ranges from 2 to 7 words. Short queries are usually unable

to describe the search intent of the user in full details. This is a typical sparse

data problem in IR tasks.

Table 3.1: Example Queries of WikipediaMM 2008.
1 blue flower 2 sea sunset
3 ferrari red 4 white cat
5 silver race car 6 potato chips
7 spider web 8 beach volleyball
9 surfing 10 portrait of Jintao Hu

1http://wiki.dbpedia.org/
2In the research of this chapter, we refer to Dbpedia when we use Wikipedia documents
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The target collection includes 151, 520 images with 75 queries and rele-

vance data [Westerveld & van Zwol, 2007]. Each image is associated with a

meta-data file as shown in Figure 3.1. As stated above, we also use the Dbpe-

dia as the external resource for QE. Each document in the Dbpedia is the first

paragraph of the corresponding Wikipedia document 1. The English Dbpedia

includes 2, 452, 726 documents (a version downloaded in Jan, 2009). We use

this Dbpedia as the external resource for QE since:

1. It includes only the definition sentences of Wikipedia terms and contains

less noise than full articles.

2. It covers a very broad range of general topics and should contain docu-

ments relevant to most general user queries.

3. The coverage of Wikipedia is expanding over time and thus making our

method suitable to more user queries as it develops.

For each metadata file in the WikipediaMM collection, we remove the tags

and leave the remaining text as the target document for retrieval. For the

metadata file in Figure 3.1, the text “Australian_20note_back.jpg Australian

$20 note back money” is used as the text for text based information retrieval.

Several pre-processing steps were carried out for the experimental queries,

the target documents (WikipediaMM corpus), and the external documents

(Dbpedia):

• Punctuation removal
1http://www.wikipedia.org/
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Figure 3.1: Image with metadata example.
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• Stopword removal (stop-word list from the SMART retrieval system

[Salton, 1971])

• Stemming using the Porter stemming algorithm (implementation in the

Lemur toolkit 1) [van Rijsbergen et al., 1980]

After pre-processing, the average length of data sources are as shown in

Table 3.2. We use the Okapi BM25 model in the Lemur toolkit for the retrieval

tasks.

Table 3.2: Data Average Length.
Data Average Length (in terms)
Queries 2.8
Target Documents 24.4
English Wikipedia Abstract Documents 99.7

3.2.1 Results of Okapi Feedback Algorithm

In this section, we examine the effectiveness of QE using the method incorpo-

rating external resources introduced in previous section. We carried out the

following experimental runs:

• Okapi retrieval model only (Run: Baseline)

• QE on the target corpus and the Okapi retrieval model on the target

corpus (Run: QE)

• QE on the external resource and the Okapi retrieval model on the target

corpus (Run: QEE)

1http://www.lemurproject.org/
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• QE on the external resource, then QE on the target corpus, and then the

Okapi retrieval model on target corpus (Run: QEE+QE)

• QE on the target corpus and then QE on the external resource, and then

the Okapi retrieval model on the target corpus (Run: QE+QEE)

In our experiments, queries were expanded from the target corpus or ex-

ternal resource using Okapi feedback algorithm. The expansion terms can be

the same as the original query terms. The following parameters were adjusted

manually:

• the assumed number of relevant documents from the initial retrieval run

(R)

• the number of feedback terms for expansion (k)

• the coefficient to adjust the weights of the original query terms and

expansion feedback terms (coefficient)

To compare these different runs, we examine the results for the alternative

methods using different parameters.

3.2.2 Comparing QE and QEE

To compare the QE and QEE methods, we tested them under different param-

eter settings. First we examined standard QE under different parameters. We

show results for QE using different numbers of feedback documents (R) with

different numbers of expansion terms (k). The results are shown in Figure 3.2.

We make the following observations:
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Figure 3.2: Results for QE for the WikipediaMM test collection using a fixed
number of feedback terms.

Figure 3.3: Results for QE for WikipediaMM collection using a fixed number
of feedback documents.
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1. The best result is obtained when setting R = 5 and k = 5.

2. When fixing the number of expansion terms, the MAP value decreases

when more feedback documents are added.

These findings suggest that bringing more feedback documents into the

RF process does not help to improve retrieval effectiveness in this case. Our

results indicate when using QE on short length documents retrieval tasks,

more feedback documents do not add more useful information into the RF

process. Thus it does not help selection of good expansion terms for QE.

These findings are different from the previous conclusions of experiments on

the TREC collections [Buckley et al., 1994a; Robertson et al., 1994]. In the earlier

TREC experiments [Buckley et al., 1994a], the more feedback terms added

from relevant documents, the better the recall-precision, up to a steady-state

value. For the Okapi feedback method [Robertson et al., 1994], the previous

results show that adding a reasonable large number of feedback terms will

benefit to the results (such as term number as 60).

We show results using various numbers of expansion terms when the

number of feedback documents is fixed in Figure 3.3. From Figure 3.3, we

can see that the results indicate that more expansion terms do not change the

retrieval effectiveness very much. When we use only 5 good feedback docu-

ments, adding too many expansion terms also hurts the final results (k > 50).

Using 100 feedback documents and 5 expansion terms gives the worst re-

sult for QE method in our experiments. Also when using many nonrelevant

documents for QE (R = 100), more expansion terms could help to improve

the final retrieval effectiveness. This evidence indicates that QE only needs
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good expansion terms in the good feedback documents for this short-length

documents retrieval task. The results indicate that the target corpus provides

limited useful feedback documents and expansion terms for short-length doc-

uments retrieval task.

We hypethesis that external resources may help to relieve data sparse prob-

lem in IR tasks better than the search target collection. We test the results of

the QEE method under various parameter settings. First we examine the ef-

fect of different numbers of feedback documents when using a fixed number

of expansion terms. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 3.4.

Comparing Figure 3.4 with Figure 3.2, the observable difference is that the

MAP scores in Figure 3.4 do not decrease with the addition of more feed-

back documents from the external resources when using a fixed number of

expansion terms, as was the case in Figure 3.2. The difference of QE and QEE

is illusrated in Figure 3.5 using the fixed number of feedback terms set at 5.

This observation can be explained as the external resource containing more

useful information relevant to the query than the target corpus. Thus adding

more feedback documents does not add significantly more noisy documents

into the process of relevance feedback. However, the best result of the QEE

method does not outperform the best result of the QE method (the best results

of different methods are shown in Talbe 3.3).

We also show results for different numbers of expansion terms when using

a fixed number of feedback documents in Figure 3.6. The results show that

adding too many expansion terms from external resources harms the retrieval.

This indicates that the expansion terms should be limited to a reasonable

number when using external resources.
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Figure 3.4: Results for QEE for the WikipediaMM test collection using fixed
number of feedback terms.

Figure 3.5: Comparision of QE and QEE using fixed number of feedback
terms 5.
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Figure 3.6: Results for QEE for WikipediaMM collection using fixed number
of feedback document.

Although QEE does not produce better results than QE, it is interesting

to test the impact of using queries expanded from external resources to ex-

pand from the target corpus again for retrieval (QEE+QE). Also runs of using

queries expanded from target corpus to expand from external resources for

retrieval (QE+QEE) can be tested. For our experiment, we selected the best

run obtained using the QEE method where R = 100 and K = 5. This selec-

tion ensures that we have the best queries from QEE method. After QEE, the

new queries are sent to the target corpus for QE. The results using different

parameter settings are shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8.

The QEE+QE method produces similar curves to the QE method with

better results. Figure 3.7 shows that more feedback documents for QE hurts

the final retrieval effectiveness when using a fixed number of expansion terms.

Figure 3.8 shows that adding more expansion terms does not change the final
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retrieval effectiveness when using a fixed number of feedback documents.

These are similiar conclusions to those we found in the QE experiments. These

results also indicate that QEE provides useful feedback information to the

original queries since QEE+QE gives better results than QE.

Figure 3.7: Results for QEE+QE for the WikipediaMM collection.

Furthermore, we test the results of QE+QEE. For QE, we select the param-

eter which produced the best result among our QE Runs, where R = 5 and

k = 5. After QE from the target corpus, the expanded queries were applied

to the Wikipedia collection for QEE. The results of QE+QEE Runs are shown

in Table 3.3. The best result of QE+QEE outperforms the best result of QE

method, but it does not outperform the best result of the QEE+QE method.

To compare the different query expansion methods, we show detailed re-

sults in Table 3.3. For each method, the best result after parameter tuning was

selected. In Table 3.3, Okapi is the baseline run using only the Okapi retrieval
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Figure 3.8: Results for QEE+QE for the WikipediaMM collection.

model without QE process from any collection. For the results, our analysis

is based on MAP values with NDCG, R-Prec, P@10 also included in Table 3.3.

The results show that:

• QE is an effective method compared to run without QE.

• QEE achieves comparable results to QE, and the difference between the

QEE and QE is not significant by the MAP values.

• QE + QEE does not achieve signifcantly better result compared to the

QE method.

• QEE+QE outperforms the Okapi, QE, QEE for four different evaluation

metrics including MAP, NDCG, R-Prec and P@10. The result of QEE +

QE is significantly better than the Okapi, QE and QEE by the MAP
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Figure 3.9: Results for QE+QEE for the WikipediaMM collection.

values.

Table 3.3: Results of different query expansion methods. ’+’ means the im-
provements over the baseline are statistically significant for the MAP scores.

Runs MAP NDCG R-Prec P@10
Okapi 0.2338 0.4931 0.2805 0.3453

QE 0.2588+ +10.69% 0.5014 0.3035 0.3720
QEE 0.2551+ +9.11% 0.5253 0.3011 0.3427

QEE + QE 0.2678+ +14.54% 0.5268 0.3071 0.3720
QE + QEE 0.2609+ +11.59% 0.5255 0.2969 0.3693

In the next section, we propose a Definition-based Relevance Feedback

(DRF) method using external resources for the text-based image retrieval task.

In this method, we hypothesis that the definition documents (the documents

from external resources whose title contains the query terms) are good feed-

back documents to provide feedback information for a user query, and that
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these defintion documents can help to focus on the useful feedback docu-

ments.

3.3 Definition Document based Relevance Feedback

In this section, we introduce our DRF (Definition document based Relevance

Feedback) method. DRF uses the query to get the feedback documents from

the external resources before the retrieval process. It assumes the documents

whose titles contain most of the query terms are relevant to the user query.

These pre-found Definition Documents (DDs) are used to find more useful

feedback documents in the external corpus. The DDs can be used to weight

feedback documents in the process of selecting feedback terms from the ex-

ternal corpus. The framework of the DRF algorithm is shown in Figure 3.10:

Figure 3.10: Flowchart of the DRF algorithm.
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The details of this proposed method are as follows:

1. The user query is applied to an index of external resource (English DB-

pedia documents in our research) 1 to conduct an initial retrieval run to

produce a ranked list. The top ranked documents from this retreival run

is called external feedback documents.

2. The user query is applied to the top-ranked external feedback docu-

ments retrieved in stage 1 to conduct key-term title matching (see details

in Section 3.3.1) to find the DDs for this query.

3. The DDs identified in the second stage are used to compare with the

top ranked external feedback documents from the initial retrieval run in

stage 1 using the Jaccard coefficient (refer to this as the “rating”).

4. Similarity scores between the DDs and the external feedback documents

are used to form a new weight for each external feedback document.

A higher weight means that the external feedback document is more

similar to the DDs.

5. Expansion terms are selected from the external feedback documents

from stage 2 with new associated weights (described in Section 3.3.2).

Feedback documents with higher weight add more feedback informa-

tion.

6. The new expanded query is applied to the target search collection to

carry out the final retrieval run.

1A DBpedia document is the first paragraph of the normal Wikipedia document.
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As shown in Figure 3.10, the main difference between the DRF method

and the standard Okapi feedback method is the way in which the feedback

documents are weighted. For the Okapi feedback method, all the feedback

documents are given the same weight. For the DRF method, greater feedback

documents that are more similar to the definition documents are given greater

weight. In Figure 3.10, the different width of the lines between the feedback

documents and the definition documents indicates the different similarity lev-

els between them. The more similar, the more weight the feedback documents

are given. In Figure 3.10, the arrow on the left of the feedback documents in-

dicates documents given more or less weight.

3.3.1 Identifying DDs by Keyterm Title Matching

In this section, we address the problem of finding the DDs for a query in the

external Wikipedia corpus. For most queries, external documents strongly

related to concepts expressed in the query can be found in Wikipedia. We

refer to these external documents as “relevant” to the query in the sense that

they essentially describe one or more concepts contained in the query.

Given a query such as “Ferrari”, a Wikipedia DD appears among the top-

ranked document list after an initial retrieval run. This DD can be found

by searching the titles of all the Wikipedia documents. The document will

also usually appear at the top of the ranked list when using the user query

to search the entire Wikipedia abstract documents. In our implementation,

we use the user query to find the DDs in the top ranked external feedback

documents for the simple implementation. Figure 3.11 illustrates an example
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user query with a DD in Wikipedia.

Figure 3.11: Definition document example.

Since a Wikipedia document whose title is exactly same as the user’s query

is not be found for all queries, our DRF method also allows a more relaxed

matching approach for DDs. We use a partial matching approach to find

Wikipedia documents whose title contains the key term of the user query

as the DDs for the current user query. Given a query Q: {q1,q2,...,qm} and a

document D with title T, the key term qt (1 ≤ t ≤ m) of the Q is the term with

highest id f score given by Equation 3.1.

id f (t) = log
N
n

(3.1)

In Equation 3.1, N is the total number of Wikipedia documents and n is

the number of Wikiepdia documents containing the term t. We use the term’s

id f score trained from Wikipedia corpus to select key term in the current

user query. This score is used rather than t f · id f since t f usually is 1 for
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query terms. We use the id f score trained from the Wikipedia corpus rather

than a corpus consisting of only the user queries since this method has been

shown to be effective for query term weighting method in IR research [Salton

& Buckley, 1997]. A Wikipedia abstract document D whose title contains qt is

called the DD of query Q.

Our approach is based on the following observations:

• The key term (term with high importance) in the user query indicates

the user’s main focus of the information need.

• The title indicates what the Wikipedia abstract document is about and

distinguishes it from other documents.

• Wikipedia abstract document provides a direct description of the con-

cepts of its title and includes background information which further

elaborates on this topic.

Based on these facts, we assume that Wikipedia documents whose title

contains the key term of the user query can potentially provide a richer vo-

cabulary to describe the user information need than the terms in the original

user query itself. Thus, we use the information in the retrieved Wikipedia

collection to update the user query using a relevance feedback method.

3.3.2 Feedback Term Weighting

Our QE method ranks potential expansion terms using Equation 3.2 as de-

scribed in [Robertson, 1991; Robertson et al., 1994; Robertson & Spärck Jones,
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1994].

Weight(t) = r ∗ rw(t) (3.2)

rw(t) = log
(r + 0.5)(N − n− R + 0.5)
(n− r + 0.5)(R− r + 0.5)

(3.3)

In Equation 3.2, r is the number of known retrieved documents containing

term t and rw is defined as Equation 3.3. In Equation 3.3, r is the number of

known relevant documents term t occurs in; R is the number of known rele-

vant document for a request; N is the number of documents in the collection;

n is the number of documents term t occurs in. Given R feedback documents,

this method assigns all feedback documents from the initial retrieval the same

weight.

Issuing a query to the external resource results in the retrieval of x feed-

back documents and t DDs by title matching. Since the top ranked documents

are not all relevant to the user query, it is not appropriate to assign the same

weight to all of these documents. In our research, we seek to utilize infor-

mation from an external documents to find documents are more likely to be

relevant to the query in the process of relevance feedback.

Before the final retrieval process, we can find the DDs for the user query

from the Wikipedia collection. These DDs are more likely to be relevant to

the user query since the titles of the DDs are exactly or partially the same

with the user query. Then we assume that the external feedback documents

similar to the DDs are more likely to relevant to the user query. In this way,

we can give the external feedback documents different weight when selecting
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feedback terms in the process of external query expansion.

As an extension to the standard Okapi feedback method, we give different

weights to the feedback documents, thus a new score replaces r in Equation

3.2. To compute our revised weighting score, we introduce two additional

scores:

1. The similarity of the external feedback document f di (1 ≤ i ≤ x) and

the DD ddj (1 ≤ j ≤ t): S( f di, ddj)

2. The average similarity score for DD j (1 ≤ j ≤ t) with all external

feedback documents: simavg(ddj)

The similarity score of an external feedback document and DD S( f di, ddj)

is computed using the Jaccard coefficient as shown in Equation 3.4, where

Vf di , Vddj are the vocabulary sets of documents f di and f dj [Jaccard, 1901].

Jaccard coefficient has been successfuly utilized in finding similar documents

in previous research [Haveliwala et al., 2002].

S( f di, ddj) = S(ddj, f di) =
Vf di

⋂
Vddj

Vf di

⋃
Vddj

(3.4)

S( f di, ddj) is normalized into [0, 1] using Equation 3.5, where Smin( f di)

is the minimum similarity score between feedback document i and one of

the DDs j and Smax( f di) is the maximum similarity score between feedback

document i and one of the DDs.

S
′
( f di, ddj) =

S( f di, ddj)− Smin( f di)

Smax( f di)− Smin( f di)
(3.5)
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The average similarity score of DD ddj with all feedback documents (simavg(ddj))

is given by Equation 3.6.

simavg(ddj) =
∑x

i=1 S( f di, ddj)

x
(3.6)

Based on Equation 3.5 and 3.6, the similarity score for feedback document

i and all DDs is given by Equation 3.7.

G( f di) =
∑t

j=1(S( f di, ddj)− simavg(ddj))S
′
( f di, ddj)

∑t
j=1 S′( f di, ddj)

(3.7)

In Equation 3.7, we use a score S( f di, ddj)− simavg(ddj) to divide the DDs

into two groups:

• A group where S( f di, ddj)− simavg(ddj) > 0 contributes positive influ-

ence to the weight of the feedback document

• A group where S( f di, ddj)− simavg(ddj) < 0 contributes negative influ-

ence

If the similarity between feedback document and DD is higher than this

DD’s average similarity score with all feedback documents, the DD makes a

positive influence in the weighting process, and vice versa.

With the new weights for all external feedback documents from the initial

retrieval, the top expansion terms are selected using Equation 3.8, where r is

the set of feedback documents which contain term t.

WT(t) = rw(t) ·∑
t∈r

G( f di) (3.8)
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Table 3.4: Overview on the definition documents.
No. of topics 75
No. of overall definition documents 262
Average No. of DDs per topic 3.5
DDs with total match 77
Topics with total match DDs 26

3.3.3 Evaluation of the DRF Method

In this section, we describe our evaluation of our DRF method. An overview

of the DDs for the topics is shown in Table 3.4. 26 of the 75 queries have

complete match DDs from Wikipedia, with a partial match with DDs being

found for all the other queries.

3.3.4 Comparing DRF with PRF

The main purpose of the DRF method seeks to to utilize the information

of external resources more effectively for QE. In this section, we compare

our proposed DRF method with the standard Okapi feedback method (QEE)

using the Wikipedia abstracts as an external resource.

First we examine results for different numbers of feedback documents and

expansion terms. The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 3.12

and Figure 3.13. From these results, we can see that addition of more feedback

documents from external resources does not change the retrieval effectiveness

very much. These are similar results to those found for the QEE method using

PRF as Figure 3.4. Similar curves are also seen in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.6

when using different numbers of expansion terms.

Comparing the DRF and QEE method, the best results for these two meth-
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Figure 3.12: Results for DRF for the WikipediaMM collection using a fixed
number of feedback terms.

Figure 3.13: Results for DRF for the WikipediaMM collection using a fixed
number of feedback documents.
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ods are all observed when the number of expansion terms is 5. However the

best results are achieved under a different number of feedback documents.

When we set the number of expansion terms as 5, the results of the two

methods are shown in Figure 3.14. These results show that the DRF method

achieves its best result with a number of feedback documents (R = 20), while

the PRF method needs more feedback documents to identify good expansion

terms (R = 100). These results indicate that our proposed DRF method is

useful for utilizing feedback documents to select good feedback terms in the

process of query expansion. The results of DRF also indicate that adding too

many feedback documents does not help improve the selection of good expan-

sion terms. While for the QEE method, the top ranked feedback documents

may not suit the selection of good expansion terms, adding more feedback

documents helps to identify good expansion terms from the low-ranked feed-

back documents. In the end, the two methods achieve similar results when

the number of feedback documents is large (R = 100). The change in the

results with the increase in the number of feedback documents for these two

methods can be seen in Figure 3.14.

We compare the best runs for the DRF and QEE methods in Figure 3.15.

We also show detailed results of the best runs for DRF and QEE in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5: Comparison of Results for QEE and DRF.
Runs MAP NDCG R-Prec P@10
QEE 0.2551 0.5253 0.3011 0.3427
DRF 0.2766 0.5393 0.3195 0.3573

To further analyze the performance of the DRF method, we compare the

run DRF + QE which uses the expanded queries from DRF method to con-
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of DRF and PRF using the same number of expan-
sion terms (5).

Figure 3.15: Comparison of DRF and PRF using the same number of expan-
sion terms (5).
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Table 3.6: DRF+QE performance under different parameter settings.
Number of Number of Expansion Terms
Feedback 5 10 20 30 40 50 100
Documents
5 0.2482 0.2493 0.2593 0.2400 0.2327 0.2261 0.2128
10 0.2696 0.2752 0.2756 0.2645 0.2506 0.2465 0.2248
20 0.2796 0.2789 0.2785 0.2658 0.2552 0.2580 0.2368
30 0.2712 0.2808 0.2727 0.2597 0.2561 0.2577 0.2329
40 0.2744 0.2813 0.2679 0.2623 0.2531 0.2497 0.2221
50 0.2775 0.2803 0.2648 0.2623 0.2578 0.2443 0.2220
100 0.2751 0.2793 0.2595 0.2570 0.2511 0.2479 0.2153

duct query expansion on the target corpus, and then uses the new expanded

queries for retrieval on the target corpus. We use the query produced from

the best DRF run (R = 20 and k = 5) as shown in Figure 3.12 and 3.13. De-

tailed results for the DRF + QE method are shown in Table 3.6. The results

are also illustrated in Figrue 3.16. These results show that 10 feedback terms

for QE after the DRF method gives the best result in our experiments. Adding

more feedback terms from the target corpus reduces the overall results.

All the experimental runs can be associated with a query expansion pro-

cess on the target collection. The results of comparing these runs are shown

in Table 3.7. The results in Table 3.7 are the best results for these methods

after parameter tuning. The results show that DRF outperforms both Okapi

feedback on the target corpus and Okapi feedback on the external resource

methods when they are associated with a process of query expansion on the

target collection.
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Figure 3.16: Results of DRF+QE method.

Table 3.7: Results Comparison for QEE and DRF. ’+’ means the improvements
over the QE method are statistically significant for the MAP scores.

Runs MAP NDCG R-Prec P@10
QE 0.2588 0.5014 0.3035 0.3720
QEE+QE 0.2678 +3.48% 0.5268 0.3071 0.3720
DRF+QE 0.2813+ +8.69% 0.5482 0.3173 0.3760

3.4 More Experiments on Second Query Set

To further investigate our DRF method, we examine results of QEE and DRF

methods using a second query set. This query set contains 45 queries on the

same Wikipedia image collection. The query set and relevance judgements

are taken from the WikipediaMM 2009 task [Tsikrika & Kludas, 2010]. In

Table 3.8, we compare four runs: Okapi retrieval model (Run: Okapi), query

expansion on the target corpus (Run: QE), DRF on the external resource (Run:
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DRF), and DRF on the external resource with subsequent query expansion

on target corpus (Run: DRF+QE). To obtain these results, all the parameters

were set to the same as those used to obtain the best results on the query

set of WikipediaMM 2008 in our earlier experiments. These results verify the

effectiveness of our proposed methods of external query expansion. Similiar

conclusion can be summarized as:

• QEE gets similar results with the QE method, and both methods are

significantly better than the Okapi baseline method.

• QEE combined with QE method gets the better result than the QE method.

• Our proposed DRF method combined with QE gets the best result in all

runs. The improvement is significant compared to all other runs by the

MAP values.

Table 3.8: Results On a Second Query Set. ’+’ means the improvements over
the baseline method are statistically significant for the MAP scores.

Runs MAP NDCG R-Prec P@10
Okapi 0.1447 0.4533 0.1873 0.2444
QE 0.1549+ +7.05% 0.4584 0.1984 0.2556
QEE 0.1581+ +9.26% 0.4693 0.1803 0.2089
QEE+QE 0.1628+ +12.51% 0.4689 0.1799 0.2111
DRF 0.1595+ +10.23% 0.4744 0.1940 0.2378
DRF+QE 0.1810+ +25.09% 0.4967 0.2061 0.2556

3.5 Discussion

The key issue in blind QE is selecting useful expansion terms from pseudo rel-

evant documents from the prior retrieval run. One precondition for QE is that
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the target corpus contains sufficient information to enrich the original query.

In our retrieval tasks, the sparse data problem in the target corpus breaks the

requirement since the target documents usually are very short and do not

contain sufficient term to produce stable and effective QE. Although apply-

ing a standard QE method achieves improvement compared to the baseline

method, the results show that adding more feedback documents decreases

the results. This can be explained since the target corpus may not provide

sufficient good feedback information.

Our QEE method seeks to resolve the problem of sparse data by enrich-

ing the query from external resources. Since our chosen external resource is

general and informative enough to provide useful information to the original

query, the results from QEE work well and address the problem observed for

the standard QE method. Also the results of the QEE method suggest that

only the top expansion terms from the external resource are useful for enrich-

ment of the original query (The results in Figure 3.6 show that top 5 feedback

terms produces the best result for QEE method).

Furthermore, we find that the weights of the feedback documents for se-

lecting expansion terms in the prior retrieval run from external resource are

important. It can be explained that if we make good feedback documents

contribute more, the QEE method will be more effective. In our proposed

DRF method, we utilize the definition documents of the query to re-weight

the feedback documents in the prior retrieval. Our results show that the new

weighting scheme produces better feedback terms and leads to better retrieval

results. Results on two query sets show that our proposed DRF method helps

to improve the retrieval effectiveness.
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3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced external QE in the context of a text-based image

retrieval task which has a typical sparse data problem in target corpus. As a

solution, an external knowledge resource was introduced into the relevance

feedback process. Our experiments show that the sparse target documents

can not provide enough feedback information for user queries. The external

corpus overcomes the insufficient information of the target corpus and enable

useful expansion terms to be selected. Combining the external QE and QE

from target corpus gives us a better result than using QE from target corpus

only.

Furthermore, we presented a DRF method for QE from external resources.

The method utilizes information from the external corpus by matching defi-

nition documents in the external corpus before the retrieval process. We as-

sume that feedback documents which are similar to the definition documents

of user queries provide more useful feedback information than those are not.

Experimental results shows that DRF combined with QE method achieves

significant improvement compared to any other methods in our text-based

image retrieval task.

Based on the proposed research questions we propose in the beginning of

this chapter, we get the answers as:

• How does the classical query expansion perform for retrieval tasks with

sparse information? Based on our experimental results by the QE method,

we find that QE method still can get a reasonably good result compared

to the method without QE. But we also found that the target documents
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cannot provide enough good feedback documents and it gave the op-

portunity to introduce an external collection in the feedback process.

• Which is better to compare query expansion from the target collection

with query expansion from an external collection? In our experiments,

query expansion from the target collection and external collection gets

similar results, and the combination of these two methods gets a better

result.

• Is the classical query expansion algorithm the best for query expansion

using external resources? Our proposed DRF method gets a better result

than the classical QE method when utilizing the external resources.

In the next chapter, we investigate document expansion utilizing external

resources.
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Chapter 4

Investigating the Utilization of

External Resources in Document

Expansion

In Chapter 3, we examined the potential for Query Expansion (QE) to improve

Information Retrieval (IR). Our investigation explored standard QE methods

using the target documents with external resources. Our experiments demon-

strated that queries expanded using external resources can help to resolve the

query-document matching problem to enable the retrieval of additional useful

documents from the target retrieval collection.

In a typical IR process, the opposite side from user queries is the target

document collection. In this chapter, we investigate the hypothesis that en-

riching document information for short documents can provide us with a

further mechanism for improving IR effectiveness. We again explore the use

of a Wikipedia abstract collection as an external resource to be applied in a
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Document Expansion (DE) process. In this process, our study again examines

the potential for external resources to augment the target collection by acting

as a source of feedback information. In effect, DE seeks to expand the de-

scription of the topics in the documents by adding additional related terms in

an attempt to address the query-document term mismatch problem from the

document side.

DE has received much less attention than QE in previous research [Singhal

& Pereira, 1999a; Billerbeck & Zobel, December 2005]. The limited amount of

earlier research in DE has not reported conclusions regarding DE to improve

retrieve effectiveness for IR tasks in general. In our research, we seek to an-

swer the following questions by exploring a typical IR task for short docu-

ments, since short document retrieval task is more obviously affected by the

sparse data problem in IR. This chapter seeks to answer the following research

questions:

• Is DE using external resources useful for short document retrieval? Since

the query-document mismatch problem may be more severe in short

document retrieval than for long document retrieval, DE from external

resources may have a better chance to resolve the query-document mis-

match in this scenario.

• What is the best way to utilize a DE technique in short document re-

trieval? There are various ways in which can be used in a DE retrieval

task. We aim to find an effective way to utilize DE for short document

retrieval.

• Is DE a better method than QE for short document retrieval? Is IR
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effectiveness improved if QE and DE are used in combination for the

same task?

The structure of the chapter is as follows. We first introduce background

and related work exploring the utilization of DE in IR in Section 4.1. We then

describe our proposed method for DE using the Wikipedia abstract collection

as an external resource and evaluate the method in Section 4.2. We discuss

and summarize our findings on DE from external resources for this task in

Section 4.3 and Section 4.4.

4.1 Background and Related Work

Document expansion (DE) is a technique for enriching target documents by

adding topically related terms for IR. DE was first introduced in the field of

speech retrieval where automatic transcriptions are noisy leading to query-

document mismatch problems [Singhal & Pereira, 1999b]. In this work, doc-

uments were used as queries to retrieve items from an external collection of

documents which were then used as the sources of expansion terms. The

steps involved in this DE process were:

• Select a collection of documents that will serve as the source of re-

lated documents. In this work, the external collection was a collection

topically similiar to the target retrieval collection. In this case, a test

newswire collection was used as the external collection for a spoken

news retrieval task.
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• Find documents related to each speech document by using the docu-

ment as a query to retrieve the 10 most similar documents from the

external collection using a t f · id f method.

• Modify the speech transcriptions for each document using Rocchio’s

QE formula as shown in Equation 4.1 using the retrieved documents.

In Equation 4.1,
−→
D old is the initial document vector,

−→
D i is the vector of

the i-th related document, and
−→
D new is the modified document vector,

and α is the coefficient to adjust the relative weighting of the original

document and related documents.

−→
D new = α

−→
D old +

∑10
i=1
−→
D i

10
(4.1)

This DE method was applied on the TREC-7 Spoken Document Retrieval

(SDR) track. This included 23 queries and recordings of 2, 866 broadcast news

stories. The external collection utilized in the experiments was a newswire

data set from the same period as the target collection. The experimental re-

sults showed that enriching the documents via DE with the external collec-

tion yielded retrieval effectiveness, which improved not only over the original

erroneous transcription, but also over a perfect manual transcription, since

not only misrecognized words were added to the transcript, but also topi-

cally related words which had not actually been spoken. Using DE, the loss

of retrieval effectiveness due to automatic transcription errors was reduced

from 15− 27% relative to retrieval from human transcriptions to only about

7− 13% on alternative transcripts, even for automatic transcripts with word

error rates as high as 65%. This work demonstrated that DE could be uti-
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lized to enrich noisy text by an Automatic Speech Recognition(ASR) system

for later text-based retrieval in speech retrieval.

Similar to the speech retrieval task, [Levow & Oard, 2002] reported work

exploring post-translation DE for Mandarin news stories in an effort to par-

tially recover terms that may have been mistranscribed, mis-segmented or

mis-translated. This work was done in the context of a cross-language topic

tracking task where English news stories were used to find Mandarin news

stories on the same topic. The Mandarin news stories were translated into

English, and then these English news stories were used as queries to search

an external collection to find related documents. Selected terms were ex-

tracted from the top-ranked external documents (an external large newswire

collection) to expand the translated English news stories. Then the expanded

English news stories were indexed for retrieval using English queries. The

results showed DE improved topic tracking effectiveness in the TDT-3 topic

tracking task 1.

In these studies, speech recognition and machine translation produce text

with noise which can impact on later text-based IR effectiveness. This re-

search demonstrated that DE can be an effective method for addressing the

problem of low effectiveness in noisy text such as transcribed documents and

translated documents.

DE is not only useful for retrieval tasks with noisy data, it can also be

utilized when the target data itself is not sufficient to build language models

of the documents. In research in language model IR, a method to expand

each document with a probabilistic neighborhood was proposed in [Tao et al.,

1http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests/tdt/1999/
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2006]. This work was motivated by the insufficient sampling of documents in

language modeling. DE in this work was essentially smoothing the document

model by adding information from the neighbourhood of the documents. Co-

sine similarity was used to compute the neighbourhood relations of the doc-

uments. A document d
′

is generated using the pseudo term count shown in

Equation 4.2.

c(w, d
′
) = αc(w, d) + (1− α)× ∑

b∈C−{d}
(rd(b)× c(w, b)) (4.2)

The parameter α is used to control the balance of the original document

model and the expanded document model. rd(b) is computed as shown in

Equation 4.3.

rd(b) =
sim(d, b)

∑b′∈C−{d} sim(d, b′)
(4.3)

Here, d is the document for expansion, and d
′

is the expanded document,

and b is the neighbourhood document, and rd(b) is the normalized cosine

similarity, and C is the whole collection. Evaluation was carried out on six

TREC data sets: AP (Associated Press news 1988-90), LA (LA Times), WSJ

(Wall Street Journal 1987-92), SJMN (San Jose Mercury News 1991), DOE (De-

partment of Energy), and TREC-8 (the ad-hoc data used in TREC8). The

experimental results showed that DE method outperformed both no expan-

sion baseline and the cluster-based model [Liu & Croft, 2004]. Compared

to the no-expansion methods, DE-based language model achieved an im-

provement in MAP of between 4.4% to 15.5% in various collections. With

respect to the cluster-based language model, the improvement in MAP of DE
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method ranged from 2.5% to 7.7% for different test collections. The work

also suggested that short-length documents obtain more information from

their neighbourhood in the framework of language model retrieval. This

arises since building useful language models for short documents is more

difficult than for longer documents. This research shows that expanding the

language models of documents helps to produce a better match between the

document models and query models by relevance than method without ex-

panding. Thus, the final retrieval effectiveness can be improved by the DE

method.

Past research on DE for IR has also reported negative results. An attempt

to employ DE in image retrieval for the ImageCLEF photo task 2007 [Grub-

inger et al., 2008] degraded the performance by 28.24% in MAP when using

the web pages as the reference corpus [Chang & Chen, 2007]. In this work,

documents were expanded from the top-ranked snippets retrieved by a web

search engine, with only the document title used as the query to search for

relevant documents. The proposed DE method limited the expansion terms to

those terms in the retrieved snippets near to the terms of original document

within a 5− term window. In this same task, QE achieved an improvement of

16.11% improvement in performance in terms of MAP compared to the run

without QE or DE.

A study reported by [Billerbeck & Zobel, December 2005] showed that DE

only has a limited effect and concluded that the technique was unpromis-

ing on several TREC newswire retrieval tasks. They examined three term-

weighting methods for DE: Okapi BM25, Term Selection Value (TSV) [?] and

Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD) [Croft, 2000]. In document centric DE,
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each complete document was used as a query and the top expansion terms

determined through local analysis (relevance feedback from the top ranked

documents from an initial retrieval from the target document collection) were

appended to the document. In term centric DE, each term was used as a

query to find relevant documents by QE. Then the term was added to those

top-ranked documents which did not contain this term. The expansion re-

source in these DE experiments was the target collecton itself.

The evaluation was based on six TREC newswire collections: WSJ2 (Wall

Street Journal 1990-92), AP, NW (newswire collection from TREC-7 and TREC-

8), FBIS (Foreign Broadcast), FT (Financial Times 1991-94), LA. Results on

several TREC newswire data collections showed KLD worked better for doc-

ument centric DE, while TSV was better than Term centric DE. For almost all

these collections, the DE methods did not outperform a QE baseline based

on evaluation using MAP. The inconclusive results of these existing studies

encourage our research to better understand DE in IR tasks, especially for IR

tasks with sparse data.

DE has also been investigated in various other areas of IR such as conver-

sation retrieval [Wang & Oard, 2009], concept-based IR [Baziz et al., 2007] and

novelty detection [Zhang et al., 2002]. A DE method was proposed for con-

versation text retrieval task [Wang & Oard, 2009]. The research exploited con-

textual properties (both explicit and hidden) to probabilistically expand each

message to provide a more accurate representation of the message. This work

targeted disentanglement, which seperated individual conversations from on-

line discussions. In this work, each message in a conversation was expanded

within its temporal and social context. In the process of expansion, messages
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which were close to the original message in time were given higher weights.

Evaluation carried out on a collection consisting of real text streams produced

in Internet Relay Chat showed that the proposed method outperformed a non-

expanded based baseline by 24% according to the criterion of F-measure.

Concept-based IR incorporating DE was investigated in [Baziz et al., 2007].

Concept-based IR aims at retrieving relevant documents on the basis of their

meaning rather than their keywords. In this work, the authors proposed to

expand the documents to add concepts that were closely related to those

expressed in the documents. This was done on a relatively small test col-

lection which contained 25 topics and 7, 823 medical paper abstracts. The

proposed DE method outperformed a vector-based model [Bordogna & Pasi,

1995] which utilized BM25 as the term weighting method. Other research

attempted to apply a structured lexical database such as WordNet to expand

documents in IR tasks. Each noun in a document was used to find the hy-

pernyms in WordNet [Zhang et al., 2002]. If the hypernyms appeared in the

query, the noun was replaced by the hypernym. This method achieved better

results than QE in a TREC Novelty task, which aimed to find key factors in

documents.

In summary, previous investigations of DE have met with mixed results

in various IR tasks. However, DE has been relatively neglected as an area

of research compared to QE. The positive findings of some investigations,

particularly for noisy documents, indicate that DE is a potentially promising

approach for improving retrieval performance for some IR tasks, with suit-

able attributes such as for text with noise produced by speech recognition or

machine translation. In the framework of our thesis, DE forms one aspect of
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RF via QE using external resources.

In this chapter, we re-visit DE in the context of retrieval of images an-

notated with brief textual labels. This task is challenging for IR since such

annotations are generally short, often with no redundancy of description,

and typically do not follow any particular standard in terms of vocabulary

selection or level of detail, leading to a high likelihood of a mismatch with

user queries. Thus, if we can build an improved connection between image

annotations and user queries, it has the potential to greatly benefit retrieval

effectiveness. In this context, DE becomes an attractive option if it can be

shown to work reliably. Furthermore, we utilize a large external collection

to enrich the documents in the DE process, which has not been examined in

detail in previous research. This large volume of external documents could

bring useful information, but also noisy information into the original docu-

ment collection. Finding the right way to utilize large external collections in

DE makes this a challenging research topic. In the next section, we introduce

our proposed DE method using external resources.

4.2 Document Expansion using External Resources

In this section, we describe our investigation into the use of DE for text-based

image retrieval. This task is chosen since the documents are generally very

short and thus frequently fail to adequately describe the annotated image

leading to significant query/document mismatch problems in retrieval. Our

research seeks to explore the utilization of a large external collection for DE

by directly adding index terms to the target documents in a short document
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retrieval task.

Our initial method of DE is similar to a typical QE process. Pseudo Rel-

evance Feedback (PRF) is used as a DE method with the Okapi algorithm

[Robertson, 1991; Robertson et al., 1994; Robertson & Spärck Jones, 1994]. PRF

reformulates the query from two parts: the original query terms and expan-

sion terms from the top ranked documents from the feedback source. In our

research on DE, a Wikipedia abstract collection is again utilized as the external

resource for feedback. The reason for choosing this Wikipedia abstract collec-

tion is the same as our QE research since Wikipedia abstracts are informative

enough to enrich the sparse data of the target collection.

Figure 4.1: System overview for retrieval using document expansion using an
external text collection.

Figure 4.1 presents an overview of the system for DE using the Wikipedia

abstract collection. Each document in the original target collection is used as

a query to retrieve items from the external collection. Expansion terms are ex-

tracted from the top ranked documents retrieved from the Wikipedia abstract
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collection. The selected expansion terms are then added to the original doc-

ument to form the expanded document. All expanded documents are then

re-indexed for retrieval.

The Robertson Offer Weight (OW) is used to select the terms appearing in

the top ranked documents from the Wikipedia abstract collection [Robertson,

1991], as shown in Equation 4.5. While the OW has been used effectively in

QE, here we investigate its use for DE.

In computing the OW, r is the number of documents which contain term

ti in the top ranked documents and RW(ti) (Relevance Weight) is shown in

Equation 4.4. In Equation 4.4, N is the total number of documents in this

collection; n is the number of documents which contain term ti. The terms

with the highest OW are selected as the expansion terms to be added to the

original documents for indexing.

RW(ti) = log
(r + 0.5)(N − n− R + r + 0.5)

(n− r + 0.5)(R− r + 0.5)
(4.4)

OW(ti) = r ∗ RW(ti) (4.5)

4.2.1 Evaluation of a Simple Document Expansion Method

In this section, we evaluate our proposed DE method for our text-based im-

age retrieval task. This is the same task we evaluated for our proposed QE

methods in Chapter 3. Since we showed our QE method to be effective for

this task, we compare our DE method against the results for our QE method

for this task.
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In our experiments, the Okapi BM25 retrieval model in the Lemur toolkit

1 was used for retrieval. For the setting of the parameters in Okapi BM25

model, k1 was set to 2.0 and b to 0.75. The setting is suggested as a good

starting point for Okapi BM25 model in [Robertson & Spärck Jones, 1994].

For all documents in our experiments (queries and documents in the target

collection and the Wikipedia abstract collection), 571 stop words (the list of

stop words in the SMART system [Salton, 1971]) were removed. All the terms

were stemmed using the Porter stemmer (implementation in Lemur toolkit).

We again used the WikipediaMM 2008 collection for our experiments. This

includes 75 queries and 151, 520 documents with relevance judegements.

In a typical DE process, three parameters affect the experimental results:

the number of feedback documents for each original document, the num-

ber of feedback terms for each original document, and the coefficent used to

combine the terms from the original document and the feedback terms. In

Table 4.1, we show the results in MAP for various combinations of feedback

documents and feedback terms.

Table 4.1: Results of different parameter settings for DE methods in MAP.
PPPPPPPPPDOC

TERM 10 20 40 60 80 100

10 0.2377 0.2363 0.2418 0.2398 0.2325 0.2274
20 0.2358 0.2376 0.2510 0.2499 0.2482 0.2464
40 0.2359 0.2412 0.2516 0.2552 0.2535 0.2533
60 0.2310 0.2421 0.2464 0.2523 0.2507 0.2500
80 0.2303 0.2413 0.2528 0.2514 0.2550 0.2510

100 0.2271 0.2390 0.2503 0.2509 0.2523 0.2533

The results in Table 4.1 show that the best results come from using a rela-

1http://lemur.org/
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tively high number of feedback documents and terms (DOC = 40, TERM =

60). These numbers are considerably higher than those used to achieve opti-

mal results for our QE experiments in Chapter 3 (DOC = 5, TERM = 5).

Figure 4.2: Results of the simple DE method with a fixed number of feedback
documents.

To investigate the effect of differing numbers of feedback documents using

the simple DE method, we fix the number of feedback terms and show the

results with different numbers of feedback documents in Figure 4.2. From

these results of using a fixed feedback terms, it can be seen that adding 40

feedback documents is a good choice. Adding more feedback terms does

not change the retrieval effectiveness. When adding more than 80 feedback

documents, all the results begin to drop. This suggests adding too many

feedback documents brings noise into the original documents.
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Figure 4.3: Results of simple DE method with a fixed number of feedback
terms.

To investigate the effect of a different number of feedback terms using the

simple DE method, we fixed the number of feedback documents and show

the results with different numbers of feedback terms in Figure 4.3. From the

results of the fixed number of feedback documents, when adding terms from

10 to 40, the results improve. This suggests that adding more terms is useful

for our simple DE method. The results reach their highest level when 60 to 80

terms are added. The number is already larger than the average number of

terms in the original documents. One conclusion that can be made when the

number of feedback documents or feedback terms is less than 10, the results

are lower than other Runs. This suggests that the simple DE method needs a

high number of feedback terms and feedback documents.
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In the initial experiments, the coefficient was set to 1 in all cases mean-

ing that the feedback terms are given the same contribution as the terms in

the original documents for indexing. Alternative values of the coefficient are

examined later in this section. The experimental results of different Runs

are listed in In Table 4.2 to compare the DE method with the no-expansion

baseline and the QE method from the target collection.

Table 4.2: Comparing the simple DE with other methods. ’+’ means the im-
provements over the baseline are statistically significant for the MAP scores.

Runs MAP NDCG R-Prec P@10
no expansion 0.2338 0.4931 0.2805 0.3453

QE 0.2588+ +10.69% 0.5014 0.3035 0.3720
DE 0.2552+ +9.15% 0.5326 0.3106 0.3627

Our results show that the DE method achieves similiar performance to the

QE method, but that the DE result is slightly lower than that for QE according

to the criterion of MAP. Compared to the QE method, one advantage of the

DE method is that DE does not require two retrieval passes at retrieval time.

All the expanded terms are added into the index before retrieval, which saves

retrieval processing time at search time.

Next we test alternative coefficient values in the DE process. Three typical

coefficients (0.5, 1, 2) are tested in our experiments for the runs in Table 4.3.

In our experiments, the coefficient is the weight for the feedback terms to be

added in the original documents. If the coefficient is 0.5, the weight for the

original terms will be twice that of the expanded terms. If the coefficient is 1,

the feedback terms will be added with the same significance as the original

documents. If the coefficient is 2, all the feedback terms will be added with

twice the weight of the original documents. The results for these runs are
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shown in Table 4.3. From the results in Table 4.3, it can be seen that the

best choice of coefficient is below 1, since assigning too much influence to the

expansion terms will impact on the meanings of the original documents. In

the experimental Runs of Table 4.3, the number of feedback documents is set

as 40 and the number of feedback terms is set as 60. This setting was shown

to be the most effective Run for a coefficient value of 1 in Table 4.1.

Table 4.3: Results for different coefficient values for simple DE methods.
Runs MAP NDCG R-Prec P@10

coefficient=0.5 0.2705 0.5506 0.3284 0.3680
coefficient=1.0 0.2552 0.5326 0.3106 0.3627
coefficient=2.0 0.2355 0.5044 0.2931 0.3347

Since DE adds more terms into the target documents, it is interesting to

examine changes in the vocabulary in the target collection. When adding

40 external terms to each target document (in our experiments, 40 feedback

terms produces best DE result), the size of the vocabulary of the original target

collection and the new expanded target collection is shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Comparison of the vocabulary size for original collection and the
expanded collection.

Collection Vocabulary Size
Original Collection 193,417
Expanded Collection 202,052

As shown in the Table 4.4, the difference in the size of vocabulary for

these two collections is less than 5%. This indicates that although DE brings

terms into the original target documents, these terms are mostly same as in

the vocabulary of the original unexpanded target collection.
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4.2.2 Document Expansion with Document Reduction

Using the whole original document as the query to find relevant documents

in the external resource is a straightforward approach to DE. This method

has been explored in previous DE work [Singhal & Pereira, 1999b]. In this

approach, all the terms in the document are treated with the same weight

as the terms in a query to find “relevant” documents. This simple approach

may not be an optimal method for DE since the full documents contain much

information which may not be useful for enriching the original document. We

propose a method to extract the main topic from the original document and

to use only the resulting key terms selected from the original document as the

query to find relevant documents for DE in the external collection.

In our study, given an image metadata document “blue flower shot by

user” for example, an obvious problem can be identified. In this document,

the phrase “blue flower” is the main content of the document. Leaving the

noise words “shot by user” in the query does not help to find useful “rele-

vant” documents in the external resource. Similar observations can be made

for many other documents since often a document contains many terms not

associated with its main topic. This observation motivates us to use only the

important terms in target document as a query to retrieve relevant documents

in external resources. We propose to reduce the terms in each document by

ranking its terms using the significance weights in decreasing order and re-

moving all terms below a given cut-off value (taken as a percentage). We

refer to this process as Document Reduction (DR) in our research. We utilize

the Okapi BM25 function as the term weighting scheme to rank the terms
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contained in each document since the Okapi BM25 function has been proven

to be a good method to estimate term weights in IR research [Robertson et al.,

2000].

Figure 4.4: System overview for document expansion incorporating document
reduction.

Figure 4.4 shows an overview of the system which utilizes the new DE

method incorporating DR. In this system, DR is first applied to each document

in the target collection to obtain a reduced document. Each reduced document

is then applied to the external resource to retrieve relevant documents for DE.

Expansion terms are extracted from the top ranked retrieved documents from

external resource as in the simple DE method. The expansion terms are then

added to the original document. The expanded documents are then indexed

for retrieval.

As an example of the DE process, consider the following document from

the WikipediaMM collection. After standard IR preprocessing, we have “bill-
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cratty2 summary old publicity portrait dancer choreographer bill cratty. photo

jack mitchell. licensing promotional”. If the important words are selected

manually from the document, a new reduced document might be “old pub-

licity portrait dancer choreographer bill cratty”. Using this reduced document

as the query document is potentially better than the original one in terms of

locating potentially useful DE terms from documents in the external collec-

tions, since it is more focused.

For automatic reduction of the document, we first compute all the term idf

scores of the collection vocabulary as defined in Equation 4.6. Then for each

word ti in document D, we compute its BM25 weight using Equation 4.7.

id f (ti) = log
N
n

(4.6)

BM25(ti, D) = id f (ti) ∗
t f (ti, D) ∗ (k1 + 1)

t f (ti, D) + k1(1− b + b ∗ |D|avgdl )
(4.7)

Here t f (ti, D) is the frequency of word ti in document D; k1 and b are

parameters (k1 = 2.0, b = 0.75, starting parameters suggested by Robertson

& Spärck Jones [1994]); |D| is the length of the document D; and avgdl is

the average length of documents in the collection. For the above example,

the BM25 score of each term for this document is shown in Table 4.5 after

removing the stop words.

If we choose 50% as the percentage by which to reduce the document

length applying DR, we obtain the new document “billcratty2 cratty choreog-

rapher dancer mitchell bill" for the above example. The automatically formed

document is almost the same as the manually formed document shown above.
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Table 4.5: Example of document BM25 term weights
Term Score Term Score

billcratty2 13.316 publicity 6.238
cratty 12.725 portrait 5.515

choreographer 12.046 promotional 4.389
dancer 10.186 photo 2.696

mitchell 8.850 summary 2.297
bill 7.273 licensing 2.106
jack 7.174

We call the cut-off value for DR document reduction rate, which can be de-

fined as: for document reduction rate p%, we keep p% of the original length

of the document as the query for retrieving external documents for DE. The

length of a document is defined as the number of terms in the document after

stop words are removed and repeated terms are counted as different terms.

Using the reduced document as the query to retrieve external documents

will generate different top-ranked documents compared to the DE method

without DR process. Thus different expansion terms are selected from these

different top ranked documents, which then means that different expanded

documents are created for the final retrieval. We evaluate the results of these

two different DE methods in the next section.

4.2.3 Evaluation of Document Expansion with Document Re-

duction Method

In this subsection, we evaluate our proposed DE method incorporating DR.

In this method, the document reduction rate is an important parameter to

form the query for retrieval from the external collections. MAP results for a
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range of DR rates are shown in Figure 4.5. For the runs shown in Table 4.6,

the number of feedback terms and feedback documents for DE are all set to

10, and the coefficient is set as 1.0. These parameter settings give reasonable

results for our simple version of DE experiments in Section 4.2.1.

Figure 4.5: Performance of DE with different DR Rate.

The results show that a DR rate of 70% gives the best retrieval performance

in terms of MAP. The full results of these runs are shown in Table 4.6 for

reference. The results indicate that for DR, keeping the majority of terms but

not all in the original document as the query for retrieving from the external

resource is helpful for document expansion.

To explore the performance of the DE+DR methods, we examine differ-

ent parameters using different numbers of feedback documents and feedback
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Table 4.6: Document Reduction Rate.
DR Rate MAP NDCG P@10 R-Prec

10% 0.2240 0.4841 0.3160 0.2746
20% 0.2274 0.4841 0.3427 0.2878
30% 0.2275 0.4914 0.3493 0.2765
40% 0.2357 0.4840 0.3373 0.2788
50% 0.2432 0.4942 0.3627 0.2930
60% 0.2476 0.5042 0.3627 0.2928
70% 0.2500 0.5242 0.3613 0.2895
80% 0.2480 0.4971 0.3600 0.2888
90% 0.2373 0.4821 0.3578 0.2777

100% 0.2343 0.5068 0.3200 0.2733

terms in Table 4.7. In Table 4.7, the document reduction rates are all set as

70%.

Table 4.7: Results of different parameter settings for DE+DR methods.
PPPPPPPPPDOC

TERM 10 20 40 60 80 100

10 0.2500 0.2420 0.2383 0.2292 0.2228 0.2156
20 0.2467 0.2429 0.2366 0.2289 0.2286 0.2237
40 0.2462 0.2396 0.2375 2276 0.2254 0.2208
60 0.2469 0.2444 0.2343 0.2298 0.2282 0.2256
80 0.2473 0.244 0.2373 0.2295 0.2254 0.2227

100 0.2459 0.2415 0.2339 0.2281 0.2269 0.2243

We show the results when the number of feedback documents or feed-

back terms are fixed in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. These results suggest that

adding too many terms harms the retrieval effectiveness. This suggests that

the reduced documents can be good queries to find the relevant terms with-

out needing to add unrelated “noise” terms. This is different from the simple

version of the DE method where the whole document is used as a query. The

same conclusion can be found that adding more feedback documents does not
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change the results too much. This suggests that a small number of feedback

documents is enough for DE with DR method.

Figure 4.6: Results of the DR+DE method with a fixed number of feedback
documents.

To further examine the effectiveness of the techniques explored in our

work, we combine the DE with DR method with the QE method. The re-

sults for this combination are shown in Table 4.8. The results show that the

DE method is improved by the combination. The combination of DR, DE and

QE produces the best result in our experiments.

We show the best results of these different methods in Table 4.9. All the

runs use the parameter settings which produce the best results in our experi-

ments.

Compared to the standard Okapi method, we get a 17.75% improvement
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Figure 4.7: Results of DR+DE method with a fixed number of feedback terms.

Table 4.8: Results of different parameter settings for DE+DR+QE methods.
PPPPPPPPPDOC

TERM 10 20 40 60 80 100

10 0.2679 0.2681 0.2689 0.2707 0.2753 0.2723
20 0.2618 0.2627 0.2612 0.2615 0.2626 0.2633
40 0.2586 0.2553 0.2514 0.2513 0.2520 0.2520
60 0.2535 0.2530 0.2520 0.2504 0.2512 0.2500
80 0.2477 0.2474 0.2475 0.2476 0.2473 0.2468

100 0.2466 0.2469 0.2486 0.2484 0.2492 0.2489

Table 4.9: Comparison of results of different expansion methods. ’+’ means
that the improvements over the baseline are statistically significant for the
MAP scores.

Runs MAP NDCG R-Prec P@10
Okapi 0.2338 0.4931 0.2805 0.3453
QE 0.2588+ +10.69% 0.5014 0.3035 0.3720
DE 0.2552+ +9.15% 0.5326 0.3106 0.3627
DE+DR 0.2500+ +6.93% 0.5242 0.2895 0.3613
DE+DR+QE 0.2753+ +17.75% 0.5543 0.3078 0.3600
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in MAP when combining document reduction with a rate of 70% with DE

and QE by incorporating document reduction.

Performing significance tests for our results, there are 75 topics for the

WikipediaMM 2008 task. We compare the results from the baseline experi-

ment without QE (Baseline) with the combination of document reduction, DE

and QE (DR + DE + QE). For t-test the two-tailed P value is 0.0003. So by

conventional criteria, this difference is considered to be extremely statistically

significant. The increase in MAP of the results from DE+QE to DR+DE+QE is

also significant (p = 0.0326).

For the results of the proposed DE methods, it can be explained that the

documents retrieved at top ranks from the DE methods are more useful for

QE than the unexpanded documents retrieved from the target collection.

4.2.3.1 Efficiency Issues

Since DE makes the index size bigger than the original one, we tested the

index time for the unexpanded collection and expanded collection in Ta-

ble 4.10. The computing environment for this experiment was a PC with

a Core2@2.0GHZ CPU, 4GB memory in an Ubuntu/linux operation system.

Table 4.10: Index Statistics.
Runs Baseline Document Expansion

Index Time (s) 17.005 20.780 +22.20%
Index Size (Mb) 51.6m 69.5m +34.69%

Document Length 24 40 +66.67%

In addition, we tested the querying time for 75 queries for several different

runs in Table 4.11. We do not find significant change in the query time for
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our DE methods. The results show that QE increases query time, while the

longer documents resulting from DE do not affect query time significantly.

Table 4.11: Average Query Time.
Runs Query Time (s)
Okapi 1.714

QE 2.596 +51.46%
DE 1.852 +8.05%

DE + QE 2.734 +59.51%

4.2.3.2 Per-topic Analysis

In this subsection, we examine the per-topic difference between the Okapi

run and DE+DR+QE run. There are 75 topics in the WikipediaMM 2008 task.

Comparing the Okapi and DE+DR+QE method, for 47 topics the MAP im-

proves and for 27 topics it decreases, while for 1 topic the MAP is unchanged

as shown in Figure 4.8. We select an example document to observe the actual

result of DE method.

For topic 23, the query terms are “british trains”. Before DE, the docu-

ment IDs for the top 10 results are: 19805161, 222020, 316360, 228342, 1032854,

1475020, 1192327, 1487499, 1125229, 2227472. Before DE, the P@10 is 0.8.

While after DE, we observe P@10 as 1.0. All the top ten documents are

relevant document: 1487499, 1125229, 1423946, 1032854, 1475020, 1192327,

1185704, 1109791, 2329048, 1239902. We select document 1423946 as an ex-

ample shown in Figure 4.9 to observe the effectiveness of DE, since its rank

for topic 23 improves from 116 in the Okapi run to 48 in QE run and 3 in

1Bold font means it is relevant with the topic
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Figure 4.8: Average precision difference for DE.
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DR+DE+QE run. In this example, we can find the term “train”, which does

not appear in the original document but is present after DE.

<DOC>
<DOCNO>1423946</DOCNO>
<TEXT>
<ORIGINAL>
norwich british rail class 960 class on 31st january 2004 at
the time this unit was painted in railtrack blue green livery
it has since been reclassified as british rail and repainted
in network rail yellow livery image by phil scott
</ORIGINAL>
<EXPANSION>
rail units multiple unit diesel blue electric locomotives
green train livery services type locomotive introduced freight
car passenger vehicles theotokos steam
</EXPANSION>
</TEXT>
</DOC>

Figure 4.9: Document expansion example.

4.2.4 Additional Experiments with Second Query Set

We also evaluated our DE method on a second query set. The results of these

runs are shown in Table 4.12. This query set includes 45 topics and related

relevance judgements. The same query set was used in Chapter 3 for the

evaluation of our QE methods from external resources. For the experiments

in Table 4.12, we use the same parameter settings as in Table 4.9 for the same

methods.

From the results of the second query set in Table 4.12, similiar findings

from the first query set can be observed:
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Table 4.12: Results On a Second Query Set. ’+’ means the improvements over
the baseline are statistically significant for the MAP scores.

Runs MAP NDCG R-Prec P@10
Okapi 0.1205 0.3840 0.1698 0.1978
QE 0.1251 +3.82% 0.3759 0.1667 0.1800
DE 0.1452+ +20.50% 0.4564 0.1956 0.2400
DE+QE 0.1612+ +33.78% 0.4910 0.1914 0.2400
DE+DR 0.1623+ +34.69% 0.4668 0.2003 0.2556
DE+DR+QE 0.1771+ +46.97% 0.4953 0.2077 0.2556

• DE gets better results than the QE method.

• DE incorporating the QE method gets a better result than the DE methed

only.

• The combination of the DE, DR and QE method gives the best result for

this query set.

4.3 Discussion

Why does DE improve the text-based image retrieval effectiveness? From our

observations, the image metadata text has very similar characteristics to a

typical query text. It consists of few words and focuses on a single topic. In

standard ad-hoc retrieval tasks (such as those at TREC newswire tasks and

elsewhere) for text retrieval, documents are typically news articles which are

longer and may cover more than one topic. Expanding a long document cov-

ering more than one topic using a DE algorithm may not be effective for sub-

sequent retrieval, since it is hard to add additonal terms to these documents

which will actually improve their retrievability since they will generally con-
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tain a much richer description of these topics without adding words which di-

lute its focus. In our experiments, a metadata document is usually very short,

which is an intrinsic advantage for the metadata document to make use a DE

algorithm. Using the metadata document as the query, it has a better chance

of locating relevant documents within the related external resources. Select-

ing the top expansion terms and adding them into the metadata document

enriches the metadata document vocabulary, but does not weaken its mean-

ing. Thus the expanded metadata document will have more opportunities to

be searched effectively by users with an improved chance of query document

match. Overall the effects are similar to those of QE. Another aspect in our

experiments is the related external resource. The retrieval task is conducted

on image metadata so we selected the Wikipedia abstract collection as the

document expansion resource. The Wikipedia abstract collection covers the

overall topics of general information. This selected external resource has been

shown to be an appropriate resource for the DE process in our experiments.

We believe that an important difference between DE and QE is that the

former can be improved by the process of document reduction since using

the whole document as the query to find relevant documents is not the best

way for DE. Document reduction can help to remove noise from the query

document and lead to a better relevant documents ranked list. Another differ-

ence is that DE is conducted before indexing, and is thus an offline technique

while QE is conducted at retrieval time and is an online technique having

a significant computational cost at retrieval time. Thus DE has the advan-

tage of having lower cost impact at retrieval time, while improving retrieval

effectiveness.
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4.4 Summary

DE from external resources can improve retrieval performance for a text-based

image retrieval task. We have demonstrated this for metadata of image docu-

ments which can be viewed as short-length documents which usually contain

few words to describe the content of the image. Less terms in documents

cause higher change of query-document mismatch in the IR process. Ex-

panding the metadata from related external resources can help to solve the

query-document mismatch problem in this task. QE is the classical way to

resolve the query-document mismatch, and our findings show DE to be a bet-

ter method which outperforms the QE method for this task. This shows that

DE is a very effective way to resolve the query/document mismatch. QE has

higher cost at retrieval time since it is an online algorithm in a real search

environment. DE is an offline method, and thus consumes offline computing

time and this has great potential usability in the real search applications.

Since our external resources are also short-length documents, our exper-

iment results show that a high number of the assumed relevant documents

and assumed relevant terms in the pseudo relevant feedback process is a good

choice. We find that using the whole document as the query to do DE can in-

troduce too much noise, and we reduce the document by selecting important

words, then use the reduced document as the query to get the relevant docu-

ments. This process can help to achieve higher retrieval performance. Finally,

we find DE’s main impact will take effect in the final QE process. Combining

DR, DE and QE produces the best results in text-based image retrieval.

To answer the questions in the beginning of this chapter, our main findings
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in this research are as follows:

• Is DE using external resources useful for short document retrieval? From

our experimental results, we can find that DE can get a similar result

with the classical QE method. Thus, DE can be seen as a useful method

for IR tasks with the sparse data problem.

• What is the best way to utilize a DE technique in short document re-

trieval? Rather than using the whole document as the query for DE,

we found that combination of the DE method with document reduction

gets better results in our experiments.

• Is DE a better method than QE for short document retrieval? Is IR

effectiveness improved if QE and DE are used in combination for the

same task? Our best results show that the combination of DE and QE

methods gets the best results. It indicates that these two methods should

be used together in IR tasks with the sparse data problem.

In the next chapter, we examine the utilization of external resources for

enriching user data for a personalized data retrieval task.
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Chapter 5

Exploring External Resources in

Personalized Modelling

In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we concluded that Query Expansion (QE) and

Document Expansion (DE) using external information resources can be effec-

tive for improving text-based image retrieval. These investigations demon-

strated that external resources can help to alleviate the sparse data problem

from both the query and document sides. In this chapter, we extend our

study on the utilization of external resources to enrich user data in IR tasks.

In this investigation we explore the use of external resources for user mod-

elling. A typical IR application incorporating user modelling is personalized

search. Personalized search seeks to provide individualised search results for

each specific user. In user modelling for personalized search, the user’s his-

torical data are used to build a user search interest model. The user data for

this model often suffers from the sparse data problem since it is difficult to

collect sufficient user data to build a suitable user model. This leads to inef-
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fective or unreliable personalized search outputs. In this chapter, we propose

a Wikipedia-based personalized modelling method for a personalized search

task to resolve this problem.

Since using external resources for personalized search task is a new topic,

we need to answer the following research questions to test whether the ex-

ternal resources can be helpful for improving the retrieval effectiveness for

personalized search task:

• How to utilize widely available external resources for user modeling in

personalization?

• Is there a simple and effective solution to utilize external resources for

general personalized web data search task?

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 discusses related work on

user modelling in personalized search. Section 5.2 introduces the framework

of our proposed personalized retrieval system. Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 de-

scribe the details of our work on personalized modelling including user mod-

elling and document modelling using Wikipedia. Section 5.3 then presents

the experimental set-up and results for a personalized search task. Section

5.4 concludes by discussing the implications of our findings for the use of

external resources in personalized search.

5.1 Background and Related Work

User modelling for personalisation in search has attracted increased attention

within the IR research community in recent years [Pretschner & Gauch, 1999;
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Shen et al., 2005; Ferragina & Gulli, 2005; Qiu & Cho, 2006; Dou et al., 2007;

Xu et al., 2008b]. To build a user search interest model, usually some form

of knowledge base is used to record a user’s search interests. This knowl-

edge base typically consists of many search categories such as the ODP web

category. The user model (or user profile) can be created based on these cat-

egories with various weights to indicate the search interests of each specific

user. The user model is then utilized to direct the search system to produce

personalized search results for the user.

There are many studies describing the construction of user models for per-

sonalized search. [Pitkow et al., 2002] describes two general approaches to per-

sonalising search results for individual users. One method extends the user’s

original query with the user’s specific interests (query augmentation); the

other re-ranks the results individually for different users (result re-ranking).

In query augmentation, the similarity between the query and the user model

is computed and the query is augmented by terms seen in previous searches.

In result re-ranking, the user model re-ranks search results based upon the

similarity of the content of the target documents in the retrieved results and

the user profile.

[Liu et al., 2002] matches search results with categories that the user is

interested in. [Gauch et al., 2003] automatically creates user profiles by clas-

sifying user data using a web directory category. These profiles are found to

significantly improve search results. [Jeh & Widom, 2003] utilises the user’s

profile to compute the importance of web pages which are of interest to a spe-

cific user. [Ramanathan & Kapoor, 2009] creates user profiles using Wikipedia.

In this work, documents are mapped to a set of Wikipedia concepts, then a hi-
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erarchical profile was constructed from these concepts. Finally, these concepts

are annotated with information that may be helpful in information filtering

or advertising.

User modelling has been widely applied in web search. [Kritikopoulos &

Sideri, 2005] proposes an approach of search engine personalisation based on

Web communities. [Liu et al., 2004] suggests a novel technique to learn user

profiles from the user’s search histories. A user profile and a general profile

are learned from the user’s search history and a category hierarchy, respec-

tively. User profiles are then used to improve retrieval effectiveness in web

search. [Micarelli et al., 2007] illustrates several important user personalisation

approaches and techniques developed for the web search domain, along with

examples of real systems currently being used on the Internet. [Micarelli et al.,

2007] categorises several important types of personalized search approaches:

• Current context: the current context of the user, such as the browsed

pages, emails or edited documents, are exploited to recognise the user’s

needs and used to retrieve documents related to the user’s activities.

• Search history: user historical data, such as search results, documents

selected by the user, anchor text, topics in the web pages, data such as

click through rate, browsing pattern and number of page visits, are used

to build user models and personalized the search results.

• Rich representations of user needs: user data such as user feedback on

results is included in the user query to obtain the personalised search

results.
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• Collaborative approaches: collaborative approaches deliver relevant re-

sources based on previous ratings by users with similar tastes and pref-

erences.

• Result clustering: result clustering groups the query results into several

clusters for easy reading of the results by topics.

• Hyper-textual data: hyper-textual data approaches rank the search re-

sults that match the user-selected topics higher, providing tailored out-

put for each user.

In this chapter, our personalized search method utilises the user’s search

history data for user modelling, since search historical data is easy to collect,

and it costs the least effort on the part of the user and has been widely used in

many real personalized systems. In previous research, two methods have typ-

ically been used to model user search interests from the user historical data.

One is to model user search interests using pre-defined key terms [Keenoy &

Levene, 2005]; the other is to model user search interests using a category sys-

tem such as DMOZ 1 [Chirita et al., 2005]. Table 5.1 shows a brief comparison

of these used user modelling methods from user historical data.

Table 5.1: Overview of User Modelling Method
Modelling Method Advantage Drawback
Key Terms easy to utilise difficult to maintain;

difficult to update
DMOZ models web users well DMOZ is not updated;

categories are too broad

1http://www.dmoz.org/
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Although work exists exploring the personalized search task, no previous

work has characterised the personalized search as a sparse data problem. In

this setting, the query lacks an explicit statement of the user’s search inter-

ests, the user’s historical data is not sufficient for user modelling, and the

documents do not explicitly reveal the underlying topical interests. It is im-

possible to tag manually every user query and web document with key terms

to describe the missing knowledge. And this brings a problem that needs to

be solved by automatic methods.

Our previous research in chapter 3 and 4 utilized external resources to

alleviate the sparse data problem at the query and document sides. In this

chapter, we focus on the sparse data problem in the data used in the process

of user modelling. We propose to utilise the external resources in the process

of the user modelling to enrich the user models using this additional informa-

tion. We hypothesise that these richer user models have a better chance to ef-

fectively personalise the search results compared to the non-enriched method.

Previous research has usually utilized web categories to build the user

models where the actual textual information in the user data is ignored. Our

method utilises the textual information in the user historical data to build the

user models from the external resources. We propose to utilise Wikipedia

documents as our user modelling resource for personalized search, since it

has broad coverage of human knowledge and is updated frequently.
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Figure 5.1: Wikipedia for user modelling.

5.2 External Resources in Personalized Modelling

Our research aims to utilise external resources to build a general user mod-

elling method for personalized search. In this section, we first describe the

system framework for our experiments in Figure 5.1. The basic process of

the user modelling method is based on the previous research described in

[Pretschner & Gauch, 1999]. We replace the web category based user mod-

elling used in this previous work with our Wikipedia solution. The system

consists of three parts:

• User modelling from the user’s past search data using Wikipedia (asso-

ciating the user data with various weights of Wikipedia categories).

• Document modelling using Wikipedia (associating the target documents
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with various weights of Wikipedia categories).

• Re-ranking the search results for a new query from the current user by

using the user model and document models of the top ranked docu-

ments.

Personalisation research aims to bridge the mismatch between the user’s

query and the underlying topics of target documents by incorporating knowl-

edge of the user’s existing search interests. To do so, a well-structured knowl-

edge system is needed. In our research, Wikipedia (Wikipedia abstract collec-

tion) is selected for use as this knowledge resource. Wikipedia is used as the

external resource because it can provide good coverage for the topics of the

user context. Before items can be used to build user models and document

models, Wikipedia documents are clustered into categories using an unsu-

pervised algorithm. In our research, each Wikipedia document is assigned to

a single category for simplification. These categories can be labelled with a

unique category id automatically. After clustering, each Wikipedia document

is associated with a unique category id.

To build the user model, our system starts from the user’s historical queries.

Each historical query is used to search the Wikipedia collection using a stan-

dard text retrieval algorithm. This process produces a ranked list containing

the top N retrieved Wikipedia documents. These documents are assumed to

be relevant to the historical user query. Since each Wikipedia document is

associated with a category id, all these category ids can be combined to cre-

ate a vector for this historical user query. The length of the vector is N, and

it may include duplicate category ids since the top N Wikipedia documents
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may include documents in same Wikipedia category. If a user has k histori-

cal queries, a total of k N-length vectors is generated. These search interest

vectors are then merged to create a user model. The details of the merging

algorithm are described in Section 5.2.1.

Another resource used to build the user interest model is their click-

through documents. These click-through documents can also be assumed to

indicate the user’s search interests. The click-through documents are also

used as queries to search Wikipedia. Thus similar to the user historical

queries, user models can be produced using the click-through data.

To compute the similarities between the user models and the target doc-

uments, the target documents are also required to be associated with docu-

ment models. For the target documents, each document is used as a query to

search Wikipedia to produce a ranked list. The category id of the top ranked

Wikipedia documents are recorded as the underlying topics of this web doc-

ument. These category ids can form a vector for this document. The vector

is assumed to describe the underling topics of this document. This process

is called document modelling which creates document models for target web

documents.

When a new query from the same user arrives, the user model and docu-

ment models are used to address the sparse data problem between the user

search interests as expressed by the query and the underlying topics of the tar-

get documents. To utilise the user models and document models, new queries

are applied to the target document collection to obtain an initial ranked list

using text retrieval algorithm. Each document in the ranked list is associated

with a document model. The similarity between the document model and
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user model is used to predict the possibility that this document satisfies the

user’s information need, based on the assumption that the user’s search in-

terests are consistent. Combining the text retrieval score and the similarity

score between the user model and document model produces a new ranking

score for the top ranked documents in the initial retrieval. Re-ranking us-

ing this new score is used to adjust the ranked position for every top ranked

document. The details of this algorithm are described in remainder of this

chapter.

5.2.1 Application of Wikipedia for User Modelling and Doc-

ument Modelling

To model the user search interests, we choose Wikipedia as the knowledge cat-

egory system. Wikipedia contains a large amount of category information for

each document. In the official category system of Wikipedia, the Wikipedia

documents are divided into twelve broad categories: reference, culture, ge-

ography, health, history, mathematics, nature, people, philosophy, religion,

society, technology. However, a user’s search interests will be more specific

than these broad categories. Thus, these high level categories are not suffi-

cient to model a user’s search interests. In this work, we propose using a

clustering algorithm to group the Wikipedia documents into categories. We

do this using one of most popular methods as k-means clustering algorithm to

group Wikipedia documents [Steinbach et al., 2000]. The k-means clustering

procedure is as follows:

1. The first document processed is placed in the first cluster.
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2. Each document in the collection is compared to each existing cluster

and assigned to the highest scoring cluster that exceeds the specified

threshold score.

3. If no cluster score exceeds the threshold, the document is placed in a

new cluster.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all documents have been assigned to clusters.

The similarity of documents in step 2 is computed using a cosine similarity

shown in Equation 5.1. In Equation 5.1, the documents A and B are described

by vectors including the term frequency of n terms. n is the total number of

individual terms in the collection vocabulary. In this study, the threshold to

assign a document to a cluster is 0.1 as suggested in the Lemur toolkit 1.

similarity = cos(Θ) =
A · B
‖A‖ ‖B‖ =

∑n
i=1 Ai × Bi√

∑n
i=1(Ai)2 ×

√
∑n

i=1(Bi)2
(5.1)

Our Wikipedia clustering results are shown in as Table 5.2, the distribution

of document numbers into categories is shown in Figure 5.2. As shown in Fig-

ure 5.2, about half of the Wikipedia categories have less than 10 documents.

This indicates that the clustering algorithm not only groups documents into

popular categories, but also places them into categories with only a few docu-

ments. This provides the opportunity to model user search interests at a more

specific level. By using the k-means unsupervised clustering algorithm, each

Wikipedia document is marked with a category id from 1 to 4, 785.

1http://www.lemurproject.org/
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Table 5.2: Results of Wikipedia Clustering
Number of Clusters 4785

Average No. of Documents of a Cluster 70
Largest No. of Documents in a Cluster 15803
Smallest No. of Documents in a Cluster 1

Figure 5.2: Distribution of number of documents in a cluster.

To model a user’s search interests, the most useful resource is the user

query logs. Query logs consist of the user’s historical search queries and cor-

responding click-through documents. Our user modelling methods use these

two types of resources separately. For the historical queries, we use every

query to search the Wikipedia collection by Okapi BM25 retrieval model. The

top N documents retrieved for each query are assumed to be relevant. Since

each Wikipedia document is associated with a category id, we use these cat-

egory ids to form a 4, 785 dimensional vector: (cat1, cat2,...,cat4785). For the
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element in the vector, if the top N documents contain the corresponding cate-

gory, the value of the element is set as 1, and all the other elements are set as

0. For each user historical query, there exists a 4, 785 dimensional vector.

If the user has k historical queries, we merge all these vectors into one. The

new vector still contains 4, 785 dimensions and the value of the element is the

sum of the corresponding elements in the k vectors which the new vector is

merged from. We refer to this as the historical queries based user interests

vector.

Using the same method, the click-through documents from a specific user

can be used as queries to search the Wikipedia collection. This produces

a click-through documents based user search interest model for the specific

user.

From an alternative perspective, each web document is written by an au-

thor. This author also has their specific interest, so this document can also

be associated with an interest vector. To compute this association, we use the

document as a query to search Wikipedia. The top ranked returned Wikipedia

documents are assumed to be relevant to this web document. The category ids

of these documents form a vector for this web document. This can be recorded

as (cat1, cat2, ..., cat4785) where 4, 785 is the number of Wikipedia categories.

If the top ranked Wikipedia documents contain the specific category, the cor-

responding element of the vector is set to 1, and all the other elements are set

to 0. The vector is taken as the document model of the web document.
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5.2.2 Re-ranking Retrieval Results

For a new query from a user, a standard text retrieval method is used to

compute a ranked list from the target collection. This ranked list will be the

same for every user for this query. To provide a personalized result to user,

we re-rank the general result using the user model and the document model.

In the ranked list, each top ranked web document is associated with a cat-

egory vector (cat1, cat2, ..., cat4785) as described in Section 5.2.1. For this user,

there exists an user model (vector (cat1, cat2, ..., cat4785)) built from the user’s

search interests as indicated from their historical queries or click-through doc-

uments. The Scoreinterest is used to describe the relationship between a web

document and a user search interests model defined in Equation 5.2.

Scoreinterest =
U · D
||U||||D|| =

∑n
i=1 Ui × Di√

∑n
i=1(Ui)2 ×

√
∑n

i=1(Di)2
(5.2)

The score is the cosine similarity between the user model U and the doc-

ument model D. The value of Scoreinterest is between 0 and 1. To re-rank the

search results, we define Scorere−rank as the similarity score between the tar-

get document and the user query based on the initial rank and Scoreinterest in

Equation 5.3.

Scorere−rank =
1001− Rankinitial

1000
+ λ ∗ Scoreinterest (5.3)

Here, 1000 is the number of the documents in the ranked list for re-

ranking, Rankinitial is the ranked position of the document in the initial run.

In the Equation 5.3, any initial retrieval method can be utilized and the ini-
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tial ranked list be re-ranked. The 1000 documents are then re-ranked by the

Scorere−rank. The ranked position is used as the initial score for re-ranking and

Scoreinterest is used to adjust the documents rank in the initial ranked list. For

re-ranking, the documents are re-ranked by descending order of Scorere−rank.

The Scorere−rank ensures that a document with a high Scoreinterest for the user

ranks high in the re-ranked result.

5.3 Evaluation

In this section, we describe our experimental investigation to evaluate our pro-

posed method. In order to do this, we use the following external resources:

Wikipedia collection, user logs from a search system, and the correspond-

ing target web collection. We use data from a Chinese commercial search

engine - SOGOU.COM (NASDAQ: SOHU). The data includes one month’s

user query logs and a target Chinese Web collection. The format of each

line in the user logs can be described as: UserId, UserQuery, RankedPosi-

tion, RankOfUserClick, ClickThroughUrl. In the log, each line describes one

search activity from one user.

• UserId is the unique id for this search engine user; UserQuery is a search

query input by this user.

• RankedPosition is the ranked position for the click-through URL in the

ranked list.

• RankO f UserClick is a sequence number of the user clicks for this URL.

• ClickThroughUrl is the URL of the click-through document for userQuery.
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In this search log, only the clicked documents are recorded and the unclicked

documents from the same query are not recorded. Useful data entries in

the user logs for our research in this chapter are UserId, UserQuery, and

ClickThroughUrl.

Table 5.3: Overview of Experiment Data
Data Number
Users 80
Test Queries 80
Training Queries 734
Training Click-Through Links 2,311

Table 5.3 shows an overview of the experimental log data. The 80 users

with the most number of search queries during the month were selected from

the SOGOU query logs. Each user is associated with one testing query. To

obtain the user models for these users, 734 historical search queries and 2, 311

click-through documents were used. The target collection is a subset of the

SOGOU Chinese Web collection. This subset contains the documents visited

in the month’s query log. The reason to remove the other web documents

from the target collection is:

• It is difficult to process the original web data (5TB) on a typical PC

environment.

• Search of a large collection is not our research interest in these experi-

ments.

Our external resource for user modelling is the simplified Chinese Wikipedia

document set. Information about the Chinese Wikipedia Collection (dumped
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in Jan. 2011) 1 is shown in Table 5.4. Information about the target Chinese

Web collection is shown in Table 5.5.

Table 5.4: Overview of Chinese Wikipedia Collection
Number of Documents 332,900

Number of Terms 10,959,403
Number of Unique Terms 232,858
Average Document Length 32

Table 5.5: Overview of Chinese Web Collection
Number of Documents 507,262

Number of Terms 425,885,526
Number of Unique Terms 3,747,439
Average Document Length 839

From the overview of the Wikipedia collection and the target collection,

we can see that:

• Compared to the Wikipedia documents, the target web pages have longer

average length.

• The Wikipedia collection has less individual terms, while the web data

has 16 times the number of individual terms in Wikipedia data.

• This difference arises even through there are a similar number of docu-

ments in Wikipedia data and web page data collections.

These findings suggest that the web page data is more complex than the

Wikipedia data. It can be explained that the Wikipedia data are well con-

trolled with a relatively small vocabulary and that the web data are more

1http://dumps.wikimedia.org/
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diverse for the vocabulary usage. Thus it may be easier for the Wikipedia

documents to be grouped to a specific category compared to the web page

documents due to the vocabulary usage. In our research, this also motivates

us to utilise the Wikipedia collection to model the web page documents into

the Wikipedia categories rather than directly clustering the web page collec-

tion.

For the relevance judgement, we assume the user’s clicks as the relevance

for this user query to the target document. Using the clickthrough data to

improve the web search has been applied in the previous reserach [Joachims,

2002; Dupret et al., 2007]. In this way, our relevance judgement is biased to the

top-ranked results from the original search engine (sogou.com). The search

engine has implemented algorithms to rank documents from text similarity,

page rank and many other factors. Thus those documents from important

websites have high chance to be ranked in the top results in the search engine.

Our algorithm aims to improve the ranks of these clicked documents from the

top ranked results from the search engine.

Our experiments compare Wikipedia-based personalized method with the

Okapi BM25 text retrieval method. Experimental results are shown in Ta-

ble 5.6. Our experiments include three runs: Okapi BM25 as the Baseline

Run, historical query model Run (user modelling using the user historical

queries), and historical click-through document model Run (user modelling

using the user historical click-through documents). The baseline Run utilises

the standard Okapi BM25 retrieval on the target collection; the historical

query model Run first conducts the Okapi BM25 retrieval and then re-ranks

the top 1000 results using the historical query based user model and the
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Wikipedia based document models for these top-ranked documents; the his-

torical click-through model Run re-ranks the same Okapi BM25 result using

the click-through documents based user model and document models. From

the results, the click-through document model improves the retrieval effec-

tiveness, but the historical query model fails compared to the Baseline Run.

Table 5.6: Compare Wikipedia based personalized retrieval with Okapi BM25.
Runs MAP P@10 R-Prec NDCG
Okapi BM25 0.0578 - 0.0639 0.0499 0.2124
Query Model 0.0272 -52.94% 0.0506 0.0336 0.1648
Click-Through Model 0.1180 +41.52% 0.0699 0.1141 0.2568

The results show that user modelling based on user queries is not effective

for the personalized search task. This is because that the queries contain

less information, which is not sufficient to record the user search interests.

Using the queries to search the Wikipedia retrieves Wikipedia documents but

these documents may not be relevant to the user’s search interests. The click-

through documents are exactly the web documents which have been clicked

by the users. User modelling based on the click-through documents proves to

be effective in our experiments.

For the result of the Okapi BM25 run in our experiments, the retrieval

effectiveness is relatively low since our judgement results are built on the

user’s click results from the search engine. Usually, users only click the top

ranked documents produced by the search engine. So the user’s click docu-

ments have a high preference for the top ranked documents from the search

engine. General search engine ranks documents not only by text similarities

but also by other factors such as the importance of the documents in the web
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collection. Thus, the reason why Okapi BM25 method gives lower ranks to

the user’s clicked documents in our experiments can be explained since this

method does not consider other factors into account.

Based on the Okapi BM25 results, our click-through model re-ranks the

Okapi results by user modeling. In this run, the relevant results (the user’s

clicked documents) get better positions compared to the Okapi BM25 method.

It can be explained that the relevant documents which are more similar to the

user search interests in user models get the better positions. And those doc-

uments with high text similarities but not similar to the user search interests

get the lower position in our re-ranking method. Then it indicates that our

proposed user modeling method can be helpful to improve the ranks for those

documents similar to the user’s search interests.

In the click-through documents based method, we adjust the coefficient λ

in Equation 5.3 to obtain the results shown in Figure 5.3. These results show

that setting the coefficient to 2 achieves the best retrieval effectiveness. Further

increasing the coefficient gives no additional improvement. The results show

that the user modelling component plays a more significant role in Equation

5.3.

5.3.1 Per-topic Analysis

Figure 5.4 shows the difference in MAP for the experimental results. This

compares the baseline Okapi model run with the click-through model based

run. The results show that for the 80 queries, 25 queries get worse results

after using the click-through user model and for 7 queries the results do not
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Figure 5.3: The results in MAP of different λ settings for personalized search.

change, for 48 queries the results get improvement (60%). We also compare

the click-through based method and query model based method, the MAP

difference for these runs is shown in Figure 5.5. The results show that for the

80 queries, 26 queries get worse results in click-through model than in query

model and for 14 queries the results do not change, for 40 queries the results

get better improvement (50%).

5.3.2 Discussion

Using external resources for personalized search offers a potential way of

addressing the sparse data problem. To provide personalized search results

for users, essential resources such as user logs are needed to model the user

search interests. The historical data in the log is usually not sufficient to record

all the user information. The assumption in this process is that if the user has
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Figure 5.4: Comparison in MAP between click-through model and Okapi
method.

Figure 5.5: Comparison in MAP between click-through model and query
model.
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issued a query or clicked a document in a category, there is a good chance

that they will issue a query or click a document of the same category in their

later search activities. In this process, how to model user search interests into

categories is a challenge. In the research of this chapter, external resources are

utilized to model the user’s historical data into categories. This is essentially

enriching the user information using external knowledge. The experimental

results show improvement in user modelling when using external resources

method compared to the baseline run without personalized modelling.

In the experimental results, we also find that the historical queries based

user modelling method does not perform as well as the click-through docu-

ment model. This is usually because the historical queries are typically short

and ambiguous. It is difficult to map these queries into categories. Thus

the user models based on these queries do not help to provide personalized

search results. The click-through documents are usually long-length docu-

ments which contain more information than the user queries. These docu-

ments can be mapped into categories which are used to build user models.

This forms a good basis for later personalized re-ranking experiments and our

experimental results show its effectiveness. In the parameter setting experi-

ments for the click-through based model, the results show that the retrieval

effectiveness improves with increased importance of user modelling. This

demonstrates the effectiveness of user modelling from external resources for

this personalized search task.

In our experiments, we use the click-through documents as the substitute

for the relevant documents to the user query. This is due to that in the web

search task, usually it is difficult to collect relevant judgment for user query,
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especially for the personalized search task. Improving the user clicks can still

help to improve the user satisfaction for the web search since the click-through

rate is also an important metric to evaluate the quality of the search engine

1. Further experiments using human judgement can be useful to validate

our method based on external resources. Also in this chapter, our baseline

is based on the Okapi method which is different with the original ranked

list from the search engine. In the next chapter, we evaluate our method in

learning to rank framework which simulates the original ranking function in

a more similar way.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have described a study of utilizing a Wikipedia-based user

modelling to re-rank text retrieval results. The Wikipedia-based user mod-

elling method consists of user models for user search interests and document

models for the underlying topics of the target document set. This method is

essentially enriching the missing information about the user and document

sides by external resources in a personalized search task. The experimental

results show that the user’s click-through documents have the potential to

model their search interests well and that it can help the user to get better re-

trieval results in the future search activities. This shows that Wikipedia-based

user modelling is a promising direction to explore for personalized retrieval.

In our experiments, the click-through based model outperforms the histor-

ical queries based model due to the click-through documents contain more

1https://googleblog.blogspot.jp/2008/09/search-evaluation-at-google.html
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information about the user than the short and ambiguous user queries.

To answer the research questions in the beginning of the chapter, we get

the conclusions as follows:

• How to utilize widely available external resources for user modeling in

personalization? In this chapter, we propose a clustering based method

to classify the external resources into categories, thus the user historical

data can be mapped into these categories to build user models.

• Is there a simple and effective solution to utilize external resources for

general personalized web data search task? The external resources based

user models are used to compare with the target documents by topical

relevance in our experiments, and then the topical relevance is used to

rank the target documents for different users.
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Chapter 6

Exploring External Resources in

Learning to Rank

In our earlier research, we applied external resources to classical information

retrieval (IR) techniques, such as query expansion and document expansion.

Our results showed the effectiveness of using external resources in short doc-

ument retrieval tasks. In our later research, we investigated the utilization

of external resources for user modelling in personalized search task. Our re-

sults show the external resources can be applied in the process of building

user models. The combination of user modelling using external resources

from user clickthrough data with a text based similarity method shows im-

provement compared to use of only the text based similarity method for the

personalized search task. In this chapter, we further investigate methods of

user modelling from external resources in a learning to rank framework. The

purpose of this research is to investigate the effectiveness of utilizing external

resources in a learning to rank framework since it represents a state of the art
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of ranking method in the modern industrial search applications.

Previous research in IR has shown the potential of personalisation for im-

proving retrieval effectiveness in current search system [Pretschner & Gauch,

1999; Jeh & Widom, 2003; Liu et al., 2004; Speretta & Gauch, 2005; Dou et al.,

2007]. Personalized search research focuses on the utilization of user data

for building the user search interests model. The user data may include user

historical clickthrough data, user historical queries, a user profile consisting

of user-defined interest topics, and search interests gathered from the user’s

friends in a social network. Based our research in chapter 5, we utilise the

user’s historical clickthrough documents for building user models in a learn-

ing to rank retrieval system.

Historical search logs generally contain information relating to the inter-

ests of the user based on their previous search activity. This search history

typically contains the user’s unique id, their search queries, and the identities

of the documents they clicked after issuing each query. This is useful infor-

mation to track the user’s search activity, but most importantly it is valuable

for capturing the user’s search interests. User search interests can be inferred

from the user’s search log data using various algorithms to construct models

of their interests. One less considered problem in this process is the sparse

data problem in user data which leads the constructed user models can not

capture the full user search interests. From our experience in the previous

research, the external resources can be a good supplement for the sparse data

problem in IR research. Our method to build user models from Wikipedia

categories has been shown to be effectiveness in a personalized search task.

In this chapter, we utilise external resources in the process of building user
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models by using knowledge contained in them.

In a typical personalized retrieval method, the user models are constructed

from historical log data. The user model is then incorporated into the retrieval

process to generate personalized search results for the individual user. In this

process, the user historical data is the most important information resource to

capture the user search interests. Possible circumstances where the problems

arise include: commercial search systems that do not store the full historical

data from their users due to privacy constraints; a search user is beginning

to be interested in a new topic which is not in their historical search log; and

new topics that emerge online which are not be captured by the historical

search logs. These scenarios illustrate situations where search logs are not

sufficient to represent the full extent of a user’s topics of search interest. We

refer to topics that are of interest to a user, but are not covered by search logs

as hidden topics. In this chapter, we analyse the problem of insufficient data

in user historical data and propose a method of improving search for hidden

topics by enriching the user logs data from external resources - in our case, a

web data collection.

We utilise Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [Blei et al., 2003] to build user

models from the user’s historical data in this work. LDA is a widely used

topic modelling method for text analysis. LDA models a document by view-

ing it as a mixture of topics. These topics can be used as the search interests

of the search users. The purpose of personalized search is to achieve personal

relevance (the relevance to describe the degree of the content of the target

document to satisfy the specific search user’s interest in a topics) between

user historical data and the target web documents. In simple terms, personal
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relevance can be computed as the similarity between the topics of the user

data and the target documents. LDA can be applied to build the topic models

for user historical data and target web documents. Personal relevance can

then be calculated by finding the similarity between the topic models derived

from user historical data and target web documents. However, as pointed out

above, the log data may not provide sufficient information to cover the user’s

search interests. This motivates us to propose a method to expand the user

data from external resources in the process of user modelling to resolve this

problem. Thus the expanded user models can cover more topics of potential

interest to this user, and make the personal relevance between the user and

the target documents better.

In this chapter, we focus on several aspects of the personalized search

task: identifying the problem of insufficient data in user logs; building user

models for existing user topics in log data; expanding user models to cover

potential hidden topics for users; and utilizing the expanded user models to

personalise search results for user queries in a learning to rank framework.

Our experiments investigate the insufficient data problem of user log data

using a commercial search log archive.

The research questions we are addressing in this chapter are listed as:

• How to model the user and document in topic modeling framework for

personalized search task?

• How to utilize external resources in user modeling and document mod-

eling?

• How to utilize external resources based user models to rank documents
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in personalized search task in learning to rank framework?

This chapter is structured as follows: Section 6.1 overviews the back-

ground and related work to our investigation, Section 6.2 introduces the insuf-

ficient data problem in user log data, Section 6.3 describes our user modeling

method from external resources, Section 6.4 evaluates our proposed method,

and Section 6.5 summaries our research work on personalized search by ex-

panding user models from external resources.

6.1 Background and Related Work

Personalized search aims to provide a different personalized ranking of re-

trieved items to each individual user of a search system. The motivation for

this approach is that different users, even when using the same query, rele-

vant material may be individual to the specific user. Nowadays, many Internet

services, such as Google, Bing, Yahoo, Netflix, Amazon provides personalized

search functions to users. It has been shown that personalization can increase

the user’s satisfaction, and bring benefits both for users and on-line services.

A successful example of industrial application of personalized search can be

seen in [Das et al., 2007]. The benefits of personalization in a search system

can be described as:

• Users get more relevant information to one’s search interests in the re-

fined top ranked results from personalized search.

• Users spend less time locating relevant information within personalized

search results.
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• Online services get more clicks by providing personalized search results

since the users prefer to click only the top ranked results.

• Online services save computing cost by providing more relevant results

to users using the same computing resources.

• Better search experience helps to retain the users to continue to use

the online service when they are provided with the personalized search

results.

Our research aims to resolve the insufficent data problem in the user’s

historical log data by building new user search models. We utilize a topic

modeling method to build user models. A basic way to acquire personal rele-

vance information is by using the similarities between the topic models of the

user’s historical data and those within the target documents. In our research,

different methods of computing the personal relevance are used as features

in a learning to rank framework. Learning to rank framework is state-of-the-

art approach in the current search system online. Testing these new methods

in a learning to rank framework demonstrates approach in more generalized

real industrial search applications. Learning to rank is typically useful in on-

line search systems since they typically contain many factors which affect the

ranking of the target documents. Learning to rank methods have been proven

to be an effective way in combining many factors for online search [Liu, 2009].

In the following parts of this section, we introduce the LDA method for

topic modeling and Ranking SVM method for learning to rank which are

utilized in our research.
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6.1.1 LDA for Topic Modeling

Topic modeling has gained significant attention in the machine learning and

IR research community [Blei et al., 2003; Wei & Croft, 2006]. LDA is one of

the most widely used topic modeling algorithms [Blei et al., 2003]. LDA is a

three-level hierarchical Bayesian model, in which each item of a collection is

modeled as a finite mixture over an underlying set of topics. Each topic is

modeled as an infinite mixture over an underlying set of topic probabilities.

In text modeling, the topic probabilities provide an explicit representation of a

document. LDA assumes the following generative process for each document

i in a corpus D:

1. Choose θi ∼ Dir(α), where i ∈ {1, ..., M} and Dir(α) is the Dirichlet dis-

tribution for parameter α

2. Choose φk ∼ Dir(β), where k ∈ {1, ..., K}.

3. For each of the words wij, where j ∈ {1, ..., Ni}

(a) Choose a topic zi,j ∼ Multinomial(θi).

(b) Choose a word wi,j ∼ Multinomial(φzi,j).

In the above generative process, α is the parameter of the Dirichlet prior

on the per-document topic distributions, β is the parameter of Dirichlet prior

on the per-topic word distribution, θi is the topic distribution for document

i, φk is the word distribution for topic k, zij is the topic for the jth word in

document i, and wij is the specific word. In LDA, the dimensionality k of the

Dirichlet distribution (and thus the dimensionality of the topic variable z) is
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assumed known and fixed. The word probabilities are parameterized by a

k × V matrix β where βij = p(wj = 1|zi = 1), which was treated as a fixed

quantity that is to be estimated in the training process.

The graph model of LDA is shown in Figure 6.1. To utilize LDA on a

specific corpus it is necessary to estimate the parameters of the model. In this

research, we utilize Gibbs sampling introduced in [Griffiths & Steyvers, 2004]

for parameter estimation. Given a document d in a web corpus and topics

zi in LDA, LDA provides the probability of topics of a given document as

P(zi|d), 1 ≤ i ≤ K. The explicit representation of topic probabilities can be

used to represent the document using LDA. Thus using LDA modeling each

document can be presented as a k dimension vector, where k is the number of

topics when training the LDA model and the value of the vector element k is

the probability that the document belongs to topic k.

Figure 6.1: The LDA topic model.
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Beyond standard LDA, several variations have been proposed in the topic

modelling literature, including the Correlated Topic Model (CTM) [Blei & Laf-

ferty, 2006a] and the Dynamic Topic Model (DTM) [Blei & Lafferty, 2006b].

The CTM differs from LDA by replacing the Dirichlet distribution of topics

from the corpus by a logistical normal distribution. Logistical normal distri-

bution performs a logistic transformation on the multinomial normal distri-

bution to relax the independence constraints of a Dirichlet distribution. Thus,

the CTM can produce a generative process under the assumption that topics

are correlated with each other. The DTM focuses on the modelling of the

temporal information in the documents. The purpose of DTM is to model the

time evolution of topics. It uses state space models on the natural parameters

of the multinomial distributions that represent the topics.

Apart from theoretic research on topic modelling, topic modelling has

been widely applied in natural language processing applications such as clas-

sification and clustering algorithms [Lacoste-Julien et al., 2008]. LDA is also

used in document ranking in IR [Wei & Croft, 2006]. In this work, LDA-based

similarity score between the query and document is linearly combined with a

language model based similarity score. Reported results show that this LDA-

based document retrieval model outperforms the relevance language model

[Lavrenko & Croft, 2001].

The application of topic modelling to personalized search is a new re-

search area in recent years. A new topic model including the user and log

information into the generative process was proposed in [Carman et al., 2010]

for personal web search task using the AOL search log data. However, their

results do not achieve an improvement compared to an LDA baseline without
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user and log information. [Song et al., 2010] focuses on sorting the relevant

and irrelevant parts of user logs to optimize search personalization for a per-

sonalized search task in a self-built search system. The idea is to build a topic

model using the user search logs, and to update the current query model with

a topic close to the query in a KL-divergence retrieval model. Similar to our

work, this work models the user historical data by topic modelling. How-

ever their work updates the user query model with the historical user data,

while our proposed method works at another level to update the user topic

model from external resources. Additionally, they are more focused on query

classification relating to historical user topics, while our research concentrates

on the matching of hidden topics in personalized search. [David et al., 2012]

proposes a generative model which includes the user, query, and document

information. The findings of this work demonstrate gains in retrieval perfor-

mance for queries with high ambiguity, and show particularly large improve-

ments for acronym queries. The evaluation of the proposed method is based

on a web search task in the log data from a major search engine.

6.1.2 Ranking SVM for Learning to Rank

Learning to rank is an application of machine learning techniques in IR. It

has been successfully applied in commercial search engine systems such as

Bing and the search platform of many other Internet services. The main idea

of learning to rank is that since in many search applications, many different

factors affect the potential relevance of the target web documents such as the

personal relevance between the query user and the target web documents, the
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text similarity between the queries and documents, the significance of the tar-

get documents themselves, etc. Learning to rank methods aim to combine all

these factors as features in a ranking method. Like any supervised machine

learning task, learning to rank methods need training data to learn the opti-

mal ranking model for a specific task. A typical training data set for web data

search task contains the user queries, the target documents, and the value of

each feature for the query and the target documents. An example of learn-

ing to rank research dataset is the Microsoft learning to rank dataset 1. This

dataset contains 136 features for the queries and the target documents. For

each query/document pair, some example features in a web data search task

are as:

• the number of query terms that the document contains

• the ratio of the number of query terms contained in the document com-

pared to the number of all query terms

• the length of the document

• the sum of IDF scores of all document terms in the document

• Okapi BM25 score between the query and the document

• language model IR score using an absolute smoothing method between

the query and the document

• PageRank score of the document

1http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/mslr/
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With all these feature scores and the matching score between query and

document, the training data for all query document pairs in learning to rank

can be represented as:

0 qid:1 1:3 2:0 3:2 4:2 ... 135:0 136:0

2 qid:1 1:3 2:3 3:0 4:0 ... 135:0 136:0

. . .

In the above training dataset, the first column is the relevance score of

the query/document pair. The second column is the query id. The following

columns are the feature scores of all these 136 features for this query/document

pair. A typical learning to rank system is shown in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Example learning to rank framework.

As shown in Figure 6.2, the training data contains n query/document

pairs. Each query/document pair contains m features, with the value of the
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feature i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) given as xi. For this query/document pair, the relevance

score is given as y. In a learning to rank system, the retrieval model h is

developed from the available training data in a training process. This retrieval

model h is then utilized in the ranking system. For a new query/document

pair with all the values of the m features without the relevance score y, the

ranking system utilizes the ranking model h to produce the final relevance

scores for the new query/document pairs. Thus for a candidate document

set recalled by a query, a retrieval model h(x) produces different scores for

different query/document pairs which can be used to produce a ranked list.

In a working search engine, the historical user logs are used to produce the

ranking model h and h is utilized to rank the new documents recalled by the

new user query.

In the framework of learning to rank, the core algorithm is the learning

method used to produce the ranking model. From previous research, a num-

ber of learning methods have been explored for producing ranking models.

Typical learning to rank methods can be categorized as pairwise [Joachims,

2002; Freund et al., 2003; Burges et al., 2005; Zheng et al., 2007a; Cao et al.,

2006; feng Tsai et al., 2006; Zheng et al., 2007a,b; Jin et al., 2008; Chen et al.,

2010], point-wise[Fuhr, 1989; Cooper et al., 1992; Crammer & Singer, 2001; Li

et al., 2008; Sculley, 2010] and list-wise[Xu & Li, 2007; Cao et al., 2007a,b; Yue

et al., 2007; Qin et al., 2008; Xia et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2008a; Taylor et al., 2008].

A detailed introduction describing the various learning to rank methods can

be found in [Liu, 2009]. The three approaches are categorized by how many

documents are used to calculate the loss each time in the training process.

The pointwise approach uses each document to calculate the loss (the differ-
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ence between the predicted relevance score for target document and the true

ground score for this document in the training collection) and the overall loss

is summed from all the target documents in the training data; the pairwise

approach uses a pair of documents to calculate the loss and the overall loss is

summed from all pairs of documents of the same ranked list in the training

data; the listwise approach calculate the loss from the list of the documents

and the overall loss is summed from all the ranked lists in the training data.

Currently there is no theoretical proof to show which approach is better, and

our selection of a ranking method is based on the experimental results in

previous search tasks [Qin et al., 2010].

In our research, we utilized a learning to rank method called Ranking

SVM. This is widely used for research purpose and shows very effective re-

sults in many learning to rank applications [Joachims, 2002; Cao et al., 2006].

Ranking SVM has been proven to produce state-of-the-art results for standard

learning to rank datasets such as LETOR [Qin et al., 2010].

Ranking SVM utilizes the user’s clicks to indicate that these clicked doc-

uments are more likely to be relevant to the user than the non-clicked doc-

uments. Thus in our research, while web documents clicked by users are

marked by a relevance score 1 while the non-clicked documents are marked

by a relevance score 0. This setting is assumed to reflect the user’s judgments

of document relevance for a specific query. Of course, a relevance set formed

in this way will be noisy or incomplete. The user may click on a document in

error based on a misleading document snippet summary in the SERP which

suggests that a document is relevant when it is not, or the user may cease

clicking items once their information need is satisfied without clicking all of
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the visible relevant items or relevant items may appear below the rank of doc-

uments checked by the user. However, the clicked documents are clearly of

interest to the user, even if they are not ultimately found to be relevant or

do not represent the full relevance set, and the impact on their ranks when

retrieved is taken in our work to correlate to user satisfaction when exploring

the contents of a search engine SERP produced in response to their query.

For a user query, the Ranking SVM method utilizes Kendall’s τ to compare

the ranking sequences and the true ground sequences, where the relevant

documents are all ranked before the non-relevant documents. Kendall’s τ

is defined as shown in Equation 6.1, where n is the number of documents

in a ranked list. If the ranking sequence is exactly same as the true ground

sequence, Kendall’s τ gets its highest value of 1.

τ =
(numbero f concordantpairs)− (numbero f discordantpairs)

n(n− 1)/2
(6.1)

It has been proved that Kendall’s τ is related to the average precision, and

it has been demonstrated that maximizing Kendall’s τ is connected to improve

retrieval quality. The proof of this conclusion can be seen in [Joachims, 2002].

Thus the goal of the ranking function is to maximize the expected value of

Kendall’s τ. Given a training sample S of size n containing queries q with

their target ranking r: (q1, r1), (q2, r2), ...(qn, rn)

The learner L selects a ranking function f from a family of ranking func-
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tions F that maximizes the empirical τ on the training sample:

τS( f ) =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

τ(r f (qi)
, r∗i ) (6.2)

r∗i is the true ground sequence for query qi.

The target is to design an algorithm and a family of ranking functions F

so that finding the function f maximizing is efficient, and that this function

generalizes well beyond the training data. Consider the class of linear ranking

functions shown in Equation 6.3.

(di, dj) ∈ f~w(q) ⇔ ~wΦ(q, di) > ~wΦ(q, dj) (6.3)

where ~w is a weight vector that is adjusted by learning, and Φ(q, d) is a

mapping onto features that describe the match between query q and docu-

ment d. Thus the task of making the ranking of document pairs the same of

the true ground sequence is changed into the task of finding the right param-

eters to satisfy the right side of Equation 6.3 .

Figure 6.3 illustrates how the weight vector w determines the ordering of

four points in a two dimensional example. For any weight vector w, the points

are ordered by their projection onto w. This means that for w1 the points are

ordered (1, 2, 3, 4) while w2 implies the ordering (2, 3, 1, 4).

For the class of linear ranking functions, this is equivalent to finding the

weight vector so that the maximum number of the following inequalities is

fulfilled:

∀(di, dj) ∈ r∗1 : ~wΦ(q1, di) > ~wΦ(q1, dj)
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Figure 6.3: Example of how two weight vector rank four points.

...

∀(di, dj) ∈ r∗n : ~wΦ(qn, di) > ~wΦ(qn, dj)

A analysis of this result shows that the problem is NP-hard. However,

just like in classification SVMs, it is possible to approximate solution by in-

troducing (non-negative) slack variables ξ and minimizing the upper bound.

Adding SVM regularization for margin maximization to the objective leads

to the following optimization problem. Ranking SVM transforms the ranking

problem into an optimisation problem shown in Equation 6.4.

minimize : V(~ω,~ξ) =
1
2
~ω · ~ω + C ∑ ξi,j,k (6.4)
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subject to:

∀(di, dj) ∈ r∗1 : ~wΦ(q1, di) ≥ ~wΦ(q1, dj) + 1− ξi,j,1

...

∀(di, dj) ∈ r∗n : ~wΦ(qn, di) ≥ ~wΦ(qn, dj) + 1− ξi,j,n

∀i∀j∀k : ξi,j,k ≥ 0

r∗ is the target rankings, ~w is a weight vector that is adjusted by learning.

Φ(q, d) is a mapping onto features that describe the match between query q

and document d like score from Okapi BM25, and C is a parameter that allows

trading-off margin size against training error, and ξi,j,k are non-negative slack

variables.

In our research, Ranking SVM is utilized as the framework to combine the

ranking factors in the personalized search task. In the following sections, we

analyse the insufficient data problem in user data and introduce our solutions.

6.2 Topic Modelling on Web Corpus

To analyze the sparse data problem in user historical data, we apply topic

modelling on the web documents including the user historical click-through

documents. In our research, the user historical data is from a month’s user

logs in a Chinese web search engine. This collection is the aggregation of
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all the user’s click-through documents in a month. The collecion is used as

the target corpus in our personalized search task and all the user’s historical

click-through documents in a month are included in this dataset. The docu-

ments are extracted from an 130 million web pages by the user’s clicked urls

in the log data. These web pages are crawled from the simplified Chinese

Internet websites by a commercial search engine. In our experiments, only

the web pages clicked by the users of the search engine in the month of the

logging time are kept for the retrieval task. In this way, our experiments can

be controlled in a reasonable scale for research purposes.

LDA models a document into topics where each topic consistes of terms

with probabilities. Sample topics with significant keywords belonging to the

topics are shown as Table 6.11. These results are generated with a K = 10

LDA topic model. In parameter settings of LDA, smaller values of K produce

broader topics, while larger values of K gives the narrower topics of the cor-

pus. In Table 6.1, the labels of the topics are manually created, since LDA

does not produce the text labels for topics. In the LDA model, each term

belongs to multiple topics with different probabilities (0 < p < 1). Thus in

Table 6.1, the top terms do not belong to the corresponding topic only. The

results in Table 6.1 mean these words have a high probability of belonging to

these topics and the documents with these words have a high probability of

belonging to these topics.

From the results of topic modeling for the Chinese web corpus, we find

that the LDA models classifies the simplified Chinese web documents into

1For reader’s convenience, the terms are translated from simplified Chinese into English
manually.
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Table 6.1: Sample Top Words from Topics in LDA.
Topic Label Top 5 Keywords

1 Entertainment movie music free download tv
2 Computer game software download play system
3 Education university major department school exam
4 Location beijing shanghai china guangdong nanjing
5 Geomancy predict constellation lottery divination character
6 Economic management work enterprise build fund
7 Company company product enginer technology design
8 Name li zhang wang liu chen
9 Number one month day time year

10 Food fish vegetable soup health medicine

meaningful topics. This demonstrates that topic modeling can be used to

describe the user’s historical data, and that this user data can be explained as

belonging to meaningful topics using topic modeling.

6.2.1 Topic Change in Search Log

In this section, we illustrate the topics present in our user log data. By il-

lustrating the topics contained in the user’s historical data, we observe the

change of user’s search interests in the framework of topic modeling. If the

user’s search topics change with time, it demonstrates that modeling the cur-

rent user’s historical data may not be good to cover the user’s search topics.

We train an LDA model with 10 topics on the target corpus. We set the

parameter as 10 for easy observation of the topic change in our experiments

since less topics are too broad to model the topics and more topics are hard

to observe the results. Using LDA, each document is associated with a topic

distribution and we call this distribution as document topic model Md.

We track the overall change in the user topic distributions in the user log
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data. Each day the user log contains t click-through documents <d1, ..., dt>.

Each document di (1 ≤ i ≤ t) has a document topic model Mdi . We track

each topic zj (1 ≤ j ≤ 20) using Equation 6.5. In Equation 6.5, p(zj|di) can be

estimated from LDA inference as introduced in section 6.1. The topicScore is

used as a quantity indicator of how often this topic is visited on an individual

day. These topic counts change with time, and we plan to investigate how

these topics change over one-month of log data.

topicScorej =
t

∑
i=1

p(zj|di) (6.5)

We show the topic change during one month’s time in Figure 6.4. We use

10 topics as examples to show the change of the topic scores. In Figure 6.4,

each line represents one topic in the web corpus. There are 10 lines in the

figure with each representing one topic. The Figure gives the user’s topic

change during one month. From Figure 6.4, we can observe the following

findings:

• The user’s search interests change with the time.

• Different topics have different topic scores which indicate that some top-

ics get more attention from the users and some do not.

• The trend of the changing of topics are different: some topics get more

attention than other topics over time while others get less.

We further investigate the behavior of individual users in the search log.

Given a user in the search log as an example, we show a sample topic distri-

bution for one in 10 days period as Figure 6.5. The topic score is defined by
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Figure 6.4: Topic change during one month for all users.

Equation 6.5 and the results in Figure 6.5 are based on the log data for this

user. We observe the user’s query log: in day one the user is interested in

the topics of entertainment and software; after that, the user begins to be more

interested in education, location, and geomancy.

In Figure 6.5, the data is extracted from the LDA modeling results (10

topics) and we remove 5 topics with a low score for this user (topic score

is below than 0.1) and keep 5 topics. We remove the topics with low scores

since they are not the main interested topics for this user. The challenge in this

scenario for this particular user is that if the personalized algorithm records

the user’s search interests in day one such as entertainment and software, the

system may not match the personalized results for education and location in

the following days. If the system still considers the user’s search interests as

topics in day one only, it could harm the user’s personalized search experience
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in other topics. By analysing this particular user, we illustrate an example that

the historical log data may not be sufficient to cover the potential user search

topics. This can happen to any search user. This phenomenon motivates us to

propose a new personalized user modelling method to cover potential topics

which are not represented in the historical user log data.

Figure 6.5: Topic change sample for one user.

In the following parts of this chapter, we describe a method to model the

correlation of the topics and include potential topics which are not included in

the historical user log in the personalized search framework. We hypothesis

that the topics in external resources can be helpful to enrich the topics in the

user logs, and that this can help the IR system to provide better personalized

search results for new topics from the users.
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6.3 External Resources for Personal Relevance

In this section, we introduce our method for the construction of user topic

models and their use to compute personal relevance between the user and

target web documents. Furthermore, we introduce a method of updating

the user topic model with external resources for matching the hidden topics.

Our approach relies on the user historical search log to capture the user’s

search interests. To build user topic models, we utilize the user’s clickthrough

documents, since their use in user modelling was shown to be effective in

Chapter 5.

In our research, we utilize the topic distribution of the user’s historical

clickthrough documents by topic modelling using LDA to model their his-

torical search interests. Given a historical clickthrough document from a

user u, there exists a topic model on this document Md including all P(zi|d)

(1 ≤ i ≤ K, K is the number of topics in LDA). We combine all the topic mod-

els of a user’s click-through documents into one topic model for this user. The

sum of the probabilities of each topic in different clickthrough documents is

divided by the number of clickthrough documents in the user logs to obtain

the probability of this topic in the user model as shown Equation 6.6. In

Equation 6.6, l is the number of click-through documents for this user. If one

document is clicked by the same user twice, it is counted as two documents in

l. Since in each user document d, the sum of P(zi|d) is 1, the sum of P(zi|u) is

still 1 in Equation 6.6. We refer to this process of building user topic models
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as user modelling in personalized search.

P(zi|Mu) =
∑l

j=1 P(zi|dj)

l
(6.6)

In our research, we do not apply the previous user modelling methods

such as using manually defined terms or website categories to record the

user’s search interests. We utilize the LDA to model the user’s clickthrough

documents and use the topic models of the user’s clickthrough documents to

model the user search interests. In the user models of search interests, the

high score of probability of a topic (P(zi|Mu)) in the models can be explained

that the user has high interests to a topic in his past search activities. This

method in user modelling has the following advantages compared to previous

methods:

• Topic modelling is a useful tool of catching the semantic structure of

the user’s clickthrough documents into topics. Thus it can be utilized to

record the user interest topics from the user historical data and promote

the forthcoming search results in the same topics. In personalizing the

user’s serach results, giving the search results which belongs to the same

topic as the past user’s search interests is more reasonable than giving

the same text content as before to the user.

• Topic modelling based method does not need to maintain the knowl-

edge system such as the the web directory to record the user’s search

interests in our topic modelling based method. For building such a

knowledge system to record the user’s search interests, it takes human

efforts to construct, maintain and update which is necessary for using it
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effectively.

• For the topic modelling method, it is easy to include external resources

in the process of user modeling rather than using only the user’s histor-

ical clickthrough data. In our research, we utilize the external resources

by updating the user search topics.

In the following subsections, we introduce our LDA based personal rele-

vance in personalized search task.

6.3.1 Building User Models

As described in Section 6.3, we combine the document models of the user’s

click-through documents as the user model. To give an pratical example,

we give some examples of clickthrough documents by urls for a user in our

experimental log data as (user id: 008781065409879385) in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6: Example of a user’s clicked urls.
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For a user, the historical clickthrough documents are extracted from these

urls. The user model is constructed from the topic models of these click-

through documents. In our experiments, the user model are generated from

topic modeling with 100 topics. The selection of number of topics as 100 has

been successfully utlized in previous IR tasks[Wei & Croft, 2006]. The doc-

ument model is from the topic modelling and the topic scores are generated

from the Equation 6.6. We select several typical user models as examples

shown in Figures 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10. From these examples, we can observe that:

• Users are generally interested in more than one topic as shown in Figure

6.7, 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10.

• Some users have diversified search interests, with their search interests

focused on more than 3 topics as shown in Figure 6.7.

• Some users are particularly interested in one topic as shown in Figure

6.9.

The differing search interest patterns of these users indicates the potential

of personalized search. These user models are utilized in our algorithm to

achieve the personal relevance between users and documents.

6.3.2 LDA-based Personal Relevance

Before we compute the personal relevance between user historical data and

the target search documents, an initial search run is carried out using a stan-

dard retireval model - Okapi BM25. For each top-ranked document in the

initial ranked list, there exists a topic model Md. For each user, one has a
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Figure 6.7: Example of user model (1).

Figure 6.8: Example of user model (2).
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Figure 6.9: Example of user model (3).

Figure 6.10: Example of user model (4).
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user topic model Mu as defined in Equation 6.6. We utilize the similarity

between these two models to measure the personal relevance between user

and web documents. To compute the similarity between the user topic model

and the document topic model, we use the Hellinger distance between topic

models as shown in Equation 6.7. This has been utilized in correlated topic

model [Blei & Lafferty, 2006a]. The Hellinger distance is designed to compare

two probability distributions for similarity. Other popular similarity score as

cosine simiarity is designed to compute the simiartiy between vectors with

values. One advantage of Hellinger disantce utilized in computing document

similaritiries represented by LDA topics is that it is a symmetric score for

two documents while the other popular similarity score as KL-divergence is a

non-symmetric score. The Hellinger distance of two topic M1, M2 is defined

as shown in Equation 6.7. In Equation 6.7, the two document models contain

k topics.

H(M1, M2) =
1√
2

√√√√ k

∑
i=1

(
√

P(zi|M1)−
√

P(zi|M2))2 (6.7)

For each query and the documents retrieved from the initial retrieval

model, we compute the Hellinger distance between the user topic model and

document model of each retrieved document to measure the personal rele-

vance for this query for this user and this target document. If the Helinger

distance is low, it means the target document has very similar topics to the

topics in the user’s historical clickthrough documents; if it is high, it means

that the target document has very different topics with the user’s historical

clickthrough documents.
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Similar to other similarity scores between a user query and target web

documents, the Hellinger distance between the user topic model and the topic

model of the target web document can be used as a feature in a learning to

rank framework to represent the personal relevance between the user and the

target document.

6.3.3 LDA-Based Personal Relevance from External Resources

As we explained in Section 6.2, recording the user’s historical log data is

not sufficient to capture the user’s future search interests. Thus using this

recorded data to build user models is insufficient to compute the personal

relevance when the user issues a query expressing a new search interests.

To address this problem, we propose to expand the user topic model using

external information resource. We chose to use a web corpus as the exter-

nal resource since it covers a very wide range of topics. Our experience tells

that one of the necessary conditions for the external resource is that it should

contain the terms or topics relevant to the user queries. We construct a web

corpus from the Simplified Chinese web corpus by randomly selecting docu-

ments from a large corpus. For a large web corpus, each document is given

an index number from 1 to N (the number of documents in the large web cor-

pus). When a random number (the range of this number is between 1 and N)

is produced, the web document with this random number is selected as the

document in the new collection. The process is stopped until the new collec-

tion contains 10, 000 documents. The selection of documents is for controlling

the collection into a reasonable size for experiments.
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We expand the historical user topic model with the topic model from the

documents in the external web corpus. The new personal relevance is deter-

mined by caculating the similarity between the updated user model and topic

model of target web documents.

For the external web documents, we compare the user model with the

topic model of each document using the Hellinger distance as shown in Equa-

tion 6.7. We set the top t documents with lowest Hellinger distance with user

model as the topical relevance feedback documents. All these top feedback

documents form the external corpus with a feedback topic model M f d as the

method we build the user topic model Mu. We update the user model with

the feedback topic model as shown in Equation 6.8. In our experiments, we

set t as 10 since we do not want to include too much external information

into the user models to change the user search interests. And also 10 has been

shown to be a reasonable number for including external documents for query

expansion in relevance feedback in our previous research.

p
′
(zi|Mu) = p(zi|Mu) + λ ∗

∑t
j=0 p(zi|M f dj)

t
(6.8)

Since the sum of the p
′
(zi|Mu) needs to be 1, p

′
(zi|Mu) is normalized by

the Equation 6.9. Thus p
′′
(zi|Mu) is used as the topic score in the user’s

updated search interest model.

p
′′
(zi|Mu) =

p
′
(zi|Mu)

∑k
i=0 p′(zi|Mu)

(6.9)

With the new updated user topic model, the LDA-based personal rele-

vance score is computed again to get the new relevance score between user
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topic model and the target web documents using Equation 6.7. We refer to

the new score as the LDA-based personal relevance score.

Furthermore, inspired by research in document expansion [Tao et al., 2006]

and length normalization [Robertson & Spärck Jones, 1994; Singhal et al.,

1998], we take into account the size of user data in the process of user model

expansion. In previous document expansion work, the results show that

short-length documents need more feedback information from external cor-

pus to enrich themselves [Tao et al., 2006]. In our work in Chapter 4, the

document expansion method works well on short-length documents. Based

on the previous investigation, we assume that the user data with little number

of clickthrough documents needs more expansion information from external

corpus, and the user data with large number of clickthrough documents need

less expansion information from external corpus. To include the number of

the user historical clickthrough documents in the log data into our method,

we propose a size-based user model expansion method. We adapt the length

normalization method from [Robertson & Spärck Jones, 1994; Singhal et al.,

1998] into our research. We modify Equation 6.8 of our user model expansion

method into Equation 6.11.

p(zi|M f d) =
∑t

j=0 p(zi|M f dj)

t
(6.10)

p
′
(zi|Mu) = p(zi|Mu) + λ ∗ p(zi|M f d) ∗

AvgSize
Size

(6.11)

p
′
(zi|Mu) is then normalized using Equation 6.9 to satisfy the sum of the

probabilities of user topics to be 1.
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In Equation 6.11, AvgSize
Size is used to normalize the size of user data which

is the number of user click-through documents for the individual user in the

historical log data; and AvgSize is the average number of user click-through

documents for the individual user. If the size of the user data is larger than

the average size of the user data, the feedback part (p(zi|M f d)) plays a lesser

important role in the overall score; if the size of the user data is smaller than

the average size of the user data, the feedback part (p(zi|M f d)) plays a more

important role in the overall socre.

6.3.4 Learning-based Retrieval Model

A standard method to achieve effective web search is to include a range of

relevance clues or signals as features in a Learning to Rank framework [Liu,

2009]. In our experiments, we utilize the Ranking SVM toolkit [Joachims,

2006]. SVM-Rank is an efficient implementation software package for Support

Vector Machine (SVM) ranking in IR 1. Our LDA-based personal relevance

scores can be used as features in the RankSVM framework.

For the Sogou data, we have the whole target web corpus and the user’s

search logs. An example of query log data can be shown in Talbe 6.2 2:

The features we are using in the experiments are the score of classical text

retrieval model, initial ranked position from search engine, score of LDA-

based personal relevance, score of LDA-based hidden topic match, score of

LDA-based hidden topic match by size normalization. These features include

1https://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/tj/svm_light/svm_rank.html
2The query in Chinese has been translated into English manually for the reader’s con-

vience.
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Table 6.2: An Example of Sogou Search Log.
00:00:00 time to record the log
2982199073774412 the user’s unique id
360 safe guard user query
8 the rank of the doucment in the rank list
3 the rank of the user has clicked on this

document for the same query
http://download.it.com.cn the url of the clicked document

the important factors for a typical web search task as text similarity between

query and document (Okapi score), the importance of the web pages (the

original search engine rank), personal relevance between the user and the

target documents (our proposed LDA based methods). The details of features

are as:

Okapi Score (OS) Okapi BM25 is a classic text retrieval algorithm and it pro-

duces a similarity score between the query and document.

Okapi Score Position (OSP) the position of the document in the initial ranked

list from the Okapi BM25 ranking model.

Minimum of Search Engine Ranked Position (Min-SERP) The minimum ranked

position of the document in the historical user click-through log. If a

document has appeared twice in all ranked lists of the overall user logs,

and in one time its ranked position is 1 and the other position is 5. Then

the minimum of Search Engine Ranked Position (SERP) for this doc-

ument is 1, and the maximum of SERP is 5, and the average SERP is

3.

Maximum of Search Engine Ranked Position (Max-SERP) The maximum ranked
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position of the document in the historical user click-through log. The

description can be found in feature Min-SERP.

Average of Search Engine Ranked Position (Avg-SERP) The average ranked

position of the document in the historical user click-through log. The

description can be found in feature Min-SERP.

Minimum of User Click Position (Min-UCP) The minimum rank of user click

of the document for queries in the historical user click-through log. If a

document has been clicked by users twice in all the ranked lists of the

user logs and the first click sequence is the first click in a ranked list and

the other click is the fifth click in a ranked list, then the minimum rank

of user click for this document is 1, the maximum of user click position

is 5 and the average user click position is 3. The feature is calculated

from the all ranking lists in the user logs.

Maximum of User Click Position (Max-UCP) The maximum rank of user click

of the document for queries in the historical user click-through log. The

description can be found in feature Min-UCP.

Average of User Click Position (Avg-UCP) The average rank of user click of

the document for queries in the historical user click-through log. The

description can be found in feature Min-UCP.

LDA-based Personal Relevance (LPR) We use the defined personal relevance

described in subsection 6.3.2 to indicate the personal relevance between

target document and user.
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LDA-based Hidden Topic Match (LHTM) We use the defined score of hid-

den topic match described in subsection 6.3.3 to indicate the personal

relevance between hidden user topics and target web documents.

LDA-based Hidden Topic Match by Size Normalization (LHTMSN) We use

the defined score of hidden topic match by size normalization described

in subsection 6.3.3 to indicate the personal relevance between hidden

user topics and target web documents.

The reason why we include the SERP and User Click Position (UCP) as the

features in our experiments is we want to build a simulation of ranking meth-

ods for a web search task. In perfect practice, we should implement many

features used in working search engine system. These features can be PageR-

ank scores of the documents, the relevance of the anchor text and the user

query, the click-through rate of the documents and etc. But the implementa-

tion work to build features for a web search system could consume too much

time and this is not necessary for research purpose in our work. We propose

to use the information in the user logs to simulate these important features

usually used in a commercial search engine. For our proposed feature, the

SERP scores for a document in the user log can be viewed as the importance

of this document in the overall documents which play a similar role as the

PageRank in the overall web documents. The UCP scores for a document can

be viewed as metrics to how much the user wants to click to this document

which play a similar role to the click-through rate for a document.

Overall, we use the text similarities, the original SERP, the user click in-

formation to produce a ranking method to simulate the original web search.
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For each feature such as the original SERP, we use the minimum, maximum

and average SERP as features to include more information in our feature engi-

neering and this is a typical technique for building features in web search task

and similar technique can be seen in the Microsoft Letor dataset [Qin et al.,

2010]. Based on these features we extract from the user logs, we add our pro-

posed LDA based features to test whether the external resources can help to

improve the effectiveness of the ranking method compared to our simulated

web search ranking method.

In the following section, we evaluate the performance of these features in

the Learning to Rank framework for a personalized search task. We test the

hypothesis that these new features utilizing external resources can improve

the overall retrieval effectiveness in the personalized task.

6.4 Evaluation

For our experimental setup, we again use the data from the Chinese com-

mercial search engine - SOGOU.COM (NASDAQ:SOHU). This dataset was

introduced in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5. The data includes one month’s user

query logs and a target Chinese Web collection. In the Learning to Rank

method, we transfer all the data into features for training and testing. We use

the same format as used in the SVMRank toolkit, as shown in Figure 6.11.

Figure 6.11 shows some examples of the feature tables. The 11 features

used in our experiments are described as in Table 6.3, and the detailed de-

scription of these features can be found in section 6.3.4 of this chapter. Each

line of the data in Figure 6.11 describes a query/document pair. The column
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0 qid:1 1:14.7322 2:1 3:8 4:8 5:8 6:1 7:1 8:1 9:3.4924
10:2.75332 11:3.01564

0 qid:1 1:14.7215 2:2 3:1 4:1 5:1 6:1 7:1 8:1 9:3.67499
10:3.64854 11:3.61235

1 qid:1 1:14.6706 2:3 3:9 4:52 5:23 6:1 7:12 8:6 9:1.33252
10:1.18035 11:1.19382

1 qid:1 1:14.6706 2:4 3:2 4:40 5:23 6:1 7:6 8:3 9:2.84597
10:2.75658 11:2.74741

0 qid:1 1:14.5385 2:5 3:12 4:12 5:12 6:1 7:4 8:2 9:2.06866
10:1.39491 11:1.62316

0 qid:1 1:14.4555 2:6 3:2 4:2 5:2 6:2 7:2 8:2 9:3.58439
10:2.83131 11:3.0973

Figure 6.11: Example of feature table.

one is the judgement score for the query and the document(1 means the docu-

ment has been clicked when this document is returned from the search engine

using the query while 0 means not clicked), and column two is the query id,

and the remaining columns are the value for the 11 features between the query

and the document.

Table 6.3: The Description of the Feature Table Data.
Feature ID Description of Feature
1 Okapi Score (OS)
2 Okapi Score Position (OSP)
3 Minimum of Search Engine Ranked Position (Min-SERP)
4 Maximum of Search Engine Ranked Position (Max-SERP)
5 Average of Search Engine Ranked Position (Avg-SERP)
6 Minimum of User Click Position (Min-UCP)
7 Maximum of User Click Position (Max-UCP)
8 Average of User Click Position (Avg-UCP)
9 LDA-based Personal Relevance (LPR)
10 LDA-based Hidden Topic Match (LHTM)
11 LDA-based Hidden Topic Match by Size Normalization (LHTMSN)

For the match score between the document and the query, all the user’s
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click-through documents are labeled as 1 and non-clicked documents as 0.

To Ranking SVM, these labels mean that the clicked documents should rank

before the non-clicked documents. We use 80 queries with 1000 returned web

documents using the Okapi model. For each query and document pair, we

produce the necessary feature scores. Thus overall, we have 80, 000 instances

for training and testing in our experiments. We split these instances into

40, 000 of 40 queries as the training data and 40, 000 as the testing instances

for the other 40 queries (The first 40 queries as the training data and the

remaining 40 queries as the testing data ).

6.4.1 Comparison with baselines

To test the effectiveness of our proposed methods, we investigate its effective-

ness by combining different combination of features. The main investigation

is the comparison with the features combination with and without our pro-

posed personalized features. The difference of these Runs is listed as:

• The Run Okapi uses the features: OS and OSP.

• The Run Okapi + rank + clickrank uses the features: OS, OSP, rank fea-

tures, and clickrank features.

• The Run Okapi + rank + clickrank + LDA1 uses the features: OS, OSP,

rank features, clickrank features and LDA1.

• The Run Okapi + rank + clickrank + LDA12 uses the features: OS, OSP,

rank features, clickrank features, LDA1 and LDA2.
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• The Run Okapi + rank + clickrank + LDA123 uses the features: OS, OSP,

rank features, clickrank features, LDA1, LDA2 and LDA3.

• The Run Okapi + rank + clickrank + LDA2 uses the features: OS, OSP,

rank features, clickrank features and LDA2.

• The Run Okapi + rank + clickrank + LDA3 uses the features: OS, OSP,

rank features, clickrank features and LDA3.

We show our experimental results in Table 6.4. We show seven sets of

results. For our previously listed features, we refer to the features related

to the ranks of the documents as rank features including Min-SERP, Max-

SERP and Avg-SERP; we refer to the features related to the user click ranks of

the documents as clickrank features including Min-UCP, Max-UCP and Avg-

UCP, and the three LDA related features as LDA1(LPR), LDA2(LHTM), and

LDA3(LHTMSN).

Table 6.4: Comparison of search effectiveness with different features combi-
nation.

Runs MAP NDCG@10 P@10 ERR@10
Okapi 0.0589 0.0909 0.0467 0.0977
Okapi+rank+clickrank 0.3732 0.4119 0.2533 0.3418
Okapi+rank+clickrank+LDA1 0.4113 0.5346 0.2933 0.338
Okapi+rank+clickrank+LDA12 0.4389 0.5346 0.2967 0.3698
Okapi+rank+clickrank+LDA123 0.4339 0.5659 0.3133 0.417
Okapi+rank+clickrank+LDA2 0.3995 0.4919 0.2667 0.4068
Okapi+rank+clickrank+LDA3 0.4178 0.5448 0.2667 0.34

The results in Table 6.4 show that using of the Okapi score is not suitable

for this task. This means that it is not effective to rank documents based

on the query-document matching for this tasks. However, this result can be
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anticipated for several reasons. It is worth noting that the assumption that

all relevant documents have previously been clicked by the user when using

a commercial search engine may impact negatively on this results. Users of

web search engines typically click on high ranked documents, this possible

relevant documents retrieved at lower ranks will not have been considered by

the user. Thus, they are assumed not to be relevant and if ranked higher in

the Okapi lists than their original rank in the commercial search engine will

actually impact negatively on the results. Also, we cannot know the features

used to create the ranked lists for the commercial search engine, but it is

likely that their ranking is at least partially based on web link structure in

the form of a PageRank type score, and general popularity of the content as

measured by clicks on the documents by users of the search engine. Thus,

the ranking of these clicked documents will have been based significantly on

factors unrelated to content, and hence we can anticipate that content only

based ranking based on an Okapi type function will produce poor retrieval

effectiveness.

Incorporating rank based signals into the ranking function based on the

initial ranking from the commercial search engine produces a large improve-

ment in all retrieval metrics, as could be expected since they are based on the

behavior of the commercial search engine, and gives us a more useful point

of comparison for out investigations.

Looking further at Table 6.4 , we can see that each of the LDA methods

individually improve on the okapi+rank+clickrank results. None of the sep-

arate LDA methods are clearly superior with different methods preferred as

measured by alternative retrieval metrics. The most interesting result however
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is that the best overall result is achieved by combination of all three methods

in the learning-to-rank framework. This indicates that each of these signals

provides difficult useful information related to the ranking of documents of

interest to the user which can be used effectively in combination.

To further illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed methods, we also

show the difference of MAP for individual query between Run Okapi+ rank+

clickrank + LDA1 and Okapi + rank + clickrank + LDA12 as Figure 6.12. The

results show that MAP is improved for most queries, and that the p-value to

compare the MAP scores of the two Runs by the t-test is p = 0.04884.

Figure 6.12: Differece of MAP for Runs Okapi+rank+clickrank+LDA1 and
Okapi+rank+clickrank+LDA12.
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6.4.2 Discussion

Classical IR algorithms focus on the textual relevance without considering

whether the search results satisfy an individual user’s search interests. Per-

sonal relevance aims to reveal the user’s query intent and return relevant doc-

uments describing the topic from the perspective of the user’s search interest

in the topics. In the situation that the user’s history log does not provide in-

formation about the user’s current interest topic which differs from their past

typical interests, it is difficult for IR algorithms to provide the personalized

results for the user query.

In this chapter, we describe a method to enrich the user search interest

model from external resources - a web corpus. This method utilizes the cor-

relation between the historical user topics and the hidden topics among the

web corpus to enrich the user search topic model. Providing personalized

results for the new search topics of users is very important for the user search

experience. How to model the user’s new interests before they are present in

the search log is a challenging problem for a search system. We define the

LDA-based topic relevance as a solution to model the relation between the

historical topics and hidden topics for the user. Furthermore, the Learning to

Rank framework is used to combine several features concerning topical rel-

evance between target corpus and user logs. The results of our experiments

show improvement on a Chinese web data search task.

In our experiments, we aim to improve the rank based on the user’s clicks.

We use the features include Okapi, rank and clickrank to simulate the ranked

list from the search engine. These features include the text similarity between
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the query and the documents, the ranked position of the documents in the

user logs, the rank that the user chooses to click for this documents in the

user logs. Our experimental results show that the combination with the LDA

features improve the overall retrieval effectiveness.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have described a study of a topic model based personalized

method for a web data search task. We conducted the corpus analysis with

the web corpus and user logs. Our findings showed that users are not always

consistent in the search topics in their own search logs. We proposed to utilize

external resources to extend the model of user search interests based on the

user’s historical log data. This updating is based on the correlation between

the potential user topics and the past search topics. We define an LDA-based

topic relevance score and an LDA-based hidden topic match score to describe

the correlation between the potential user topics and past search topics. These

scores are used as features in a Learning to Rank framework. Our results

show significant improvement compared to the baseline system produced by

combination of standard features without using the external resources.

To answer the research questions we propose in the beginning of this chap-

ter, we get the conclusions as follows:

• How to model the user and document in topic modeling framework

for personalized search task? In our research, the user historical data

and target documents are modeled by LDA and then each user and

document can be represented by topic weights from LDA.
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• How to utilize external resources in user modeling and document mod-

eling? Topic models from user historical data can be enriched from

topics models of external documents in our research. This method aims

to cover the potential topics which are missed in the current user data.

• How to utilize external resources based user models to rank documents

in personalized search task in learning to rank framework? The similar-

ity between user models and documents models of the target documents

can be used to describe the personal relevance between the user and the

target documents. Then these similarity scores can be used as features

in learning to rank framework to rank target documents for different

users.
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Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis focuses on the utilization of external resources to improve IR ef-

fectiveness. Many IR applications are objected to a sparse data problem. This

problem of sparse data can greatly affect retrieval effectiveness. In past re-

search of IR, relevance feedback (RF) has been shown to be a key effective

method to address this problem. In typical RF algorithms, a key assumption

is that the target corpus contains enough information to suitably enrich the

user query. When this assumption is not valid, a sparse data problem oc-

curs, it can potentially cause the failure of typical RF methods. On the other

hand, as we have demonstrated that widely available external resources such

as Wikipedia and other Internet web documents can potentially play a role

in resolving the sparse data problem in the RF process. Our research begins

with the sparse data problem in queries and documents, and then goes on

addressing the user which are three most important parts of modern IR tasks.

This chapter summarizes the findings of this thesis and gives a suggestion for

potential future directions for IR research following these topics.
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7.1 Contributions of the Thesis

The previous research topics are relevant to this thesis are primarily rele-

vance feedback and personalized search where much work already exists. In

the state-of-art work, mainstream research has focused on how to effectively

utilize the information from the target corpus or the user logs to enrich the

original user query. Progress has been made by utilizing many techniques

such as query expansion from the target corpus including various feedback

term weighting methods, user modeling using the categories of the ODP sys-

tem, learning-based methods to choose feedback terms, clustering methods

to find a key topic in the feedback information, and building user models for

the user search logs. There has been less focus part on using the external re-

sources to resolve the sparse data problem existing in the target corpus or the

user logs. Our overall idea is using external resources to resolve the sparse

data problem in the IR tasks. We view IR as a task which should include

the user, the query, and the target documents. A complete IR system should

model the search interests of the user and provide personalized search results

to the user retrieved from the target corpus for a specific user query. In this

thesis, we attack the sparse data problem from all these three aspects: user,

query, and documents.

After the survey work on relevance feedback and personalized search of

Chapter 2, we began the research on the use of external resources for query

expansion in Chapter 3. Query expansion (QE) is one of the most widely used

methods to improve retrieval effectiveness in many IR tasks. We explored QE

using external resources. To demonstrate our research hypothesis, we tested
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our external QE method on a text-image retrieval task, which is a typical re-

trieval task where sparse data problem happens. Our results demonstrate

that external QE works better than the state-of-art QE on the target corpus.

To further investigate the external QE method, our proposed definition-based

relevance feedback algorithm showed further improvement compared to the

utilization of standard RF method on the external resources. This is because

our algorithm utilizes external resources more thoroughly compared to the

indiscriminate imitation of the standard RF method from the target corpus

to the external resources. It shows that the utilization of external resource

to enrich user queries can play a significant role in improving retrieval effec-

tiveness. Utilizing the definition documents found in the external resources

for the user query in the process of relevance feedback can further improve

the final results. This is the first step we introduce the external resources in

the IR process from the classical methodology of QE. Our contribution to the

knowledge in this work can be summarized as:

• QE from external resources can bring more useful feedback information

to the process of relevance feedback in IR tasks with the sparse data

problem.

• The combination of QE from external resources and target collection

produces the best result in IR tasks with the sparse data problem.

• We propose a new DRF method to utilize the external resources in IR

tasks with the sparse data problem.

In the fourth chapter, we introduced our work on document expansion

using external resources. DE is a less used method on retrieval tasks due to
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past research reports various results by applying DE on IR tasks including

negative results. Regarding IR tasks with the sparse data problem, usually

the target document is short and needs more terms to describe the content of

it which is different with the newswire retrieval tasks widely explored on the

classical IR research. We hypothesized that the DE method can help to resolve

the sparse data problem. We demonstrate that DE works well and our results

outperform the best result in the official runs on the same evaluation task.

This is due to the sparse data problem on the document sides being the key

factor influencing retrieval effectiveness in short-length documents retrieval.

Resolving the sparse data problem on target documents is the most effec-

tive way to improve the retrieval effectiveness and our results demonstrate

this conclusion. Our proposed method uses short documents as the query to

search external resources to get the relevant documents. The classical Okapi

relevance feedback method can play an effective role to get the relevant infor-

mation from the external resources. This feedback information provides an

effective supplement to enrich the original short documents with sparse data

problem. In our research, our proposed document reduction method also im-

proves the standard document expansion which has been used before. This

methodology helps to improve the final retrieval results further. One notable

question in this research is that our good retrieval results may be due to the

content of used external resources covering the topics of the target collection

well. This is an interesting topic to explore in the future to examine the rela-

tionship between the target corpus and the external resources when utilizing

external resources for retrieval tasks. Our contribution to the knowledge in

this work can be summarized as:
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• DE from external resources can get similar result with the QE method

from target corpus in IR tasks with the sparse data problem.

• The combination of the DE method for document reduction gets better

results in IR tasks with the sparse data problem.

• The combination of DE and QE methods get the best results. It indicates

that these two methods should be utilized together in IR tasks with the

sparse data problem.

Chapter 5 and 6 describes our research moving from the query and doc-

ument to the user side. One ultimate goal of IR research is to provide per-

sonalized search results for each user. In this process, user historical data is

an important resource to capture the search interests of users. Personalized

search includes user historical information in the retrieval process to adapt

retrieval for the individual user. Evidence shows that it is usually difficult

to collect the complete historical data of users in many search tasks. Thus,

the sparse data problem exists when modeling the user search interests using

user historical data. In our research on personalized search, we introduce ex-

ternal resources as a knowledge base to build a user model for later retrieval

processes. Modelling the user’s search interests is the key step to conduct

the later personalized retrieval. Our clustering method divides the external

resources into categories. This is a necessary step to build a knowledge base

for modeling user search interests and underlying topics of target documents.

In this research, the user historical data and the target corpus are all mapped

into this knowledge base to build the topic distribution of the user and the

target documents. The similarity between these two distributions can produce
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the topical relevance between user historical data and target documents. This

is the first step we try to utilize external resources on personalized search task.

Our results show significant improvement compared to the standard retrieval

method without considering topical relevance between user search interests

and topics of target documents. In chapter 6, the topical relevance between

the user data and target documents are used as features in a learning to rank

framework and it shows the improvement in the retrievlal effectiveness. Our

contribution to the knowledge in this work can be summarized as:

• We propose a clustering based method to classify the external resources

into categories. Thus the user historical data can be mapped into these

categories to build user models. The external resources based user mod-

els are used to compare with the target documents by topical relevance

in our experiments, and then the topical relevance is used to rank the

target documents for different users. This work demonstrates that the

external resources can be utilized into building user models for person-

alized search task.

• In our research, the user historical data and target documents are mod-

eled by LDA and then each user and document can be represented by

topic weights from LDA. Topic models from user historical data can

be enriched from topics models of external documents in our research.

The similarity between user models and documents models of the target

documents can be used to describe the personal relevance between the

user and the target documents. Then these similarity scores can be used

as features in learning to rank framework to rank target documents for
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diverse users. This work demonstrates that the external resources based

features help to improve the retrieval effectiveness in learning to rank

framework.

In this thesis, we demonstrate the effectiveness of enriching IR on three

aspects of the IR process: user, query, and document. Our results demonstrate

several important conclusions: The first conclusion is a direct utilization of

the classical algorithms from the target corpus to external corpus can help

to resolve the sparse data problem and it demonstrates the robustness of the

classical algorithms on different situation. This is concluded from our work

on external query expansion, external document expansion and personalized

search using Wikipedia. The second conclusion is that when utilizing the

external resources finely designed algorithms can help to further improve the

effectiveness of utilization of external resources, and this is concluded from

our work on definition-based relevance feedback and document reduction

work. The third conclusion is that modern machine learning techniques such

as ranking SVM and topic modelling are effective methods to utilize external

resources on personalized search tasks, and this validated in our work on

learning-based hidden topic matching.

7.2 Revisiting the Hypotheses of the Thesis

As we described at the beginning of this thesis, we hypothesized that external

resources can be helpful in the relevance feedback process and to improve

the personalized search tasks for sparse data problem in IR tasks. From our

research on the relevance feedback using external resources - query expansion
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and document expansion, our experiments show that the significant retrieval

improvement can be achieved compared to the classical methods using only

the target corpus as the feedback sources. It demonstrates that the external

resources can be helpful to improve the retrieval effectiveness in the process

of relevance feedback for IR tasks with the sparse data problem.

Furthermore, in the personalized search task where sparse data problem

happens on the user historical data, the enrichment of the user data from

external resources also demonstrates its effectiveness compared to the text

similarity based method and simulated search engine baseline. All this evi-

dence demonstrates that external resources can help resolve the sparse data

problem with all aspects of the IR process - user, query, and document.

7.3 Future Directions

In this thesis, we proposed using external resources to resolve sparse data

problem in IR research. This could be an important direction to explore for

improving the overall retrieval effectiveness since the main problem in many

IR tasks where there is a lack of data from one to all components in the IR

process. Without enough information, it is difficult to improve the retrieval

effectiveness. From this thesis’s research, many possible future directions can

be proposed.

• Query expansion is a classical method to enrich the user query from

the target corpus. Our research improves the typical QE method by uti-

lizing the external resources. Although our research has demonstrated

external query expansion can help to improve the retrieval effective-
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ness, there is a chance to fully utilize more information of the external

resources such as the link graph relation of the Wikipedia pages and

web pages. Those pages linked to the definition documents can provide

more information to help finding more relevant information to enrich

the user query.

• External resources have been shown to be helpful for improving retrieval

tasks with sparse data problem in our experiments. An interesting topic

is how to select appropriate external resources for different target cor-

pus. The purpose of IR is to satisfy the user’s information need by the

user query from the target corpus. If there is a better method to select

external resources for the retrieval task, it may be better to resolve the

sparse data problem within the retrieval process. The research question

is how to select an external resource for different retrieval tasks. Simi-

larity or topic coverage between the target corpus, the user query and

the external resource could be useful methods to carry on this research.

• Current document expansion methods can handle short documents very

well since usually short documents usually only focus on a single topic.

Enriching short document from external resources typically uses the

short document as a query to find more relevant information from exter-

nal resources to enrich itself. This is a straightforward method to apply

document expansion. But for those documents which contain more than

one main topic, the situation is more complex. Current topic modeling

method can help to identify the main topics in documents. Thus, the top

terms belong to different topics can be used as different queries to find
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different relevant information about different topics. This relevant infor-

mation belonging to different topics can be used to enrich the original

document. It may potentially help to resolve the sparse data problem of

complex documents which include multiple topics.

• In query expansion research, state-of-art algorithms can process differ-

ent queries with different parameters for acquiring feedback informa-

tion. The hypothesis is that different queries should be treated dif-

ferently rather than use a unified coefficient for all the queries. The

assumption is that more ambiguous queries should be given more feed-

back information to make their focus clearer. This method can be also

adapted to the DE process. Different documents have different levels

of sparse data problem, which are the levels that they are needed to be

enriched from external resources. A learning-based method may help

to decide what is the best parameter to acquire feedback information in

the DE process. This is an interesting topic to explore when conducting

DE from external resources.

• Our experiments with the use of external resources with an LDA model

of the user’s topical interests for personalized search have illustrated

the potential for unstructured web-based knowledge sources to success-

fully augment information gathered from the user’s click-through data,

when small amounts of data are collected on topics of interest user lead-

ing to a sparse data problem. Our investigation was carried out using a

small randomly selected external collection of web-documents. Further

investigation is needed to explore the potential impact of using a larger
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external document collection with out LDA methods. In addition, we

could explore considering the selection of the contents for this collec-

tion. Potentially different types of content may be found to be more

useful, e.g. documents from more reliably sources or containing more

detailed descriptions of topics may be more useful. If this is the case,

then suitably filtering external collections may improve effectiveness of

our LDA methods. Our earlier work on document expansion for image

retrieval showed improved effectiveness using an enhanced term selec-

tion method, and it may be beneficial to consider a more sophisticated

interaction with the external resources for search personalization.

In this thesis, we present the sparse data problem in two retrieval tasks:

text-based image retrieval and personalized search. Our research focuses on

utilizing external resources to enrich the three aspects of the typical retrieval

process: user, query, and document. Our research concludes that the exter-

nal resources can help to resolve the sparse data problem in all these three

aspects. In the past research, less attention has been paid to the sparse data

problem which greatly harms retrieval effectiveness. Our research provides a

perspective on utilizing external resources in resolving sparse data problem

for IR tasks. Deeper questions regarding the sparse data problem may be an-

swered in future work on this topic, since there is still a long way to go before

IR systems achieve best possible performance.
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Information Retrieval Information retrieval (IR) is concerned with satisfying

a user’s information need by retrieving documents or data collection in

other formats such as image, video and speech.

Relevance Feedback Relevance feedback is a feature of some systems to take

the results from an initial retrieval operation for a given query and to

use this to create a revised query and revise the sytem parameters to

improve retrieval effectinvess in a later retrival run for this query.

Query Expansion Query expansion (QE) is the process of reformulating a

seed query to improve retrieval performance in information retrieval op-

erations. In the context of Web search engines, query expansion involves

evaluating a user’s input (what words were typed into the search query

area, and sometimes other types of data) and expanding the search

query to match additional documents.

Document Expansion Document expansion (DE) is the process of expanding

target documents by terms from target collection or external collection

before the indexing of target collection. It aims to bring more infor-

mation into the target documents to improve retrieval performance in
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information retrieval. There is still no conclusion about whether DE is

useful for general IR tasks.

Personalization Personalization technology enables the dynamic insertion,

customization or suggestion of content in any format that is relevant to

the individual user, based on the user’s implicit behaviour and prefer-

ences, and explicitly given details.

User Profile A user profile is a collection of personal data associated with a

specific user. A profile refers therefore to the explicit digital representa-

tion of a person’s identity. A user profile can also be considered as the

computer representation of a user model.

User Modelling User modelling is a subdivision of human-computer inter-

action and describes the process of building up and modifying a user

model. The main goal of user modelling is customization and adapta-

tion of systems to the user’s specific needs.

Topic Model In machine learning and natural language processing, a topic

model is a type of statistical model for discovering the abstract "topics"

that occur in a collection of documents.
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